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Treating Portland's heroin fix
Heroin is easy to find, but methadone treatment isn't
• By Eric Hannelius

On July 24, Debra Kruzel of Portland, 32, died of a
heroin overdose. It was the third heroin-related death
in Portland this year.
Portland police link the deaths, and a growing number of overdoses, with a particularly potent batch of
heroin known as China White which is being "scored"
by the city's heroin users.
And police say the number of people using heroin is
growing.
"Six years ago there may have been 25 heroin addicts in all of Portland," said Sgt. Arthur Shaughnessy,
head of the Portland police department's narcotics unit
"Now we are dealing with more than 200. That's a

tremendous increase."
Shaughnessy said the highly addictive heroin has
become the local drug of choice because it is more
available and less expensive than other drugs, including cocaine.
And while the city's heroin population continues to
grow, treatment for addicts is scarce. Methadone detoxification, a highly successful treatment used for
heroin addicts, is not available anywhere in
Cumberland County. This is partly due to the fact that
Maine, unlike most other states in the country, does
not provide any funding for methadone treatment.
''Heroin addiction is not treated as a medical issue
in Maine, it's treated as a political and socioeconomic
issue," said Dr. Richard Corbett, head of the Seton

Unit at Mid-Maine Medical Center in Waterville, the
only place in Maine offering methadone detox. "Instead of offering the addict a treatment that works, we
purposely deny them the treatment hoping they will go
away to another state for treatment."
For a growing number of other Portland heroin addicts in search of methadone treatment, the search is in
vain. They are faced with expensive treatment programs that don't use methadone, and that Corbett and
other critics say lump all substance abusers together
without recognizing heroin addicts' special needs.
Now with more Portlanders shooting up and methadone being shot down, it could be a long time before
Portland gets out of this fix.
Continued on page 8
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A Reglon.1 W.ste Systems cr.ne gr.ples with sever.1 tons of truh.

Recycling's long
and winding road
• By Paul KarT

Regional Waste Systems (RWS), Portland's quasimunicipal solid waste agency, puts out a brochure
with vivid color photographs of downtown Portland,
the autumn woods, and a dump truck riding off into
the sunset. The text notes the desire of RWS to "help

preserve, and even enhance, our most precious
resource: the pure and natural beauty of Maine." The
brochure says RWS is "a major recycler" that wants
"people to recycle more and throw out less." Moreover, it continues, RWS has "become the best in the
world, a global model of waste management efficiency."
But the brochure itself was not printed on recycled
paper - it was printed on a glossy, laminated stock
that cannot be recycled. And the chances are excellent
that it will end up right back where it came from, at
RWS headquarters. Except this time it will be incinerated to a wisp in the searing heat of a furnace,
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producing a spark of electricity and a speck of toxic
ash that will lodge in a scrubber and eventually be
dumped into an ashfill.
RWS is not in the recycling business as much as it
is in the waste-to-energy business.
And the company recently canned a pilot curbside
recycling program in favor of "drop-off" containers
to which recycling devotees haul their own
recyclables.
Now Portlanders who would like to do their part
to conserve natural resources by recycling are finding
that the road to recycling is strewn with garbage.
Continued on page 1(5
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. BUDGET BOARDING
Suppl, Your Pet's Favorite Food
We Provide the T.L.C.
cat: 3.50; small dog: 4.50; med dog: 5.50; Ig. dog; 6.50

1087 Forest Ave. Portland •

• 797-2414
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1987 Mercedes Benz 560 SL

A revI_ of the top n_. storl.. .rfectIng

Gre• .,. Port.Mld: August' through 13, 1991.

less than 12,000 miles
like new

With city budget purses
tight, the commission's
budget and duties have come
under repeated attacks over
the last few months from
councilors, boaters and
fishermen in both cities.
Critics say the
commission's budget has
ballooned from less than
$30,000 seven years ago to
more than $100,000. Those
same critics say many of the
commission's duties and
responSibilities in Casco Bay
are duplicated by the Marine
Patrol and Coast Guard.

MADD money fuss
PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES· BENZ
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207
/

Barringer: Free the tourists

,

New Fall & Winter Arrivals Daily!

tommy-s
K
O'S"G
EAR
273 Congress SL, PooIand 772-5357 Open Mon-SaL 8 arn-5 pm, Thurs. 'lil8 pm

NEW BUB CITY
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT
151 Middle Street
Next to Videoport
Portiand
828-0211
FAX 828-0318

Lunch:
Monday-Friday, 8-4
Light Dinners,
Sandwiches, Pizza:
Wednesday-Saturday, 4-9

Famous since June, 1991. New Sub City has become a legendary
purveyor of state-of-the-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads,
soups, pizza, Green Mtn. Coffee Roasters coffee, sinful chocolate chip
cookies (insulin therapy not included), muffins and other delectable
daily specials to disceming business, professional and stressed
executives of the Old Port office community.

-'he Best Rolled Syrians In Maine$295

The opposing camps in the turnpike widening referendum
continue to swerve and avoid each other's arguments.
The Campaign for Sensible Transportation on Aug. 8
unveiled what spokesperson Richard Barringer called "no-cost
or low-cost ways that the Turnpike Authority could reduce
congestion during the Labor Day weekend." But the promoters
of the widening said Barringer's suggestions are nonsensical
and were merely designed to divert attention from what
Turnpike chief Paul Violette termed "the real difficulties this
fall's referendum would cause."
"Let the tourists go," proclaimed Barringer to reporters
gathered at Exit 8 in Westbrook, where suburban sprawl has
grown up around the turnpike interchange. "Simply open the
tollbooths at the southbound York tollbooth on Labor Day,"
said Barringer, former state planning chief and current director
of USM's public policy program. "Charge tourists double as
they come into Maine, and nothing when they leave."
"Another grandstand play," grumbled Violette.
"Smoke and mirrors," echoed Bob Deis, spokesperson for the
pro-turnpike Coalition for Responsible Government. Violette
and Deis claim the real problem is in the referendum's language
calling for a comprehensive transportation planning system
designed to promote alternatives to highway construction
throughout the state.
•
"The capacity of the York toll plaza to pass vehicles is not the
cause of the congestion," said Violette. "The lack of capacity on
the two-lane section of the turnpike is the cause of the congestion."

Councilors endorse slow squeeze
For the second time in a week, the Portland City Council
found itself confronting an angry crowd of more than 500
people, and early on the morning of Aug. 13 the councilors
sought to cool tempers by voting to stick it to the city's property
owners gradually instead of all at once.
Voting 7-1, with Councilor Ted Rand the lone dissenter, the
council decided to phase in Portland's controversial revaluation
over a two-year period. Under the plan, half the increase in
valuations will apply to this year's tax bill and the other half
will wait until 1992.

Announces

An Evening Estates Auction
Monday, August 19th, at 6:00PM

To be held at our Auction Gallery
Plaza 1, US Rte. I, Kennebunk, Maine 04043
Preview - Saturday, August 17, 10 AM to 4 PM
Preview - Monday, August 19, 9 AM to Auction
Highlights of this sale include: Country, Yictorian and. 20th C.~ury
Furniture. Victorian and Country Decoral.!ve Accessones - Pamtmgs Prints. Glass and China - Oriental Rugs - Silver and MUCH MORE.
CATERED. ABSENTEE BIDDING ACCEYl'ED WITIf A20'lI> DEPOSIT
All descriptions subject to error. A premium of It'll> will be applied to III property
sold'" be plld by the buye .... part ofthopurchue price. Terms of Solo: C.. h,
Trovelors Checks, Ched<. only If credlt h......n established prior'" ..Ie.
ALL LOTS SOLD AS IS· WHERE IS.

A uctiOftlUS: Pegg, Mlrrilt attd Richard Oliyu
Oliver's
Post Office Box 337, Keft",blUtk, ME 04643
(1D7) 985-3600 • FAX (207) 985-7734 • Maille Ik.1/OO281

Harbor Commission sinking fast
The Aug. 5 vetoes by Portland and South Portland city
councilors of a new user fee for recreational boaters, and their
rejection of a proposed 50 percent mooring fee increase, may
force the Portland Harbor Commission to curtail its presence
drastically in Casco Bay.
The action by the two city councils eliminates more than
$50,000 from the Harbor Commission's 1991-92 budget of
$96,000.
Commission Chairman Gerard St. Cyr had said the program
of new fees was "absolutely essential" to keep the harbor
commission operating.
But rather than come up with more money, the two city
councils decided to establish a joint task force to review the
commission's duties. Ultimately, it will be up to the state
Legislature to make any necessary changes by rewriting the
1917 law that established the commission.

The Maine chapter of
MADD - Mothers Against
Drunk Driving - has had a
head-on collision with the
national office of the organization, and the local officers
of the group were among the
casualties.
It started on July 1, when
Sharon Blake of Readfield
was elected president of the
Maine chapter and promptly
suspended the local executive
director, Marilyn Robb. Then,
on Aug. 10, word came from
the national office in Dallas
that Robb was back in, and
Blake and the rest of the
Maine chapter's leadership
were out.
Both sides agree that the
dispute initially centered
over the practice of giving
Robb a portion of her $30,000
annual salary in the form of a
housing allowance. But
national MADD officials said
the policy is perfectly legal
and the decision to suspend
Robb was not authorized.
"All we had in Dallas were
glowing reports about
Marilyn's performance," said
linda Braswell, MADD's
national director of field
services. "You can't come in
and violate somebody's
rights like that."
The national office also
charged Blake of improperly
seeking a bank loan to tide
the organization over. Blake
says it is Robb who is guilty
of violating the organization's financial guidelines.
And as the two sides
continue to rearrange the
deck chairs, the ship is
sinking. MADD's local
membership has fallen to 122
from a high of 275 seven
years ago, as public concern
wanes amid toughened
drunk-<iriving laws.

Bishop sues pawns
The Most Rev. Joseph John
Gerry, Roman Catholic
bishop of Portland, has filed
suit in Superior Court so the
church can get its share of a
Cadillac, a cottage in
Waterboro and a time-share
condominium.
The church is seeking to
recover as much as it can of
$516,000 embezzled from St.
John the Baptist Church in
Brunswick. Muriel Fournier,
a former bookkeeper at the
church, served nine months
in prison after pleading
guilty to charges in connection with the missing funds.
A court also found
Fournier's son, Michael

Fournier, 28, and Shelley
Cook, 26, guilty of receiving
about $500,000 of the money.
They, along with several
other relatives, are named as
defendants in the suit and are
alleged to have spent the
money on various big-ticket
items.

Maine Festival
soggy but happy
The Aug. 10 rains and
wind that forced the Maine
Festival to cancel one day of
its annual threEKiay run was
more than just bad weather.
It was a "serious na tural
calamity" that'left tents
down, art displays ruined or
damaged, and much of the
festival's site at Thomas Point
Beach in Brunswick underwater, said festival director
Bruce Hazard.
But a night of frenzied
repairs followed by a final
day that attracted 8,000
people means the fiscally
strapped festival will not
only endure but prevail. "
can virtually guarantee there
will be a Maine Festival next
year," Hazard said.
Maine Arts, which puts on
the festival and the-annual
New Year's Portland, has
faced hard meteorological
luck in recent years. But
Hazard said the organization
has been striving to stabilize
its finances so that it is
impervious to just the sort of
disaster that happened Aug.
10. "We're in pretty good
shape financially," he
declared .
It was the first time in the
festival's 15 years that
organizers canceled a day of
events outright Nevertheless,
Hazard said he hopes the
event has found a permanent
home at the privately owned
Thomas Point, after wandering in recent years from the
Bowdoin College campus to
Deering Oaks Park in
Portland to the Cumberland
Fairgrounds.

Lobster madness
A vicious lobster-trap
battle is being waged up and
down the Maine coast,
according to the state Marine
Patrol.
The agency has been
inundated with complaints
that lobster lines are being
cut by rivallobstermen. "We
have received more than 100
angry phone calls," said Lt.
Joseph Fessenden of the
Marine Patrol.
Fessenden said the
number of complaints lodged
with the Marine Patrol this
year has been far higher than
last year and spread out over
a large area, from Kittery to
the Kennebec River. He said
he suspects a battle is being
waged by lobstermen
competing for precious
lobstering spots and limited
space.
"Lobstermen are very
terri torial," said Fessenden.
"And with lobster prices at
very low levels the competition for spots has gotten
fierce."

:.

Portland gets
transit bucks
Portland's Regional
Transportation Program will
share a $3.4 million federal
grant with public bus
companies throughout Maine
and plans to buy seven new
vehicles to serve Greater
Portland.
The grant, provided by the
Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA), is
intended to help stop the
decline in non-urban mass
ttansportationt~ughout

the country.
On Aug. 7, the UMfA also
awarded a grant of $909,999
to the Casco Bay Island
Transit District to help it pay
for a new ferry to replace the
AbenJ/ki.
The money represents
about 70 percent of the cost of
building a replacement for
the Abenaki which has served
Long, Chebeague, Cliff, Great
and little Diamond islands
for 28 years.
The remaining $390,000
will have to be raised by the
ferry district itself. District
officials say they will lobby
Portland and the state to help
pay the balance.
A replacement for the
Abenaki is expected to be in
service in three to five years.
Plans call for a vessel of
between 65 and 75 feet that
could carry up to 300 passengers.
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Gasoline gusher
bathes Bath
A gusher of high-octane
gasoline greeted police Aug.
8 as they arrived at the Bath
Fuel Company dock in Bath,
but quick action kept all but
_700 gallons of the gas from
running into the Kennebec
River.
John Gordon of the state
Department of Environmental Protection said most of the
gasoline evaporated and
described the damage to the
environment as "minimal."
Authorities said someone
knocked over a gas pump at
the dock while the business
was closed, touching off the
spill.

New court clerk
well-connected
A Portland lawyer who
just happens to be married to
the governor's press secretary
took office as clerk of Portland District Court Aug. 12,
but officials are denying there
was any cronyism involved
in giving the job to
Gwendolyn Lyford.
"I'd be one of the first ones
hollering if I thought there
was a political deal made
behind my back," said
District Court regional
administrator Dana
Hagerthy, a Democrat.
Hagerthy joined in recommending Lyford along with
District Court Judge Peter J.
Goranites, who happens to be
a cousin of U.S. Representative Olympia Snowe, wife of
Republican Governor John R.
McKernan Jr.
• Continued on page 4

Handcrafted for us in Maine, our solid
ash frame takes a beautiful stain or looks
great as is.
Easy conversion to each position.
Carries a written workmanship
guarantee.
Also available in twin and queen
sizes. Easily transported ...
minimum assembly necessary.

Futo~made
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We sell no wood products from rain forests.
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FUTON FURNISlDNGS
The Futon Store
343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578

Mon &: Thurs 10-8, Tues, Wed &: Frl10-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
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$15
&pecially Wrapped
10 - 14 inch
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Same Day
Delivery!

HARMON'S

BARTON'S

584 Congress Street
Portland

117 Brown Street
Westbrook

774·5946 Free ~arkjng at both /ocaJions. 854·2518
All

credtl cards accepted on

<
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Maine's .1\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

OUdtel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of Q,_,S___,.
5 Portland Pier
772-4828

401 Warren Ave.
Portland, ME 04103

0

207-878-2121
FAX 207-878-5757

HOST FAMIUES
NEEDED NOW!
x ose yo ur fa mily to a nothe r
Well sc ree ned girlS and
E P
cu lture .. 15 to 18 years old. from
boYS ages
G
anv
sca~ d inav i a, Fr ance, urn "'
Holla nd Ita ly an d Engla nd need
, '11' g to host them for the
famili es WI In
comi ng school year.
'1
d makt> a life
Enric h yo ur faml Y an
.
long friend of a young. o~e rseas
. 'tor CaU noW to q ualify and
:\~l ·you r own exrhange ~ludent
(single parents may a pply).

I

207 f2S3-SS77 or
at 1-800-333.3802 (Toll Free)
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A,';SE Internauof\al Student Exchangl1' l·r~rarn
I~ a pubhl. ben ...ftl. flun profit orgaruz.atlon

SPECTACULAR VIEW
Watch prehistoric sea
creatures come to life through
the amazing robotics of
Dinamation International

SUPERB FOOD
OUTSTANDING
SERVICE

MAY 25-SEPTEMBER 2
191 Riverside SI. at Exit 8, Portland
$3.50 per person
children under 1, FREE

****
****
****

Food
Service
Atmosphere

- Maine Sunday Telegram

The Children'SMuseum
of Maine

Lunch 11:30 - 2:30
Sunday Brunch 10 - 2:30
Dinner 5:30 - 9:00
10 minutes from Bath at
Robinhoo::! Marine Center.
lust off Route 127 South
Robinboo::!, Maine 04530
(207) 371-2530
Reservations accep ted.

osprey

Open year-round
746 Stevens Ave., Portland

Call 797-KITE (54831

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide

PREMIER: COLLE
CONTEMPORARY COST b".
DECORATIVE ACCESSORi~"'~"'%";" " ·
ONLY AT CONCEITS.

7 MOULTON STREET

PORTLAND'S OLD PORT

761-4681

Lyford is married to Willis
Lyford, the outspoken
gubernatorial press secretary
who helped make alleged
Democratic cronyism an issue
in last fall's campaign.
"I understand the concern," said Goranites.
'There's always a risk that
someone would raise these
issues. But I think the
ultimate question is: Is this
person the best-qualified
pe~n for the job? In my
OpIniOn, there's no question
about it."
Both Lyfords said qualifications and not connections
were the reason for the
appointment.

Jock lonely at
State House

Call Rene Turner at

,;iJ~~

Best Steamers in Town

The

,J

A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to Instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice In
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order- to:

Good Parenting Guide
p_o, Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

Governor John R
McKernan Jr. is summoning
the Legislature back to the
State House and wants the
lawmakers to pass more
reforms designed to make it
cheaper for businesses to
insure employees against
workplace injury.
And House Speaker John
L. Martin, chief Democratic
rival to the Republi<;an
Governor, thinks a special
session is a great idea.
Martin's view is that the
workers' compensation
reform passed during the
budget battle at the end of the
~egu1ar session in July will
Just mean more profits for
insurance companies unless
the Legislature acts.
"Otherwise," Martin said
"the insurance industry will'
once more gouge the employers of Maine."
McKernan wants the
special session because the
Democratic majority sneaked
last-minute changes into his
workers' comp plan that
effectively sacrificed his
planned savings to business.
MclCernan'sinsurance
superintendent, Joseph
Edwards, is poised to
approve a 14 percent increase
~n the rates charged by the
Insurance companies. The
administration claims that
without further legislative
action the reforms passed in
July will do no more than
offset that rate increase, likely
to come next month.
McKernan wants the special
session to take place before
the rate increase.

Lawmakers
consult Mickey
Check the mail for postcards from Disney World,
since four area legislators are
visiting scenic Orlando at
taxpayer's expense. State
Representatives Harriet
Ketover and Annette
Hoglund of Portland, along
with Rep. Charlene Rydell of
Brunswick and Senate
MajOrity Leader Nancy

5
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Randall Clark of Freeport, are
among, 19 Maine lawmakers
who attended last week's
National Conference of State
Legislators. Estimated cost to
taxpayers: $1,000 apiece.
The conference is an
annual event, and the
consensus is that the gathering is a valuable chance for
state legislators from around
the country to meet and
discuss issues of joint co~
cern. But holding the annual
conference in a tourist mecca
like Orlando in a year when
Maine and several other
states have just wrestled with
severe state budget crises has
prompted daily newspaper
editorial wri ters to seize on
the event as an example of a
public-be-damned attitude
among legislators.

Scribner blasts
Jock's accountants
State Auditor Rodney
Scribner says Maine had an
$8.4 million surplus at the
end of fiscal 1990, a figure he
says the administration
inflated to $41 million in an
effort to hide the state's
looming budget crisis from
voters as Governor John R
McKernan Jr. campaigned
successfully for reelection.
Scribner, a Democrat who
reports to the Legislature and
not the Republican governor,
said the accounting techniques used to accomplish
that feat were legal but
deliberatel y misleading.
'This is a pattern and it
seems to be accelerating,"
Scribner said. "The state is
not as financially strong and
resourceful as it seems."
State Controller David
Bourne, who reports to
McKernan and not Scribner,
defended the administration's accounting methods as the same ones that
have been in place since
MclCernan took office five
years ago. By those methods,
the state puts tax revenue on
its books at the time tax bills
are mailed, but does not
al ys do the same thing
when it receives bills for state
expenditures.
Former Governor Joseph
Brennan made state finances
the central issue in his
unsuccessful Democratic
campaign to unseat
McKernan. The GOP governor said Brennan was
overstating Maine's fiscal
woes.
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PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIFTS AND WRAP
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769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion )
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No gay rights
referendum
Secretary of State G.
William Diamond has ruled
that the Christian Civic
League cannot circulate
petitions to put its proposed
anti-gay rights referendum
on the ballot
JasperWyrnan,executive
director of the church group,
said he is mulling over what
to do next after Diamond's
decision, which was based on
advice from Attorney
General Michael Carpenter.
The attorney general
• Continued on page 6
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Don't you think it's time
you tried the personals?
To place a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 775-6601.

To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 1-900-370-2041.
Call costs 9~ a minute.
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Gzsro &y Wukly

Hit the
streets
for our

AugtL't 15, 1991

BIG Sidewalk Sale\ \
,0

0

Off

All Summer C\ot~~~la~,YAJiu~t 17th
• Continued from page 5

declared it would be uncon- .
stitutional to use the referendum process to make future
gay rights legislation contingent on voter approval. Gay
rights legislation has failed
eight consecutive times in the
Legislature, but passed the
Senate this year and died in
the House only after Governor John R McKernan Jr.
threatened to use his veto.
'1t would not be constitu·
tional for the voters of this
state (or the Legislature itself)
to pass legislation conditioning future acts of the legislature upon a statewide
referendum," Carpenter
advised Diamond.
"Therefore," Diamond
said in a statement, "it would
be improper for me to
approve these petitions for
circulation."

FACTORY
OUTLET
SUMMER SALE
Tom's Natura. Toothpaste
..-:.------ ----~
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Ilavors

SALE
79 e
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all
Ilavors

$119
•

all

reg.

$2.19
$3.49
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More overtime for
flying troopers
IVso featuring our selection of EARTHWISE
and natural skin care products
Tom's Natural Outlet
5 Depot St. loff Rt #35)
Kennebunk, ME • (207) 985-3874
open Mon-Sat 9 to 4:30
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Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

BANGOR· HANOVER· POR11.AND

Open House
• talk with Faculty
• pre-register for fall courses

Monday, August 19, 1991
5:00 - 8:00 PM
State Street Church
159 State Street, Portland, Maine

Portland Evening Courses
Classes begin September 4
• Early Christian Co~munities in the Gospels
(Monday, 6:00-9:00 PM)

• Introduction to the Old Testament
(Thursday, 6 :00-9:00 PM)
• Ethical Issues in Medicine and Patient Care
(Wednesday, 6 :00-9:00 PM)
• Carl lung: Depth Psychology as Spiritual
Experience and Exercise
(Tuesday, 5 :30-7:00 PM, non-credit workshop)
• The Illuminations of Hildegard of Bingen
(Tuesday, 7:30-9:00 PM, non-credit workshop)
Limited scholarships availablefor M.T.S.
For more iriformation. or to pre-register,
call Admissions Officer, 1-800-287-6781, Ext. 303

• Dezlna Nalls,
Portland
• Frost Gully Gallery,
Portland
• Merriweather Kids,
So. Portland
• Portland Home Show,
Portland
• R.W. Oliver's Auction
Gallery, Kennebunk
• North American
Wildlife Expo, Freeport
• Global Village,
Portland
• Harbour Auto Body,
Portland

The regular business of
being a Maine state trooper
- preventing murders and
the like - will continue to
mean regular pay for the
members of the force. But it's
time-and-a-half for troopers
who drive around catching
the speeders spotted by the
two state police airplanes that
hover above highways to
pinpoint lawless motorists.
Officials announced Aug.
7 that the state police have
received a $50,000 federal
grant to pay for the program
through October. The idea is
to have the troopers on the
ground do that dirty work on
overtime so they are not
distracted by other responsibilities. '1t's sometimes
difficult to get enough
troopers in one area because
they still have to cover other
things going on," said Sgt.
Douglas Holmes, a state
police pilot. '''This grant will
enable us to use off-duty
troopers so that all they have
to do is catch speeders."
"We just want to put
people on notice that they can
put away their radar detectors and obey the speed limit,
because radar detectors don't
tune in to the plane," Holmes
said.

Leba~on
The stabbing death of a 20year-old college student in
Lebanon has not changed
enough mmds in the York
County town to restore the
Lebanon Police Department.
Voters in Lebanon decided
873-708 on Aug. 9 not to
restore the department,
abolished six weeks earlier in
a money-saving move. State
police and county sheriffs
now provide police protection there.
Authorities have charged a
14-year-old local youth in
connection with the death of
DaVid Vetter, a University of

Lawless

Maine student killed during
an apparent burglary attempt
at the Lebanon campground
where he had a summer job.
Supporters of the police
department say crime has
definitely risen in Lebanon
since the cops closed up
shop. But Gil Zinck, chairman
of the board of selectman and
a supporter of the police
department, said he understands why voters decided
against the $217,000 plan. '1
think people just want cuts
and they are looking for any
cuts they can make," Zinck
said. '1t was a tax issue."

Acoustic 00B1
City councilors in Old
Orchard Beach will vote Aug.
20 on whether to impose even
greater restrictions on concert
noise from the Seashore
Performing Arts Center, but
there is no secret about
whether the plan to change
the limit from 75 decibels to
45 will become law. Three
councilors plan to vote "yes,"
while Councilor Robert P.
LoPresti said he will vote
against the proposal.
"We'll get sued," LoPresti
said, having concluded that
such a drastic noise limit
would effectively prohibit
concert promoter Frank J.
Russo from holding any more
events at the town-owned
former baseball stadium.
The councilors agreed that
Russo had been abiding by
the curren t noise limit, but
neighbors complain the
concerts are still too loud .
"I'm tired of having my peace
and quiet disturbed," said
Councilor William P.
Marshall, who lives near
SeaPAC.

UNE prez quits
President Charles Ford of
the University of New
England says it wasn't the
faculty's vote of no confidence that caused him to
resign his post. But Ford
conceded he might have
stayed on the job until next
year had the faculty not
formally expressed its
dissatisfaction with his
leadership.
The Biddeford college
announced Ford's resignation
Aug. 9, three months after the
no-confidence vote. Ford said
he would like to return to
teaching, which he has the
option of doing under his
contract with UNE if he does
so by 1993.

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Donald Maurice Kreis and the
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SUPBI
FIRM
10 Year Guarantee

Blue Cross
Innerspring Drthoposlure

weird news

Twin . ~49

ea. pc. QUBBn!99 ea. pc.

FulI ...'75 oa. pc. King . . . ea. pc.
sets only (No Frame)

... Officials at the
Kennebec County jail knew
just what to do when the
prisoner arrived to serve her
time Aug. 10. They ordered
the convicted criminal to
"strip, squat and cough,"
recalled the miscreant, Louise
O'Brien. She arrived at the
lockup after police handcuffed her at her house in
Camden, took her to the
Knox County Jail where she
was fingerprinted and given
a body search, and then
transferred her to the Augusta facility where authorities stripped her.
'''They made it as humiliating as poSSible," O'Brien said.
"It was one of those
unfortunate instances that I
don't know if anybody feels
good about it," said Camden
Town Manager Roger
Moody. O'Brien is 72 years
old and her crime consisted
of having an unlicensed dog.
O'Brien said she decided
on principle to do time rather
than pay the $25 fine and a $4
late charge for failing to
license her dachshund, Max.
Officials released the
women after a friend paid the
money. O'Brien said she
would have stayed behind
bars but there was no one
home to feed Max.

Blue Cross
Posluremedic I

Luxury Firm
Posluremedic II

Back Relief
Super Firm

10 Year Guarantee

Blue Cross
Posture medic I
Extra Firm

15 Year Guarantee

20 Year Guarantee

Twin ... $75 ea. pc.
Full ... $99 ea. pc.
Queen. $125 ea. pc
King ... $l17ea. pc.

Twin ... $87 50 ea. pc.
Full ... $11250 ea. pc.
Queen. $13450 ea. pc.
King ••• $133 ea. pc.

Twin ... $11350 ea. pc.
FUll .. , $13450 ea. pc.
Queen. $15850 ea. pc.
King ... $163 ea. pc.

Twin Sets ••• $199
Full Sets .•• $249
Queen Sets. $299
Klnlr Sets ••• $459

most

You've seen these
characters at your local
grocery store. But do you
expect them at a salad bar?
Well, a lot of the unexpected
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar.
Seafood salad. Potato sldns.
Nachos. Chicken Wings.
Com Fritters. Apple
Cobbler. And More! So
come see what makes our list
the most wanted of them all.

Tom blasts Bush
over "mob rule"
u.s. Representative
Thomas H. Andrews has
blasted President Bush for
sanctioning "mob rule" in
Wichita, Kansas - where
radical anti-abortion protesters have been blockading two
abortion clinics.
A federal judge has jailed
some of the protesters and
ordered federal marshals to
force an end to the blockade.
~ut the Bush administration
has appealed that decision,
arguing the judge exceeded

7

his authOrity.
Administration officials
have said they remain neutral
on the protest itself, a
contention Andrews flatly
rejected. "It's bad enough
that the president has
consistently.failed to adequately protect the legal
right of women to receive
pregnancy counseling and
abortion services," said the
Democratic lawmaker." Now
he is saying that his justice
department won't protect
women's basic civil rights."
Golfing in Kennebunkport,
Bush sought to minimize the
controversy. "This isn't a
matter for the president to be
concerned about, especially
on the first day of his vacation," he told reporters.

Sizzler
(BUFFET COURT & GRILL)

Crisp brocroli
~
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The New Buffet Court & Grill
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IN A FIX
Continued from front page

Casco Computer
Education Center
Proudly presents
the computer
activated

LEGO

program.
Come see it
August 16-22 at :

For more info, call Casco
Computer Education Center

761-5614
99 112 Congress St.
Portland, Maine
Ul ":,, :, : ,-,os: C:;::~p:(!.0: s,:s C(J'~:l :":E-:
c ;.sses for ch .. d:cr: al:d au.u tb

GCIDDDAY

MARKET

Investigate
the Possibilities.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole grains
Flours
Tofu
Cheeses
Nuts
Beans
Herbs & spices
Sweeteners
Nut butters
Liquid soaps
Shampoos
Conditioners
Body lotions

Bring your own container
or buy one of ours.

155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days a week. 772-4937

Heroin, known also as smack, dope, horse and brownstone, is
a white crystalline powder derived from morphine. Highly
addictive and potentially lethal, it has the dubious reputation of
being one of the most ravaging drugs on the street.
The three heroin deaths on Portland's streets this year were
the first since October of 1989. Portland police say heroin is
abundant and has fallen in price, making it cheaper than cocaine.
A single-dose packet of heroin, one-tenth of a gram, seIls for
between $50 and $60 on the streets of Portland, according to
Portland police.
Sgt. Shaughnessy said the heroin in Portland is coming from

Getting clean
"Using (heroin) came first above anything, and it took
everything I had," said a Portlander we'll call "Larry." An
articulate, blue-eyed man in his 305, Larry smoked a cigarette
while he told how heroin had cost him his marriage, his family,
his business and his home.
Larry said his first step in breaking the heroin habit was
checking himself into the Arnie Hanson Center on India Street
last October. The center is a 13-bed medical detoxification shelter
for men and women that usually houses patients for a short
period of time before sending them to more specialized treatment
programs.
Another Portlander in his 3Os, "John," checked himself into
the center last December. There are faint scars on John'S arms
below his biceps, the result of years of injecting heroin.
"I started using heroin after using the pharmaceutical drugs
first, like Percodan, codeine and morphine," said John. "They
were easier to get and a lot cleaner (purer) than heroin. I only
started to use heroin when it became very difficult to get the

pharmaceuticals."
John said he quickly became addicted to
heroin.
"Heroin addiction is so strong and it takes such
a hold of your body that you can't stop taking it
because of the sickness from the physical withdrawal," said John. "Your body won' t let you
stop. So you will do anything to get more heroin.
And if you don't have the money you will steal it
from your friends, your family, anyone, it doesn't
matter. Because you don't want to get sick. Being
sick is pure hell."
At the Arnie Hanson Center, both John and
Larry met Donna Hasson, who has worked as a
case supervisor at the state-funded center for 10
years.
"In the years that I have been working here
there is only one program that works for heroin
addicts and that is methadone detox," said
Hasson.
Methadone is a synthetic drug, used to treat
heroin and morphine addicts. It is more potent
than morphine, longer-acting and has milder
withdrawal symptoms.
But since methadone detoxification is not
offered at any private hospital or clinic in
Cumberland County, and is forbidden for use at
state-funded clinics, Hasson referred John and
Larry to the Seton Unit at Mid-Maine Medical
Center in Waterville.
The Seton Unit is the only inpatient program in
Maine that uses methadone detox along with
counseling to wean heroin addicts slowly from the
drug.
Hasson said she was lucky to·get John into the
Seton Unit because at the time he didn't have
insurance.
'We were lucky with John because we were
able to get Maine Health Care to cover his 28-day
treatment program at Seton," said Hasson. "That
kind of coverage doesn't exist anymore."
Hasson said that even for addicts like Larry
who have insurance, getting into the Seton Unit
for help is difficult because there is limited room
in the small program.
Larry: "If we had a methadone program In Portland, CBWrro~ Harbert
Both John and Larry said they had tried to get
heroin wouldn't be the problem It now Is."
off heroin with other programs that don't use
methadone but rely instead on non-drug treatments.
the LoweIl and Lawrence areas of Massachusetts, where the same
"I went through the treatment program at St. Mary's Hospital
.. .
one-tenth of a gram seIls for only $15 to $20.
in lewiston and it just does not work," said Larry. 'They believe
"Our unit has been in close contact with the narcotics umts In
all addictions are the same but they're not. Heroin addiction is
LoweIl and Lawrence, which have also had a large increase in
like no other addiction because the physical side of the addiction
heroin use and the crime that goes along with it," said
.
is so powerful, that to break it you need methadone..
Shaughnessy. 'We have already seen an increase in burglaries
"Methadone works because it keeps you from getting Sick
which are associated with heroin use."
when you go into withdrawal from heroin. At other places they
Portland Police are not the only ones seeing an increase in
just strap you down, put cold presses on you and hope you make
heroin use. Emergency rooms at area hospitals also report an
it."
increase in the number of heroin users they are treating.
'The only thing that helps you beat the physical withdrawal is
"We have been seeing an increase in heroin cases coming into
methadone," agreed John.
emergency," said Dr. John Saucier, an attending physician at the
emergency department at Maine Medical Center. "We are seeing
Fighting for methadone
two to three people coming into the emergency department each
Dr. Richard Corbett runs the Seton Unit at Mid-Maine Medical
week. Some of those have been overdoses from the China White
Center. Before coming to Maine eight years ago, Corbett ran a
heroin, others are coming in because of infections from heroin
heroin clinic in New Jersey.
use and also because of aggressive behavior."
Corbett prescribes methadone in conjunction with o~her . .
Area treatment centers and shelters also report an increase in
traditional forms of treatment to break the heroin users addiction.
heroin use.
"Methadone detox works, plain and simple, and it has been
"1 have seen a marked increase in the number of heroin
proven to work," Corbett said.
addicts coming into our shelter at the Arnie Ha~son Center," :oa id
Corbett also said he has seen an increase in the number of
Donna Hasson, a case supervisor at the center. They are conung
heroin addicts in Portland who want to be treated in the medical
in here so sick and so in need of treatment. And we can't do
center's program.
.
anything for them but provide a bed to sleep in ~d some .
'What the heroin addict in Maine needs are outpatient
counseling. They need specialized treatment that IS not available
programs where he or she can go for methadone detoxification,"
here."
Corbett said. "But they can't be set up because it's against the law
to do outpatient methadone detoxification in Maine."

Why outlaw outpatient methadone detoxification?
"The state's policy forces Maine's heroin addicts to leave the
state for treatment and discourages other heroin addicts from
other states from coming to Maine," Corbett said. "The state just
does not want to deal with them."
Hasson said she has often referred heroin addicts to treatment
facilities outside of Maine.
'Those heroin addicts with insurance, who are in the minority, can come here on an inpatient basis, if there is room, since
that is all we can do by state law," Corbett said. "That leaves the
majority with few alternatives except for treatment that doesn't
use methadone and tends to lump heroin addiction in with other
addictions."
Dr. Stanley Evans is Medical Director of Chemical Dependency Treatment at Mercy Hospital in Portland, Westbrook
Community Hospital, St. Mary's Hospital in lewiston and the
Smith House in Portland, an outpatient Portland rehabilitation
program.
Evans does not use methadone detoxification at any of his
four treatment programs. And since the two biggest hospitals in
Portland - Maine Medical Center and Brighton Medical Center
- don't even have substance abuse units, Evans has a virtual
monopoly on chemical dependency treatment in Portland.
"Methadone is a half-baked scheme that tends to write people
off," Evans said. "I believe that methadone treatment is substituting one drug for another. H anything, it promotes the continued
deterioration of people."
Instead of using methadone, Evans said his programs try to
turn a heroin addict's life around.
'What we try to do is get people off narcotics by explaining
their problems to them and by providing them a safe place to get
better," Evans said.
A four-week rehabilitation program at Smith House on an outpatient basis costs $2,600. Evans said he agrees with Corbett that
Maine's heroin addicts are kept from getting treatment because
they are uninsured or don't have the money to check into a
program.
'We need to get state government to understand that we need
to mobilize our money to treat this problem," Evans said.
"Instead of focusing on drug eradication the state needs to focus
on treating people by funding more programs."
Ron Speckmann, director of Maine's Office of Substance
Abuse, said state budget cuts have slashed the funding his office
has for prevention and treatment. Speckmann's budget, which is
$7,300,000, was cut $600,000 for 1992 and another $300,000 for
1993.
"We realize there is an increasing problem with heroin in
Portland but we only have so much money to address the
problem," Speckmann said. "The lack of funding along with the
state's policy of not funding any methadone treatment programs
makes things very difficult for the heroin addict."
Speckmann said the state's policy against funding methadone
treatment may be reviewed by his office.
'What the state is saying to the heroin addict is go to Vermont, Massachusetts or Rhode Island for methadone treatment,
or try to get into one of the other programs that doesn't offer
methadone with whatever money you have," said Corbett.
"The war on drugs is a sham and everyone should know that.
Because the enemy isn't some drug boat or plane coming into this
country. The enemy is us, for not treating the problem that is
right here."
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Hope amid dope
eanwhile, the war that Larry and John have waged to stay
off heroin continues.
"I still have dreams about heroin, about getting high," said
John. "It's something I will be battling for the rest of my life."
Both John and Larry said they would still be addicted to
heroin if it wasn't for the Waterville methadone program.
"Portland isn't a little town anymore," said John. "It's a city
that has grown up and has a growing problem. I know a dozen
people like me who want to get offileroin but can't. Either
because they can't afford treatment or because they can't go off
heroin without methadone."
Both Larry and John said Dr. Evans doesn't understand the
difference between heroin addiction and other addictions such as
alcohol.
"Stanley Evans doesn't understand the heroin addict," said
John. "He doesn't understand what it is like to try to go off
heroin. He has never tried my shoes on. I went through his
program and it doesn't work."
Corbett echoed his former patients' frustration with the
treatment programs in Portland.
"Dr. Evans is an expert in the field of alcoholism, but when it
comes to heroin he doesn't have much experience dealing with
this drug," said Corbett. "It is a very different form of addiction
and it needs to be treated differently."
"Larry and John have been such a powerful example for the
other addicts here," said Hasson. "They come to me and say:
How did they do it? And where can I go? And I usually can't
offer much hope."
Concluded Larry: "The heroin addict wants to stop but there
is no way for him to break his addiction in Portland. So he tries to
win the fight with a bag of dope."

Eric Hannelius is a reporter for Casco Bay Weekly.

PORTLAND
AREA'S SOCCER
HEADQUARTERS
With the latest in
quality footwear over 30 styles from
Adidas, Diadora,

Nike, Mitre and
Umbro. And the best

selection of Umbro
shorts and Brine

.
~~-SKI and SPORTS

accessories in the
Portland area.

Mallside, So. Portland - 761-1961
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Raku Vessels
by

Andrew Berends
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abacus

american crafts
44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME (207) 772-4880
Sundays 11 ~pm, Monday - Saturday 10-9pm
'Splll"

AnnOuncing the 3rd Annual

Picture Maine:
People & Places photo contest
submit your favorite 5x7 color photograph
and completed entry form available at
either BPS PhOto Express store location
by september 3rd, 1991.

.p--=ri,.-ze-S--=-In-c-=-Iu-d-=-e-:--..
2 free nights at the Lord Camden
Inn, $50.00 gift certificate to dine
out at Alberta'S Cafe or AnjOn'S
restaurant, & 10 rolls of Konica film.
See store for complete detaIls.
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convenient locations:

71 US ROute 1, scarborough
30 City Center, portland
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PHOTO~TEES
Remember Your Summer Fun

ROAD TO RECYCLING
Continued from front ~ge

Trash to cash
In the late 19705 Regional Waste Systems, Greater Portland's
solid waste hauler, sat down with the Greater Portland Council
of Governments to talk trash.
Two related problems littered their outlook: mounting solid
waste volumes and shrinking landfill space. But building a
trash-to-energy incinerator seemed the optimal solution - it
would save acres of southern Maine land from becoming
landfill space, it would keep long-term waste disposal rosts
down, and it would produce electricity which rould be sold to
Central Maine Power. RWS eventually ronvinced southern
Maine municipalities to float over $100 million in bonds for
ronstruction of a facility on Blueberry Road, just off outer
Congress Street.
The RWS incinerator first opened in 1988. The garbage that
dump trucks collect - up to 700 tons per day - is trucked ~to
a cavernous, six-story room. Two cranes pluck up the trash m
huge bunches and dump it into a hopper which feeds two
massive German-built furnaces. The furnaces rook at 1500
degrees to vaporize the trash into ash in seconds. By capturing
the steam produced by this garbage as it bums, and then
turning turbines with the steam, RWS sends about 70 million
kilowatts of electricity a year to Central Maine Power.
RWS needs a ronstant supply of garbage as fuel to ensure
that its furnaces get enough trash year-round, and it contracts
with member rommunities to lock them into "flow-rontrol"
agreements. Flow rontrol means, essentially, that every last
scrap of a town's trash must go to RWS. "If any of Portland's
trash is going elsewhere, we'd sure want to know about it,"
says Eric Root, deputy director of RWS. Diverting any trash to
town projects, community rompost heaps or recycled-goods
brokers is strictly forbidden. (Any town or group that was
recycling or reusing materials previous to the rontract may
continue to do so, but newromers need special permission from
RWS.)
Is RWS afraid its incinerators will go hungry? According to
The Willi Street Jounull: yes. In April of 1990, just days before the
20th anniversary of Earth Day was poised to sweep the nation
in a paroxysm of feel-good lip service, Portlanders who opened
up the Journal with their coffee and toast may have choked. The
paper reported that their fair Forest City was begging for
garbage.
"It Sounds Like Garbage, But They Need Trash" blared the
headline. Noting that Maine's tough new recycling quotasimplemented by the comprehensive solid waste bill Maine
legislators passed in 1989 - would "starve (Portland's) incinerator for fuel," the piece went on to quote RWS director
Charles Foshay saying, 'We're not anti-recycling."
Contrary to The Wllll Street JOUTnlll's assertions, Maine is not
begging for trash - but it is not drowning in it, either. Statistics
furnished by the Maine Waste Management Agency (MWMA)

"We know that curbside
is the most effective way
to get people to participate
in recycling.
We encouraged (RWS)
to make changes in the pilot
program that would have
brought costs down. "
Sherry Huber

It's dme for

JONES NEW YORK
FACTORY STORE
31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building, Freeport. Maine
207-865-3158

show that the state' s solid waste stream has been growing a few
percent annually. RWS has been one of the beneficiaries of this
increase: the amount of trash it handles annually has nearly
quadrupled since 1978.
.
"
.
But the recent eronomic downturn has cut mto Malne s solid
waste stream - the MWMA projects it will rise only one-half of
one percent during the next few years.
Not pn1y are trash-to-energy incinerators facing the threat of
shrinking supply, but they are no longer regarded by the public
as a cure-all.
In 1989, former Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis
issued a temporary moratorium on the ronstruction of incinerators. Jeff Ussack, acting recycling director of the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection, says the rationale for
the moratorium was simple: "Too many waste-to-energy
incinerators reduce the incentives to reduce and recycle."
And if bad apples ruin the bunch for incinerators, think of
the Maine Energy Rerovery Company (MERC) plant in nearby
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$10
lIuff &. Polish
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545 Congress st., Portland
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Biddeford as a squishy macintosh, MERC has been plagued
with problems since it opened in the late '80s. MERC's overenthusiastic projections about the waste-to-energy business
forced it to break rontracts with member towns when it increased the amount it charged to take their garbage by as much
as 10 times. Some of those towns have dumped MERC in favor
of other trash outfits, including RWS.
Incinerators have also experienced problems with their
byproducts. The toxic ash residues must be buried somewhere
safely and permanently. And, as erologist Barry Commoner
points out in his book "Making Peace With the Planet," some
scientists believe that incinerators create toxic chemicals like
dioxin from the gases produced during high-temperature
burning.
At the RWS plant, toxic pollutants come from a number of
sources. Some are stripped from the resulting smoke by "scrubbers," then rollected. There are also some substances in trash
that don't bum well- a ton of tin cans, for example, produces
almost a ton of toxic metallic ash.
The RWS incinerator produces about 100 cubic yards of ash
daily, which it buries in its own ashfill site just across the city
line in South Portland. Environmentalists claim that ash is toxic
and threatens groundwater but RWS officials say the ash
rontains such low levels of dioxin that it is harmless.
And while the ash may be harmless as a rule, RWS can't
always be certain what materials lurk in all the trash it rollects
and incinerates. In May, RWS incinerated at least 20 barrels of
wastes from an abandoned Portland factory, wastes later
suspected to be hazardous. RWS is not licensed to bum or even
store hazardous materials.

Bagging curbside recycling
Last fall, RWS hauled out the '90s solution to the solid waste
crunch: recycling.
Under an experi{llental pilot program, RWS began sending
Waste Management of Maine trucks door-to-door to pick up
separated recyclables from 3,000 homes in selected Portland,
South Portland, Falmouth and Scarborough neighborhoods.
This household-intensive strategy is widely recognized as the
best way to save recyclables before they hit the fire and as many
as 85 percent of the households in the pilot program participated.
Nevertheless, RWS trashed its curbside recycling program
this June. Root says rollecting and hauling recyclables from
residents' curbs rost RWS more than $150 per ton while rollecting recyclables from the 40 drop-off recycling bins in Greater
Portland rost only about $12 per ton. "It doesn't take a rocket
scientist to figure out which way we would go," Root says.
Nor does it take a rocket scientist to figure out why it rosts
more to send a truck door-to-door. "You run that truck and it's
mostly hauling air anyway," Root says. "You wouldn't believe
how huge a ton of milk cartons really is. It's the size of a
house." Even when crushed by residents or by trash, rompacted
milk cartons still take up an inordinate amount of volume, says
Root. In short, it takes many more truckloads of recycled
materials to add up to a ton than a truckload of regular garbage.
Since sanitation workers have to work more hours making more
trips to the dump to deliver a ton of recycled material, it costs
more.

In fact, the city of Portland reports that it costs less than $60
per ton to haul its regular garbage once a week. 'That includes
labor, rost of the trucks, and the tipping fee at RWS," said Dan
Brown of the city's Public Works Department.
"Municipalities ought to be doing their own transportation
(of recyclables), not RWS, so we turned it back to them," says
Root. RWS gave the four communities the option of assuming
the rost of trucks which haul the recyclables to keep the program alive, but that would have burned a lot of cash: as much
as $300,000 a year in South Portland, for instance. Not one of the
four communities elected to sign on.
Root stressed that for RWS, it was the collection of curbside
recyc1ables that was prohibitively expensive. Once the materials
have been hauled to RWS, it actually costs the rompany slightly
less to process the recyclable material than the regular garbage.
While RWS does get money from CMP for selling it electricity,
after the rosts of labor and of buying and maintaining landfills
are tallied, there still is an average net rost of $40 per ton to
incinerate a ton of garbage. But processing recyclable material
costs an average of $39 once it is at the plant, Root said. That's
because RWS sells the material while saving the rost of precious
landfill space.
Sherry Huber, director of the Maine Waste Management
Agency, is disappointed that the pilot program was nixed, 'We
know that curbside is the most effective way to get people to
participate in recycling," Huber said. "I think RWS basically
found that it was more expensive then they had expected and I
understand that. But we enrouraged them to make changes in
the pilot program that would have brought rosts down."
Among the suggested changes, Huber said, was that RWS
send the same trucks to pick up recyclables and regular garbage, instead of special trucks for recyclable trash. Huber said a
"blue bag system" has been used effectively in other parts of the
rountry. With a blue bag system, Huber said that all recyclables
are put in blue bags and are then separated at the waste rompany, cutting the expense of paying for a separate fleet of trucks
and crews to rollect the recyclables.
Root meanwhile rontends that RWS hasn't really cut back on
recycling programs; it has merely shifted its emphasis to a more
effective, cheaper strategy. He notes that RWS recently placed
14 additional neighborhood drop-off rontainers in locations
scattered around Greater Portland, bringing the total number of
containers to nearly 40. RWS plans to put out as many as 70
containers in the area in the near future, apportioning one per
4,000 residents.
Under this scheme, the city of Portland qualifies for 15
rontainers. But there are presently only three rontainers within
the city's limits: one at the Engine 8 fire station near Allen's
Comer, one at the Adams School on Munjoy Hill, and one at the
Portland Ice Arena on Park Street. The fourth pickup site is at
the RWS plant itself, over a mile from downtown residences.
'We want to put 10 more in Portland," says Root. 'We're just
waiting for the go-ahead from the city."
But the city can't place those rontainers yet because RWS will
no longer pay the rost of hauling them to the RWS plant. "It's a
money issue," says Bruce Bell, Portland's superintendent of
parks, islands and sanitation. 'We will have to pick up the cost,
and right now that's not pOSSible; we hadn't budgeted it in for
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The ShOps at Clark's Pond
South Portland 773·1199

ROAD TO RECYCLING

How to use

Continued from page 11
this fiscal year."
The result: on January 1 Portland will begin paying an
average of $19 per container to haul recyclables to the RWS
plant; other towns will have to start paying as much as $50 per
container, since it costs more to haul them farther. Bell says this
will cost Portland approximately $2,000 a year. With 15 containers and increased participation, it could cost conSiderably more
in the future.

How to find us
CAsco &y Weekly's office Is at
551A Congress 51. in downtown Portland. We are open
Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Search Service
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"Recycling is good for us,
because we can then go looking for
new members and take more
solid waste.
The danger isn't
that people start recycling,
it's that they might stop.
That is very bad for us. "

1-800-228-1398
761-2150

538 Congress st.

When RWS abandoned its free curbside pickup program,
Waste Management of Maine - which had been contracted to
collect recyclables during the program - offered to continue
providing curbside collection if individual households wanted
to foot the bill.
Waste Management of Maine offered the service to 3,200
Greater Portland households at a cost of $2.50 per month, but
fewer than 100 homes responded affirmatively.
'That's about as strong a vote as you could ask for," says
Root. The cost of a curbside program would inevitably be
tacked on to Portlanders' property taxes, he said. And with the
tax rebellion afoot, Root doubts Portlanders would want to foot
the bill.
RWS's contract with the City of Portland is exclusive and
binding through the year 2026, and that contract had always
gone unchallenged by environmental groups and individuals
promoting recycling. But this spring, even as the company's
curbside pilot program smoldered, a local group did heated
battle with RWS over its plans to recycle a bit of downtown
Portland's trash. The Junior League of Portland had planned to
begin collecting small amounts of downtown recyclables and
organic, compostable waste this summer, but the group claimed
that RWS blocked their attempt to start the program, citing
provisions of its "flow-control" agreements.
Root denies this charge, adding that "RWS has never denied
any group this special permission to recycle. We had, in fact,
provided a written permission for the Junior League to recycle.
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I don't know what they were disputing."
"Our concern about recycling isn't that it will start," Root
continues. "Recycling is good for us, because we can then go
looking for new members and take more solid waste." (Indeed,
RWS signed up 10 new member towns in 1991 - including
Westbrook and Sebago - for $1 million in additional revenues.)
'The danger isn't that people start recycling, it's that they might
stop. That is very bad for us," says Root, explaining that it
creates sudden, excess trash.
And "excess" is a dirty word in the incinerator business, just
like "shortage" is. Even when it runs the furnaces continuously,
RWS can only handle 500 tons per day. So ton number 501 must
be burned elsewhere, or buried in RWS's or another landfill
space. And one ton of garbage that isn't burned takes up the
same amount of space as nine tons that have been burned.
'Those are incredibly expensive options for us;' says Root.
But according to some environmental groups, incineration is
the most expensive option of all- to the planet.
"Incinerators are a huge disincentive to recycle," says Frank
Dean of Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MASSPIRG), an environmental and consumer advocacy group
which opposes the use of incinerators. 'They need a constant
flow of trash, and that's just what groups like ours are trying to
elimina te."
"I think any solid waste strategy that doesn't consider
recycling is irresponsible," concluded. Root. "But a solid waste
policy that relies solely on recycling is also irresponsible."

Paul Karr has been known to rummage through Casco Bay Weekly's
recycling barrels. Andy Newman contributed to this report.
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How to place a classified
If you have a MasterCard or
Visa, you can place your ad
simply by calling 77S-6601.
OtherwiseJ you can fax, mail or
deliver your ad in person. All
classified ads must be received
by 6 p.m. on Monday for that
Thursday'S issue, and all must
be paid in advance.
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To have your meeting or
event listed. in "Entertainment
Weekly,' mail or fax complete
Infonnation to Arts Editor Ellen
Uburt. Include all the details
and don't forget to include a
phone number. Ustlng
infonnation must be received in
wrl tlng by noon on the
Thursday preceeding the issue
in which the Iistlng is to appear.

How to submit a letter

SUMMER BLOWOUT
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Childrens Clothing $5-$10

56 Main Street,

UNITED COLORS
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Maine • 865-6369

CAsco &y Wtt:k1y welcomes
letters on all topics, but will not
print unsigned letters or letters
that have been sent to other
.
leiters are printed
the order they are received,
on a space-available basis.
Be brief and to the point
Letters of more than 300 words
may be ediled forlength. Be
sure to include your signature,
full name, address and daytime
phone number. (Addresses and
phones are for verification only
and will not be printed.>

How to submit a correction
Gasco &y Weekly strives to
report the news fairly and
accurately. If we have published
a misstalement, we will
endeavor to correct it qUickly
and In an appropriate place in
the newspaper. Please contact
News Editor Andy Newman
about mistakes in news stories.
Please contact Arts Editor Ellen
Liburt about mistakes in
"Entertainment Weekly."
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WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

As a teen&gar, our 0WIl8l' W&8 suddenly phmked down 1nt.O the
lower E&atsida of Portland ll8&I' the foot of MUI1Joy H1lL LIfe
here W&8 a bit dl1terent from J1fe on m1l1t.&ry posts around 1ihe
globe. StJll, you la&rned quickly where all the 1mportam
survival tools of J1fe were; for 1n8ta.noe where to flnd a great
p1zz&. Back then, Breggy's on MUI1Joy H1ll W&8 a fam1ly
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205 Commercial St., 773,2217
Visit our bakery at 263 St. John St., 775·5466
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Wake up and smell the garbage

I.

Regional Waste System (RWS) has abandoned its rurbside
recycling program, and the future of recycling in Portland rests on
whether Portlanders have the conscience (and a vehicle) to cart
their recyclables to one of Portland's four recycling stations.
With their eyes on the bottom line, it was no surprise that decision-makers at RWS concluded its pilot curbside recycling program
was not feasible. People in the waste-to-energy biz who view trash
as fuel will always be able to crunch numbers that ne~te curbside
recycling. But the idea that we can't afford to recycle and reduce
the amount of trash we throw out is garbage. As the rising tide of
trash poisons the planet, the truth is that we can't afford not to.
Solutions to the solid-waste crisis come not from people who run
incinerators, but rather from local and state governments whose
policies wake up residents to the smell of garbage:
• More than 100 communities in the country have implemented
volume-based garbage rates for their residents. Residents don't pay
for garbage collection through their property taxes; instead, bills
are based on volume -like electricity, water and phone bills.
Charging for garbage pickup by volume gives residents an economic incentive to generate less garbage. If the City of Portland
charged $2 for every bag of trash it collected, more Portlanders
would recycle, buy responsibly packaged goods and compost
before filling their second and third bags of garbage.
_
• The Council of Northeast Governors, which includes Maine,
endorsed a plan to tax dubious packaging. Non-recyclable food
packages such as potato chip bags and cat food cans would carry a

Insensitive
chamber

surcharge. While CONEG endorsed the plan, no state has implemented it yet.
• The state of Oregon requires manufacturers to use packaging
that is either totally recyclable or composed of at least 50 percent
recycled materials.
• Brunswick is among towns throughout the country that have
made recycling mandatory. Every resident must sort the
recyclables out of her trash for trucks to
pick up at curbside. Inspectors randomly check bags to make sure residents are complying, and those who
don't face stiff penalties. As a result, Brunswick has attained one of
the highest recycling rates in the state.
• The town of Arundel has a swap-shack where residents can
bring (and find) old furniture, clothes, tools and other knickknacks .
The program encourages reuse and recalls the days of old-fashioned dump picking, before waste facilities were enclosed by
fences.
• The City of South Portland composts material and uses it for
gardens and other park projects. Yarmouth also operates a
composting program.
It's time for more people in the Greater Portland area to wake up
and smell the garbage. And local and state lawmakers must start
implementing progressive trash policies that will force citizens to
confront the ugly stench of too much trash and no good place to
put it.

It seems to us that a grave
error has been oommitted by
the Portland chamber of
commerce. Namely that of
arranging/inviting a display
of a Patriot missile for
showing at what is purportedlya "family fair." It seems
inconceivable to us that the
chamber oould be so insensitive to those Maine citizens,
its visitors and their families
who hold beliefs that do not
include war, its agents, nor its
accoutrements.
It is doubly insensitive
when one realizes that the
cost of just one of these
missiles could provide food,
shelter, and medical care for
those in need in Greater
Portland for more than a
year.
An apology is due Port-

1an~/
'P l1aa6)Q~f
John &: Fay Bussell
Portland
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We are the
deejays •..
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Return of the aseptic sore losers
• By Donald Maurice Kreis
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The next time some titan of industry comes
forward and starts to howl like a wounded cat about
how big government is ruining Maine's business
climate, just hum a few bars of "Aseptic Packaging
Coundl." It's sung to the tune of "Money Makes the
World Go Round" by Kurt Weill.
This outfit is a front for the two big out-of-state
companies that manufacture juice boxes. For a year
now, this kind of packaging has been off Maine's
store shelves by order of the state Legislature and, somehow, life for the juice-drinkers of the state
has managed to go on amid glass oontainers and
reusable Thermos bottles.
What part of "no" do the juice box manufacturers
fail to understand?
Three years ago, the Maine Legislature became
the first in the nation to ban this packaging, noting
that its fusion of paper, plastic and metal makes the
material completely impervious to recycling. The
juice box barons claim they did not state their case
because they never knew the ban was looming until
it was law. Apparently packaging magnates don't
bother to read the daily newspaper. Strike one.
5q they showed up at the Legislature two years
ago with a jar of pig manure and gave everyone a
good laugh by claiming that juice boxes were just
the thing for oomposting. The lawmakers let the ban
take effect last year as scheduled. Strike two.
And this year the Aseptic Packaging Coundl was
back at the State House blabbing about a secret
recycling process they called "hydrapulping." But
Maine has already been burned by the MERC
indnerator and other Rube Goldbergesque schemes
to slice and dice our trash into allegedly usable
components. The legislators said they'd just as soon
wait for a juice box recycling program that is proven
as viable. They let the juice box ban stand. Strike
three.

Having struck out, the Aseptic Packaging
Coundl has hired the illustrious Portland law firm
of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelsofl - the same
bunch of lawyers who argued so persistently that
MERC was the
answer to York
County's trash
problem and
Michael Liberty's oondos were the lifeblood of
Portland's economy. The lawyers have run to
Superior Court in Augusta and want a judge to
throw out Maine's ban on juice boxes.
Manager Lou Piniella of the Cincinnati Reds is
facing a $5 million lawsuit from major league
umpires for doing something similar. Arguing the
call of an umpire is the hallmark of a sore loser.
Arguing the call of a legislative body is the hallmark
of a sore loser who is willing to tie up the resources
of your government for years on end, in hopes of
convincing a judge that the rules of representative
democracy should apply to everyone else but her.
The juice box lobby claims that Maine can't ban
the product because this interferes with "interstate
commerce," and that's the job of the federal government under the U.S. Constitution. But under such an
expansive definition of interstate oommerce, states
would never be able to regulate anything, so readily
does almost every product known to humanity cross
state lines.
The juice box lobby is also claiming that Maine's
ban is arbitrary. But the ban is designed to keep
unrecyclable containers out of our state, and the
Legislature has repeatedly declared that when the
juice boxers prove they can recycle their product,
they will be welcomed back. To this the aseptic folk
reply that Maine has failed to ban milk cartons,
which are almost as unrecyclable as juice boxes.
That's a fine argument, and ought to be the subject
of a dtizen suit demanding that milk cartons also be
replaced with old-fashioned recyclable bottles. But

citizen

this does not prove that Maine's juice box ban is
without the rational purpose the law requires.
Common sense suggests that the judge who hears
this lawsuit will grant summary judgment, which is
the oourt's way of telling someone that her arguments are so devoid of merit that they don't even
deserve a hearing. But unfortunately, the juice
boxers will then appeal this decision to the Maine
Supreme Judidal Court - and, thence, conceivably
to the U.S. Supreme Court as well. It is well within
the realm of possibility that this group oould end up
generating more business in Maine via fees to its
lawyers - and more waste in Maine via a blizzard
of legal papers - than it would by selling juice
boxes in our supermarkets.
All of this is worth it to the Aseptic Packaging
Council, which is afraid that the first state in the
union to ban their product will not be the last.
At the bedrock of our system of government is
the idea that only a few questions of basic rights are
so fundamental that they should be exempt from the
political process and speciall y protected by the
courts. Juice boxes are not such a question - and to
argue otherwise is to betray an ugly callousness to
the very notion of democracy itself.
Were this a suit from an environmental group,
big business would be cranking out propaganda
about how the spedal interests are abusing alreadyburdensome governmental processes in a deliberate
attempt to thwart progress. But it is the Aseptic
Packaging Coundl, and not dtizen groups, that is
the classic spedal interest. May their legal papers
end up where they belong - shredded, baled, and
recycled into something useful.
Donald Maurice Kreis thinks that if God had intended people
to drink from square containers she would 1ulve given us
square mouths.
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We read Eric Hannelius'
article (CBW8.1.91) with
considerable surprise and
dismay. We were totally
shocked at his assertion that
" ... more local stations will
look like WKRH, at right.
Nobody home. Just a tapechanging machine, silently
shuffling commerdals and
sending out the tunes." Just
as shocking to us was the
caption under the photograph on page 1 which read,
"At WKRH in Bath, there are
no deejays ... " You see, we
are the deejays, administrative and sales employees of
WKRH and wrrO in Bath
and we take great exception
to Mr. Hannelius' incompetent dismissal of our efforts.
Since February of this year
we have struggled to build a
new pair of radio stations
where there were none. Our
efforts have resulted in two
additional listening choices
for Maine. In addition, more
than a dozen people have
been put to work in a state
where opportunities for
employment have not been
plentiful of late.
Neither WKRH nor wrrO
has ever been fully automated in the six months since
the stations began broadcasting. Both stations provide
live, local programming
augmented by satellitedelivered programming. We
take our responsibility to our
local community very
seriously and believe our
participation in oommunity
events such as Project
Graduation, the American
Red Cross blood drives,
United Way, Up With People,
etc., speaks for itself.
As individuals, we find
Mr. Hannelius' reporting to
be deplorable. We know he
spent over an hour visiting

the stations and know that he
saw Bill Walker doing his
afternoon show live on KRH.
In addition, Mr. Hannelius
was told by our general
manager that live local
programming is delivered to
listeners of both stations each
and every day.
We are proud of our local
programming and we are
also proud to offer quality
programming features via
satellite. We have worked
hard to bring additional
choices to Maine radio
listeners. We know the truth
about our stations and resent
Mr. Hannelius' shoddily
researched attack on our
efforts.
The entire staff at
WKRH/wrrO
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Radio playllsts
I have never written a
letter to the editor before, but
Eric Hannelius' article about
radio (CBW 8.1.91) really
struck a nerve.
I have been working as a
radio announcer for the past
11 years; it's the only career I
have ever been serious about.
Mr. Hannelius' article was
very informative in describing how some stations are
cutting costs by "going
satellite."
The article, however,
failed to touch upon a subject
I have been constantly
frustrated by and one which
the radio audience has little
or no knowledge of. Most
stations that still have local
announcers don't let them
pick the music they play.
Each new day brings a new
computer-generated playlist
that lists hour by hour, song
by song, what gets played
where and when. The biggest
misconception the public has
about radio is that the
announcer sits in the studio
and chooses a pleaSing mix of
music for his listening
audience. While this may be
the case at college or public
broadcasting stations, it
couldn't be further from the
truth in commercial radio.
Songs must be tested on
sample audiences so that
only "safe" or very recognizable songs and artists are
played.
Today, with nationally
owned chains, a radio station
in southern Maine is probably playing exactly the same
songs as a station in the
Midwest.
As you might guess, my
bossesntightnotappreciate
me divulging this "highly
classified" information, so I
must remain anonymous.
Portland

WGAN's local news
I am writing in regards to
the articles on radio in the
Aug. 1 CBW.
I am perplexed that Eric
Hannelius never contacted
someone currently employed
by WGAN. Perhaps it is
because WGAN increased its
listenership almost 300
percent over the last quarter
of 1990, pushing the radio
station to third place in the
Portland radio market. And
yes, 79 percent of our weekly
programming is satellitedelivered.
The editorial, oontributed
by Don Kreis, was a complete
misrepresentation of the
programs WGAN offers. By
the very nature of the news
and talk radio format,
WGAN allows for all points
of view from its callers. Does
Mr. Kreis only listen between
12 noon and 3 p.m. weekdays? Rush Limbaugh is
WGAN's only overtly
conservative host, and his
ratings are second in the
Portland radio market in his
time slot.
WGAN has not "forgotten
what local news is," as Mr.
Kreis oommented. We offer
newscasts on the half hour
during weekdays, on the
hour at night and on the
weekends, and we present
two and a half hours of
extended news ooverage
daily. That is more locally
produced news than provided by any other electronic
media in the state. WGAN
won the Associated Press
Station of the Year award in
1990, and this year we
received three awards: Best
Election Night Coverage, Best
Spot News, and Best Public
Affairs Program (which was
anchored by AI Diamon, a
reporter WGAN shares with
MPBN).

@Ken Christian
Assistant Operations
Manager
WGAN

Musical arrogance
Hey, thanks for your
uplifting article (and editorial) on the radio industry. As
the program director for 94.9
WHOM ("narcoleptic
elevator music" is, I believe,
how you described us), I'll
take issue with one supposed
"fact" in your reporting.
The statement that "each
of the 16 radio stations
competing for Portland area
ad dollars uses satellite
programming to some
degree" is false. 94.9 WHOM
does not rely on a satellite
dish for any programming
whatsoever. We employ real
live and local human beings
24 hours a day. The only time
we're not live is when we're
broadcasting public affairs
programs on tape, half of
which are proposed locally,
addressing local ooncerns.
In every place I've

worked, I always seem to run
into the inevitable attack on
commercial radio by the local
underground print media (no
offense intended). Perhaps
we deserve it, but I'm always
left with one question: "What.
do these people want?"
WMPG is a great radio
station. Heck, I had the same
fun when I did college radio
at Ohio State in the late '70s,
but not every station can be
or should be a WMPG. Not
having to rely on making a
living gives WMPG that
freedom. For most commercial radio stations, attracting
a measurable listening
audience is not a luxury. It's
survival, pure and simple.
While public radio may
outspend commercial stations
in local news programming,
it's the commerdal outlets
that spend more on local
research, going to our
listeners and asking them for
their opinions, tastes and
desires. This, as opposed to
"playing whatever we want."
I know it must be tough,
but please try to keep your
musical arrogance in check.
Those who prefer alternative
or eclectic types of music
seem predisposed to write
articles and editorials that
bash "mainstream" popular
music. To them, the value of
an artist is proportional to
their obscurity. That is, as the
artist grows in stature
commerdally, gaining more
widespread popular acceptance, somehow their musical
talent diminishes. If, God
forbid, they have -a hit song
"on the charts," these musical
snobs will write them off as
having "sold out" somehow.
Please!
If the Eagles, Billy Joel,
Linda Ronstadt, Jimmy
Buffet, Chicago, the Beatles,
Phil Collins and Elton John
collectively qualify WHOM
as "narooleptic elevator
music," we happily plead
"guiltn

T""ot~~oo"
Program Director
WHOM

Progressive minds
What a relief to know that
Martha McCluskey is out
there patrolling Maine's
progressive community in
search of oppression. I used
to think that the biggest
threat to our dvilliberties
was from Jesse Helms and his
merry band of right-wing
thugs, but after reading her
"Citizen" column of Aug. I, I
now know that it comes from
those dizzy libertarians at the
Maine Civil Liberties Union.
But hey, I'm not a lawyer.
So what I'd like to know is
this: Couldn't any old
attorney have invoked the
Maine Civil Rights Act on
behalf of the Lambda Chi
fraternity at Colby? And then
proceeded to lose the case? I
mean, wouldn't the act be

just as dead if the case was
lost by a money-grubbing,
unethical sleaze bag as by
those well-meaning but ditsy
intellectuals at MCLU? And if
so, who do we blame for
sabotaging the act's good
intentions? The naive authors
of the act? Sleazy lawyers?
Incompetent lawyers? All
lawyers? After all, they're the
ones giving nonviolent
conflict resolution a bad
name.
Recently, the federal
government ruled thatthe
Virginia Military Institute
could continue to receive
public funds in spite of the
fact that it does not allow
women. Their reasoning
invoked a lot of metaphysical
garbage about not stepping
on the rights of (male)
students who wanted to get a
"certain kind of education."
Lets face it, a lot of men like
to perfect their misogyny,
latent homosexuality and cult
of violence in a cloistered
environment, free of unwanted "distractions" like
women. This position is
easily defended using Ms.
McClusky's versatile logiC.
If the MCLU made a
mistake, it was in incorporating the canard of "political
correctness" into the rhetoric.
This phrase, co-opted and
given life by shrill reactionary
scribes, has become the latest
object of passion for budding
McCarthyites now that the
Red Menace has gone light
pink. Then along oomes an
ideological purist like Ms.
McCluskey, who proves that
political oorrectness does, in
fact, exist; but is to be used
only by progreSSives to
thump one another on the
head.
The MCLU is not the
enemy. Neither is the evenhanded application of noble
principles. Rather, it is our
culture's deep psychic
obsession with violence,
power and xenophobia No
legislative device will put an
end to it, any more than the
Emancipation Proclamation
put an end to white
America's oppression of
black Americans. Only the
unity of progressive minds
can stop it. The last thing we
need is the internedne
squabbling that results from
demands for absolute purity
in our thinking, or the
selective application of the

Pri~
Paul D. Proudian
Gray

Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
W~kly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

The Casco
Bay Weekly

10 days and
more ways to
be Infonned,
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
get Involved
must be received In writing on the Thunday prior
to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings
and stay
Information to: Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
amused.

adults, $1 for children.
Reconunendedforanyone5
or older. The observatory is
located at 138 Congress St.
Reservations are encouraged: 774-5561.
• Ghost stories: Greater
Portland Landmarks will
present ghost stories at the
Portland Observatory
tonight promptly at 6:30.
The shadows and darkness
of the observatory at dusk
will provide a creepily
conducive setting for
haunting ghost stories and
chilling folk tales as told by
Susan Dries. Cost is $3 for

• Super Trio: Tonight and
tomorrow at cafe no you
can catch jazz great Cecil
McBee on bass with master
guitarist Steve Blum and
percussion sensation Matt

the end of hlsJIose in eighth
Wilson. Shows are at 9 & 11
p.m., and there's a cover of
grade ... ) Spotlights"l'.Qeatre
$10. The cafe is located at 20
Company presents this
Danforth St., Portland. Call
wor¥ toni 'at 7;30 at the
772-8114 for more info.
Mad Hor.se Thea ,855
• Chicago-style blues: If
Forest Ave., or · and. (For
o,ther perfot'1na
, at~
jazz guitar doesn't do it for
you, try blues legend Luther
Stage r dngs.) Ti ets
"Guitar" Johnson tonight at
are $7, $4 {or senio
9 at Raoul's Roadside
citizens; caU 77J,$ 76.
ide for
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave._,.,,-,.. Is love dead
Portland. Admission is $5.
y~rself toni
t at 8 when
Call 773-6886 for details.
you
" e eal Thing," a
play by Tom toppard,
author of "Rozencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead."
Presented by The Theater
Project in Brunswick, "The

• Mud flat migrants:
Looking for a chance to
hone your shorebird ID
skills? Experienced birders
will assist you in sorting out
a wide variety of mud flat
migrants today or tomorrow from 9 a.m. till 1 p.m. at
Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center. (Take Route 1 to
Scarborough and turn east

•

• Tall, dark & into chains:
"Shink" is an epic tragedy
about a man who literally
wears his chains. A woman
named Pearl falls in love
with his dark and enigmatic
manner, and finally persuades him to tell the story
of his chains. They spring
from a terrifying childhood,
his insane mother, the
brutal murder/suicide of
his mother and father, the
betrayal of his first love and
a cruel joke. (And then
again, there was that zit on

"Urashima Taro and Other
Works," based on ;tn
ancient Japanese
fishermen's tale about a
poor fisherman who saves a
sea turtle's life and is
rewarded by a journey to
the realm of the sea king .
The story is spun against a
background of traditional
Japanese music, with
Faulkner's trademark
combination of storytelling,
mime, shadow imagery,
paper-folding and magic.
Shows are today at 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m. at the Maine
State Music Theatre. The
~·(".,." <~..
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Doing Strange Things in
The Name of Art
presents:

Ge4-!udz5fc,,',.,
CO PA~ON
by

thurs aug
VIDEO ART NIGHT
with
premier showing of
THE 50's GUYS

1

29 forest ave 879-9770

IV I N WI-:I .I.S

Closing Weekend, Aug IS, 16, 17
Reservations
Phone: 883-0507
TIckets: $15.00
on sale at Bookland downtown
772-4045
The Theater at
Maine Savings Plaza
Brown & Congress, Ptld.
8 pm Curtain

,

Check out the score In Brunswick Wednesday, August 21.

• A fish tale for pollywogs:
Maine storyteller and mime
Leland Faulkner and his
company will perform

ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN

I

a-

• Performance poetry
evening: Drop by cafe no
tonight at 8:30 for some

e

Malne's Famous
Natural Phenomenon

Giant Sand lJun6s • Narrat9d
Coach Tours • Nature Trails
• Sand Artist. 1783 Bam
• World's Iarg9St Sand ~ting
• Gin Shop • StOl9

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •

Freeport 04032
Open May 10th
to October 14th
Tel. (207) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD. $1 OFF
ADULT ADMISSION

UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE

BON TEMP ZYDECO BAND

HUNGER

Friday, August 30th
8:30 pm, $8.75

for

Morrell Hall
on the
Bowdoin College
Campus, Brunswick

r

Will this combo brave a night down on the farm?
See Saturday, August 24.

FRIDAY AUG 16TH

if'77 :~;::: ~~~
u LL • music

THE AlTERNATIVE ROCK
CONCERT OF THE SUMMER!

DINOS/1UR

great

The snapdragons are in bloom.
Rela,. in the shade of the
penta·wing canopy, share a split
of wine or a home·baked pastTy
with a friend. Enjoy breakfast,
lunch, dinner or Sunday brunch
on our garden patio - Portland's
oasis of civilization.

RAl"rLc.)
- -----C . A . f: . E

Tix Available at

THE

555 CONGRESS STREET
PO RTLAN D • 761 -3930

deSVlbed by one reviewe
as "~ tnost outrageously
danc~ernanding music I
have ~ver heard" - as well
as Tex-Mex food, dance
exhibItions by
taff .of
Gotta Pance d an au. on
of doz~s of terns. Tickets
are $25j cali the PP AC box
office at 774-0465.

..

BOOI<S

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7

• Modem music: Tonight at
8, you can attend a recital of
a variety of 20th-century
works, from the avantgarde to the conservative,
by composers including
Aaron Copeland, Joan
Tower and Daniel Pinkham.
Classical guitarists Keith
Crook & Michael Katz,
Waynflete flute instructor
Carl Dimow, mezzosoprano Madeleine Hanna
& pianist Judith Quimby

will perform, as well as a
wide range of different
chamber groups and
combinations of voices and
instruments. Admission is
$4 at the door of State Street
Church Sanctuary, 259 State
St., Portland. Call 828-0927
for details.

Come To

• Record Exchange, Portland
o Play It Again, Yarmouth
• Macbeans Music, Brunswick
• Bowdoin College Events Office

InfO/Charge by phone:
Call 725-3201
8:30-5:00 Mon. - Fri.

• Thirty years of human
rights: The members of
Amnesty International
Group #355 are working for
the release of their adopted
f\ t '. I.
prisoner of conscience,
Muhammed 'Issa aI-Ali,
who has been incarcerated
in a Syrian prison notorious
"Mary Cassatt: Impressionfor its use of torture since
ist from Philadelphia," in
June 1981. He was arrested
which the life of one of the
as a result of his nonviolent
few women and few
involvement in a banned
Americans directly involved
political party, but in 10
in the French Impressionist
years of imprisonment has
movement is revealed
nofbeen formally charged
through interviews with.
or tri .for any crime.
Cassatt's niece, excerpts
ugh letter writing
from the artist's corresponaunpaigps and other
dence and the use o£iperiod t activiti ,the group works
photographs. Bring a bro
to secQie his unconditional
bag lunch or buy one from
reI se. For each year the
the Museum Cafe. Free with , group has sponsored Ali, it
museum admission. For
i has planted a tree at the
more of the story, cal\.
Royal River Park in
Portland Museum of Art's
Yarmouth to symbolize
main line at 775~148.
another year of incarceration. Today, Group #355

will hold a "Celebration in
the Park" at the Royal River
Park on East Elm Street,
Yarmouth, to commemorate
the 30th anniversary of
Amnesty International and
to dedicate another tree and
a bench. The public is
invited to bring a picnic at
5:30 p.m. Dinner will be
followed by the dedication
ceremony at 6 and birthday
festivities, at which cake,
beverages and entertainment will be provided .
Group #355 meets at 7:30
p.m. on the second Tuesday
of the month at Yarmouth's
Merrill Memorial Library.
For more info, call Debbie
Ahrens at 846-1046.

Our Neighborhood

your

I hand Visit.. .

f

performance lasts for about
an hour and is appropriate
for children ages 5 and
older - including parents.
Tickets are $7 orchestra, $5
balcony, and can be reserved by calling Bowdoin
College'S Pickard Theatre
in Brunswick at 725-8769.

SATISFY

Come to Freeport.

1m

onto Pine Point Road
toward Pine Point Beach.
SMNC is half a mile down
on the left.) Each session
costs $12. There' s a limit of
10 people per session, so
call 781·2330 ahead of time
to reserve space.

• The Philadelphia story:
Today at 12:30 p.m., Port·
land Museum of Art will
show the hour-long video

;Jr

.
Real Thing" is a play about
true love, Stoppard's vision
of love's romance and pain.
"Its verbal wit is dazzling,"
says director Al Miller.
"You have to move awfully
fast. It's an intellectual
challenge thatjs great fun."
Tickets are $10 for adults, $8
for students & senior
ci tizens, Sunday tix two for
$15. The theater is located
on School Street. Call 7298584 for reservations.

• Brunswick Bacchanalia:
Once again, those canny
gallery owners in
Brunswick have colluded to
lure Greater Portlanders
north for a night of art. Four
of them will hold opening
receptions from 5-7 tonight:
Elements Gallery (56 Maine
St., tel. 729-1108) will be
showing Natasha KempersCullen's "Making Marks,"
new painted and quilted
fabric artj Hobe Sound
Galleries North (56 Maine
St., tel. 725-4191) will offer a
trio of realists - Rush
Brown's "Interior Panoramas," Barbara J. Sussman's
"French Landscapes" &
recent work by Joel Babbj
Icon Contemporary Art (19
Mason St., tel. 725-8157) will
exhibit Anne Minich's
"Music Paper Drawings and
New Works," drawings &
mixed media wall reliefsj
and O'Farrell Gallery (46
Maine St., tel. 729-8228) will
be showing Marguerite
Robichaux's "The
Monhegan Paintings," a
selection of works in
watercolor and oil.

t:·1

Cheap thrill: catch a wave .
Have you wondered lately why it doesn't feel like summer anymore? It could be
because you're not In school now and the industrial carpeting skimming beneath the
soles of your office shoes just doesn't feel quite the same as the sand at the beach did
between your toes, back in the days when words like "chocolate pudding" quickened
your pulse more than "profit sharing."
There's not much you can do about having to go to work - or that ugly, lifeless
carpeting - but there is a way to reconnect yourself with the exhilarating sense of
timelessness you had as a kid when you could lose track of the date for weeks on end
but it didn't really matter because there was only one month In the season anyway, and
that was JuneJulyandAugust.
Go to the beach. Get up early one morning before an especially unappetizing meet·
ing, get yourself a steaming cup of coffee at Dunkin' Donuts on the way, then drive to
Kettle Cove and drink it as the tide washes slowly in over the sand, glistening with bits
of shell and glass in the early morning sun. Or start stripping off clothing as soon as you
walk into the house after a long day - strewing it in a flagrantly uncaring trail behind
you will enhance your sense of escape and having some control over your own destiny
- throw a bottle of wine, your sweetheart, bread & cheese In a basket, and head for
HIggIns Beach.
There, the sea will serenade you with Its relentless roiling rhythms accompanied by
those flashy mezzo-sopranos, the gulls. There, dancing by the light of a silvery moon
Christopher Fry would approve, you and your darling can "be like stars .•. use yourselves
up to the last bright dregs and vanish In the morning." There, away from the deadsalmon carpeting and allen glow of your computer screen, caught up In the elemental
pull of the tides, you'll find summer again.

artistic surprises with James
Koller, Stephen Petroff &
Shannon Riley. That's 20
Danforth St., Portland.
Admission for this performance is $5. Call 772-8114 if
you don't like surprises.

772·4334

132 W ashington Ave.,Ptld

• Th ....day. A"g"" 15:
So Called ja•• Kwintel
from Vermont
oFr" & SGt .• Au,gout 16& 17:

~

In CeeU Me8e&-b...
Steye Blum-suilar, Mall

!,,,

Wii-n-Drum.
• Wed....,day. Au,gout 21 :
jim Lyden Trio
• Th"...day, Au,goul 22:
E... End jazz Quartel
"II i •• plea.ure to hear
mullie like lhi •. "

WES1DE

Muaic: Review by Miriam Berpan
Maine Tlmet, July 26, ]991

58 Pine Street 773·8223

20 danforth .t•• 772-8114
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reeervatioDB welcome
closed 8unday8 & monday.
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(jood !Food
(jood'lJrinl(
(jood Company
s

• aUf Port 1lest Outtfoor cafe.
• Lundi. & 'Dinner
• 'Daily :Happy JIoUTi 4 to 7
• 0t'I'E9{J(jm'DI9(~

• Live 'Entertainment 'Wei-Sat
• f4..ward 'Winning 'Jtine List

"0 \t1tny Z)
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Entertainment
• OmtilllU!d from llH1ily CALENDAR

lAnlnllrH CowboJa Go AmertCII FInnIsh director AId Kaurismakl's deadpan
comedy about a terrible FInnish rock
band that tours the United States.
Mobaten Christian Slater and some bratpack hangers-on star In IIlIs 19308' period piece about gangsters In Chicago.
Mystery om. Typical teen high Jinks,
heavy on sexual Innuendo and scatological one-liners with which Hollywood
seems Intent on destroying the youlll of

AmerIca.

SILVER
SCREEN

~

t'~
SeafOOd I£mporium
.~.,..-........\

- 9W-w '.Bar & Outaoor cafe Serving Luncb & DInDer ll:30am-llpm
LoUDge Hours l1:30am-lam
425 Fore Street" Old Port, Portland· 7n-7713
Credit Cards Accepted· Ample Parking· Formerly Blue MOOD

.n,. . C_CElrs
TON 11'E ~ DR. JOHN
.• : .•AUG 16 ~ LUTHER ·GUITAR
JUNIOR· JOHNSON
AUG 17 ~ BIM SKALA BIM
AUG 18 ~ IRATEFW.Y YI1IIlI
. AUG 20 ~ REBECCA JANE

Dates effective Aug 16-Aug 22

101 D..rMtl.... (G)
1:15,3:10,5:10,7
BIlckdrllft (A)

9

Chicago come to tenns with the memory

ment toward each olller and each other's
different approach to the prolesslon during on ongoing arson investigation. Robert DeNlro is a Hlllflghtilg Investigator N.ked Gun 2 1/2 Spool of Washington,
and Donald Sullleriand plays the arsonD.C. focusing ontheunde!tlandedmach~
ist
nations of politicians whoserve the inter·
Bill & Ted'. BoIlUS Journey More adests of evil energy oligarchs at lIle exventures (as II we needed them) In the
pense 01 tie environment. PIot:Lt Frank
lile and times 01 Bill & Ted. Starring Alex
Drabln, played by Leslie Nielsen, invesWinler and Keanu Reeves.
tigates an explosion at a Washington,
ao,z N the Hood South Central Los D.C. energy plantand the case relnYOties
Angeles' mean streets are the backdrop
hlmwlth his oIdgirlfriend(Priscila Presley
lorthisslOry aboutinnercltykJds trying to
doing her Impression of an aging Playgrow up unscathed In an environment
boy bunny). With George Kennedy and
riddled with gangs and drugs.
O.J. Simpson.
City Slickers Three mldde-aged New 11100 Robert De Nlro and Gerard
York men - Billy Crystal, Bruno Kirby
Depardieu star in this five-hour-and-lland DanieiStern-atlemptto recaplure
minute film chronicling tie adventures 01
their lost youth by going on a moderntwo young men In IIaIy during the rise 01
day cattle drive.
fascism and socialism. Directed by
Bernardo Bertolucci.
Comfort of Strllllll.... Story 01 a young
English couple who visit Venice and are 101 DIIllNItlMa Dogs, dogs and more
taken In by an older couple. Stars Chrisdogs. Disney at its spotted best
topherWaken and NatashaRichardson, Op.n Doors Director Glanno Amelio lells
with a screenplay by Harold Pinter and
the story 01 a juristln pre-war, fascist Italy
cirection by Paul Schrader.
presicing over a murder Irail. His antipaDelirious John Candy stars as lIle daythy to a recenUy Imposed death sentime TV drama wrl1er of "Beyond Our
tence impels him to examine the details
Dreams," who finds himself Iransported
01 the case more closely.
Irom reality to the wacky wonderful wortd PoInt are.k Patrick Swayze plays a surfer
of daytime lefevision.
who likes 10 rob banks when he's not on
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu
Reeves play FBI agents who go undercover in shorts and tans to catch the
surfboarding bank robbers. Now here's
a story.
Pu,. Luck DannyGloverandMartin Short
star in this comedy about a private investigator whose luck Is so bad he is hired to
find a girl just as unlucky as he. Long on
siapstick. short on bralns. Outlandishly
stupid, in fact, but surprisingly funny.
Reprcing Henry Harrison Ford plays a
rullliess New York lawyer with a lousy
marriage who Is lorced to reprloridze his
life aller suffering a serious brain Injury In
a near-fatal accident. Moves a bit slowly
at times, but move you It will. Also stars
Annetle Bening.
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox stars as a
plastic surgeon on his way to Hollywood Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the legendary hero of Sherwood Forest in lIlis
who gets sidetracked in Soulll Carolina
sweeping epic ftlmed In England. Among
and falls In love.
the ensemble are Christian Slater, MorDoubl.lmpact Story about twin brothers
gan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth
trying to find the person who Idned lIleir
Mastrantonlo.
father. Stars Dutch dynamo Jean-Claude
Termlnmor 2 A bigger, more explosive
Van Darnme.
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Everybody. Rne Story of an old man,
Schwarzenegger stars as a Idncllearted
played by Marceno Mastroianni, who
cyborg from the luture who does bailie
goes 10 visit his grown children throughIIlIs time with anolller. not·so-kindilearted
out Italy and ciscovers that they are not
terminator. Splendid special effects.
who they say they are. Directed by
Tornatore

("Cinema

Hot Shot. (PG-13)
12:30,2:40,5,7:10,9:15
Pure Luck (PG)
12:20,2:30,4:50,7:30,9:35
Reg.rdln" H.nry (PG-13)
12:30, 2:55, 5:20, 7:45, 10:10
Nllked Qun 2 112 (PG-13)
12:40,2:50,5:20,7:20,9:25
Robin Hood (PG-13)
1,4,7,9:55
Mont.... (A)
12:50,3:15,5:30,7:45,10

(acoustic dinnlr music)

879-1511

Dales effective Aug 16-Aug 22
Shows 1-4 Sun-Thurs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Bill & Ted's Bogu.
Joumey(PG)
1:40,4:30
Doc Hollywood (PG)
1:20,4:10,7:40,10:10,12:25
Point BnNlk (A)
12:50,3:40,7,9:50,12:20
Double Impact (R)
1 :10,4,7:30, 10, 12:05
The Doctor (PG-13)
12:40, 3:20, 6:50, 9:40, 12:10
Terminator 2 (R)
12:30, 3:30, 6:40, 9:30, 12:15
CIty Slickers (PG-13)
12:10. 3:20, 7,9:20, 11 :45
Mystery Date (PG-13)
1 :30,4:20,6:30,9, 11 :15
Delirious (PG)
7:20,10:20,12:30

The Movies
10 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600
Open Doors (R)
Aug 14-Aug 18
Tues 9:30
Wed-Sat7,9
Sat-Sun Mal 1
Impromptu (PG-13)
Aug 17-20
Sat-8un Mat 3
Sun-Tues 7, 9
Leningrad Cowboys

OoAmerl"

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751

FREE
'Personal Call~
Service
with your
personal ad.

tim fenell
joannie chessie
kevin shone

--

every thursday nite
at8pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored by
Info: Call
879-0070

See page 30 for details.

The Doctor Winlam Hurt stars as a sur·

...,...

geon who becomes a patient and eventually a betler human baing. But boy,
Hot Shots Charlie Sheen and Lloyd
what does it take?
BrIdges star in this spoof about the Top
Th.'1N &
Two women leave their
Gun pilots of our armed services.
crunmy menfolk at horne to head out on
Impromptu A light romantic comedy about
the road. They encounter crunmy men
a segment olthe IHe of Chopin and Franz
everywhere they go. Thank God there
L1szt. They romance George Sands,
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema
novelist, and lover of both men.
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan
Jungl. F._ Spike Lee's new 11m about
Sarandon.
Interracial love. Says Lee, "We wanted
the two neighborhoods - that black!
Italian thing."
u. Femm. Nlkrt. French thriller In which
a woman becomes a secret agent for her
counlry to escape a death sentence for
idling a policeman. Then she falls In love
and begins to question the morality of
her line of work.

Lou,..

As the dog days of summer begin winding down, why gas up
the car and drive to Acadia? Everyone south of Kittery is doing
that. Vaguely linked by the theme of adventure (and predictable
endings), here are a couple of dumb movies that actually manage
moments of brilliance to which hundreds of like-minded films
don't even aspire (and these films fairly soar above tripe like
"rerminator 2"). Some summer's eve, you might rent one of the
following:

Hoyts Clark's Pond

Aug 21-25
Wed-Fri 7:15, 9
Sat-8un I, 7: 15

AUG 22 ~BOOBABARNES
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

Dumb fun

333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland

865 Forest Avenue

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

STAGE

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022

of their lale fireman lather, their resent-

Giuseppe
Paradiso").

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas

BKkdrllft Two Hili-lighting brothers In
J

AUgIlst15,1991

Dateseffective Aug 16-Aug 22
1900 pan I shows at 1 Fri, Sun,
Tues & Thurs,
and at 7 Mon, Wad, Fri & Sat
1900 Parr 1/ shows at 1 Sa~ Mon
& Wed,
and at 7 Sun, Tues & Thurs
TheiINl & Loul. . (R)
2, 6:40, 9:20

1900 Part I (Al
1,7

1900 Part II (Rl
1,7

Boyz N the Hood (R)
1 :30, 7 :10, 9:40
u. Femme NIkIbI (R)
1 :10, 6:30
Everybody's FIne (NR)

9
Jungl. F.ver (R)
1 :40, 6:50, 9:30
Comfort of atra/ltl .... (R)
1 :20, 7:20, 9:45

/

• "North Shore" (PG-13)
You'll never again ask what a "rhino chaser" and a "big gun"
are. This paper-thin plot involves art student Rick Kane (Matt
Adler), a surfer from Arizona - see, there's this wave tank in
Tempe - with big dreams about the big waves in Hawaii. One
summer he packs up his stuff, a few bucks, and before you can say
"suspend reality," he's smack in the thick of big-time competitive
surfing. In short order he has meet the Beautiful Woman, the
Villain, the Unfriendly Natives and the Guru - a surfboard shaper
named Chandler played by the ubiquitous Gregory Harrison (a
real-life surfing buff who directed the surf sequences).
The plot soon evaporates like sea foam, giving way to gorgeous
surfing shots and duels of manhood. Rick fights with a local
member of the Hui ("hooey," an ancient Hawaiian surfing club);
alienates best friend Turtle, obviously a California transplant who's
been accepted by the locals; and falls in love with the native
woman (Nia Peeples, who's
pitifully miscast). Tutored by
the Zen-like Chandler, he also
attains a deep mastery of the
surfing arts (though, in the surfing sequences, Adler and Harrison
look unimpressive). Then he improbably reaches the finals of a big
surf contest and competes with world champions, some of whom
appear. They sure can surf; they sure can't act.
But J like some of the touches here anyway. The look and
language of the Hawaiians feels particularly authentic: Foreigners
are "barneys," "howlies," 'lOr (just off the jet) or "FOB" (fresh off
. the boat). A native pork farmer, sugar cane farmer, and Hawaiian
luau band all make cameos, The tension between outsider and
insider is given fair play, too - even, in a refreshing switch,
nodding a bit toward the locals. "He took my stuff!" Rick complains to Chandler about a local punk.
"All us howlies took his land away from him and his people,"
shoots back Chandler. "Did you ever think about that?" A pause.
"You've got a lot to learn."

video

• "Highlander" (R)
Looking for a quasi-epic tale of the ages, lots of swordplay,
heroic landscapes and lush cinematography? Try this flick.
Open in modem New York City, a steaming, Gothic wilderness.
A man attending a wrestling match duels with another menacing
figure in the parking garage. The loser is decapitated.
Flash back to the Middle Ages. Scottish clansman Connor
MacLeod (played to the, er, hilt by Christopher Lambert) discovers
early in life that he has an unusual birthright: He is immortal.
Other clansman don't take so kindly to this gift, so he's outcast,
consigned to wander the hills. He falls in love with a (mortal)
Scottish woman, apprentices himself to the rich-throated Belgian
Ramirez (yes, it's Sean Connery) - another immortal, and handy
with the sword - and begins fighting off all comers.
What's going on here? It's fun to work out as the action cuts
back and forth across the ages: something to do with the fate of the
entire world, and whether it will fall into the hands of good or evil.
Good is personified by MacLeod, who's an antique dealer under a
different name in modem New Yorle, and Ramirez. Evil descends
in the form of the ruthless arch villain Kurgan, an ugly, malevolent
character from, we are told, the steppes of Russia. He has been
tracking MacLeod for the past thousand years; it is all but inevitable that they'll be the last immortals standing.
The visual look of the film is breathtaking in places: The lush
hillsides of the Scottish highlands are achingly beautiful, and New
York is well rendered as the epic final battleground <I like this
treatment better than Batman's). The sounds of swords clashing or
sliding across a stone floor are epic; everything else tries to be, too,
even the love stories though this only succeeds in a few places.
There are, however, some great sly twists of humor. One
representative moment: As the Kurgan slithers through New York
in a car, having kidnapped MacLeod's girlfriend (Theresa Russell),
Queen screeches a warped take of "New York, New York" and an
original song called "Don't Lose Your Head." Yes, I know this is all
very silly nonsense; J know it glorifies violence. So, instead, focus
on the friendship between Connery and Lambert; the rich Socttish
accents; and the sword play, which is artful and gorgeous in places.
Paul KJur is artful and gorgeous ill places, but shy Il1Id retiring.

"Ain't No Such Thing •
a BogI."
SchoolhouseMsCenteratSebagoLal<e
presents this medieval melodrama complele wHh a spoiled princess, dreaded
bogies and a handsome prince. For kids
of all ages. Show runs Tues & Wed eves
at 7:30 pm through Aug 28. Tickets are
$4. The schoolhouse is located at the
intersection of routes 114 & 35 in Sebago
Lake Village. Call 642-3743 for info.
"Anythlnll Go. ." Community Linle Theatre 01 Aubum celebrates Cole Porter's
l00th birthday with a presentation 01 his
high seas musical adventure. Aug 15, 16
& 17 at 8 pm. At lIle Performing Arts
Center, Great Falls School, Auburn.
Admission is $9. To reserve, call 795-

5853.

Mlch_1 Man. ., "ThInking Man'. JUIIIII.... Celebration Bam Theaterpresents
an evening willl Michael Menes, whowUI
be joined by local performer Michael
Miclon. A juggler 01 ideas and idiosyncrasies, bowling balls and tubular bells,
Menes is a unique performer In the tradition 01 New VaUdeville. He mixes amazingjuggling skill wllIl contorlionism, spontaneous visual humor & crafty illusion.
Miclon's inventive performances are
combinations 01 juggling, unicycling,
buffoonery, siorytelling & puppetry. His
family-style show includes audience participation. Tickets lor the Aug 17, 8 pm
show are $Slor adults, $2.SO for kids 12
and under. The lIleater Is located on
Stoc:khoImRoad,justoffRoute 117North
in South Paris. Call 743-8452 lor reservations.
"PrIvata Lives" Vintage Repertory Company presents Noel Coward's winy, sophisticaled comedy about the English
leisure class set in the 1930s. August 20
&2t at8pm, in Jordan Hall, Temple Ave ,
Ocean Park, Old Orchard Beach. Tickets are $9 adults, $6 seniors and chi~
dren. For more info call 82&-4654.
"Th. Real Thlnll" The Theater Project in
Brunswick will close Its summer season
with lIlis play by Briton Tom Stoppard,
best known lor 'Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead." "The Real
Thing," a Tony Award winner In 1982, is
a play about true love. Stoppard's vision
01 love's romance and pain. It is also a
play about art, language. music & politics. "Its verbal wit is dazzling: says
director AI Miller. "You have to move
awfully fast. It's an intellectual challenge
that isgreat fun." Show runs through Aug
24, with performances Thurs-Sat at 8
pm, Sunat7 pm. Tickets: $1 adults, $8
students & senior citizens, Sunday tix
two lor $15. Call 729-8584 to reserve.
"Shlnk- SpoUights Thealre Co. presents
this epic tragedy about a man who Iherally wears his chains. A woman named
Peari laUs in love with his dark and enigmadc manner and finally persuades him
to tellllle story 01 his chains. Its the story
ola secret name, a secret past, and one
final chance for redemption. Aug 16, 17,
18,23.24 & 25 at Mad Horse Theatre.
Shows Fri & Sat at 7:30 pm, Sun 2 pm.
Tickets are $7, $4 for seniors. For reservations. call n3-5676.
"Spellbound· The Young People's Theater will close the first run of the original
rock musical Aug 16 & 17 at 7 pm. The
story is based on the Cinderella story
mixed willl a strong dose 01 the movie
"Back to the Future," and includes most
of the issues that concem teenagers.
The music is a combination of "easy
metal rock," blues, folk, lunk & rap, and
the lyrics lei of teenagers' search for
identity and Ireedom. AI The Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tickets are $8 adults, $5 children. For reservations, call the church at 442-8455 or
The Theater Project in Brunswickat 7298584.
"You',. A Good Man, Chllrlla Brown"
Schoolhouse Ms Center at Sebago Lake
wll present this family musical Thurs, Frl
& Sat at 8 pm through Aug 24. Tickets
are $101$8. The schoolhouse is located
at the intersection of routes 114 & 35 in
Sebago Lake Village. Call 642-3743 for
further inlo.

MC.rou. .l" The Freeport Community
Players will perform Rogers &
Hammerstein's musical Aug 16 & 17,
starting at 7:30 pm. Set in a fishing
village on lIle coast of Maine early lIlis
century. "Carousel" is the tale of starcrossed romance occasioned by a traveling circus that makes a summer stop at
the small village. Tickets are $8, $6 lor
students & seniors. At Freeport High
School . For info, call 865-6041 .
"Closer Th.., Ever" The Thomas Playhouse presents this musical with two
men and two women about the problems, joys, frustrations and challenges
of lIle '90s. Runs through Aug 24 with an
8 pm curtain. Senior and group rales
available. The playhouse Is located on
Route 302 in
For reseivations
calI655-3281 ; fordinnerllheatre call The
Olde House Restaurant at 655-7841.
Comedy .t tha Cu. Every Thursday at
8 pm, comedians Tim Ferrell, Joanne
Chessie & Kevin Shone marvel the
masses at the Cave (29.5 Forest Ave).
Their no-holds-barred, two-hour c0medy slug lest will jab, jolt and jostle your
humor membranes. Ferrell, Chessie &
Shone serve up a different show every
Thursday, with a diverse mix of audience-suggested improvisations, new
sketches and monologues. Serious fun
lor only $3. For more Info, call 879-0070.
"Gertrude stein & A Companion"
Through the Paris salon of Gertrude
Stein and Alice B. Tokias passed the
luminous talents of an era: Picasso,
Braque, Matisse, Hemingway, Rtzgerald.
Doing Strange Things in the Name ot
Art, a co-op for performing artists, presents a rich, illuminating portrait of bothStein's celebraled career as a writer and
her enduring relationship willl Alice B.
Toklas. August 15, 16. 17 in lIle storeItont 01 the former Sookland at Maine
Savings Plaza on Brown & Congress
slreets. Curtain is at 8 pm. Advance tix
are $1 5 and available at Booklanddowntown. Reservations are recommended;
call 883-0507.
"HM. .I ."d Gr.tal· The Bennington
Marionenes wUI perform their most elaborate production todaleonAug20at7 pm
at lIle Winslow Horner Center for the Arts
at Scarborough High School. Adults $2,
children $1. Tickets available at lIle I~
brary one week prior to performance or
at the door. Call 883-4723 lor info.
"Killing Mr. WIthers" Comedy thriller
set In Death Valley at The Last Chance
Pump & Grille. Though you'll be captive
in a seedy diner, you'll be served a
sumptuous lour-course dinner by a
rogue's gallery of the shadiest persuasion . Shows every Friday and Saturday
at 8 pm, in The Baker's Table banquet
room, 434 Fore St in the Old Port. Call
693-3063 or 1-1300-834-3063 lor reservations and further information.
"LAdy Day
Em.rson'. BIIr & Grill"
retums to Portland Stage Company for
one more run 01 this searing portrait of
the great jazz singer Billie Holiday as she
relates the circumstances of her legendary career with humor. shrewdness and
who The play Is liberally laced with the CItyThe.tar AAoclat. . will hold closed
unforgettable songs for which Lady Day
auditions for their first production of the
is famous. Aug 15-31 with an 8 pm
t991-92 sea90n, "The LhUe Shop of
curtain. Tic:kstsare $10-$24; call the box
Horrors," Aug 25 & 26 at 7 pm. Come
offICII at n 4-0465.
prepared to sing (song 01 your choice: a
"Love Is Spoken He,." Is a rruslcal
pianist will ba available); walk across
romantic comedy about The Other
stage willlout tripping (unless that's reWoman from the point of view 01 the
quested); and read from a script lIlat will
woman, her molller, her daughter, the
ba given to you. For more info, call Judith
man and his wile. "It's a musical: says
Peeler, manager, at 282-0849.
co-author Stanley Ralph Ross, "concem- Portl.nd Play.rs Audition. for "Pump
Ing IIlree generations 01 women and the
Boy. and Dlnett..- will be held Aug
men In their lives - a show about c0m19. 20 & 21 at 7 :30 pm at 420 Cottage
mitment." Presented by Maine State
Road, S. Portland. This is a strong guitar
Music Theatre at Bowdoin College's
and piano musical. Bring your inslruPickard Thealre, Brunswlc:k.Aug 13-24,
ment and be prepared to sing. For daTlies-Sat eves at 8; matin_ first week
tails, call 799-7337 or773-9676 and ask
Wed, Fri & Sun at 2, second week Tues,
for Linda.
Thurs & Sat at 2. Admission: $10-$21. Wlndhllm st-s.. C.nt.r will hold audiFor reservations, call 725-8769.
tions for "Some Enchanted Evening" at
"The Private br" Mel "The Public
the Windham Community Center on Aug
&y." Vintage Repertory Company pre23 & 24 from 6-10 pm. Candidates must
sents two one-ael comedies by Peter
come willl a prepared musical number 10
Shaner, author of "Amadeus." August 27
sing. Available parts: three men & two
& 28 at 8 pm In Jordan Hall, Temple Ave,
women, adults only. Call Catherine
Ocean Park. Old Orchard Beach. TIckGallagher at 892-3052 for addhlonal info.
ets: $9 adults, $8 seniors and children.
For more Info, call 828-4654.
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CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.15
So-C.lled JIIzz Kwi nt.t from Vannont
(jazz), cale no, 20 Danlorth St, Portland.
n2-8114.
Urb.n Squirrel. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. n4-5246.
Hot Cherry PI. (roc:k) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-{)444.
.-co.-tic Open Mlc with "J" (b.y.o.
jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Ptld. n5-1944.
Dr. John (New Otfeans lunk) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. n3-8886.
Tha Bonehaad. (roc:k)Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767·4627.

FRIDAY 8.10
Paul u.b.... (jazz) Bramhall Pub, 769
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Super Trio: Cec:II McBee, at.va Blum
& M." WII.on (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114 .
Rockln' Vlbr.tlon (reggae) Father
O'Hara's Pubic House, 45 Danlorth St,
Portland. 871-1579.
DMny Grav. . (jazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. n3-4SOO.
SwIft Icac:ub. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. n4-5246.
Hot Ch.rry PI. (rock) Old PortTavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-{)444.
Luther "Gurt.rJunlor" Johnson (blues)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
111. Bon.heads (rock) Spring Point cale,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Arnl. SChu ....r (acoustic) Tipperary
'Pub, Sheraton Tara Holel, S. Portland.

n5-6161.
Tan Cent Tango and Their Instruments of Pleaaur.e (dance R&B) The
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

SATURDAY 8.17
Paul Laballa (jazz) Bramhall Pub. 769
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Super Trio: Cecil McBee, stave Blum
& Matt Wilson (jazz) cale no. 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Tha Blind Lamon. with Room 32 (rock)
Father O'Hara's Public House, 45
Danforth St, Portland. 871-1579.
TBA (jazz) Linle Willie's, 36 Market St,
PorUand. n3-4SOO.
SwIft Icac:ub. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. n4-5246.
Hot ChanyPla (rock) OIdPortTavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-{)444.
Blm Skal. Blm (reggae) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Curfew (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Curt an..". (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. n~t61.
Tan Cant TMgO .nd Their Instruments of PI• •u,. (dance R&B) The
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

SUNDAY 8.18
T.ylor Whlt. .ld. of Tommy Milum
.nd the CI.n. .y Bros. (Irish music)
Father O'Hara's Public House, 45
Danlorth St, Portland. 871-1579.
Kevin Midgley (blues) Gritty McDufrs,
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
Janny & J ....my (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. n4-5246.
Rick Rus . .11 Band (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. n44444.
Sunday Brunch In the Bllilroom (classical) Portland Regency,20MilkS~ Portland. 774-4200.
Grm.fully Yours (musical tribute to lIle
Gratelul Dead) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, PUd. n3-6886.
The Acoustic Connac:tlon (acoustic)
Spring Point Cale, 175 Pickell St, S.
. PorUand. 767-4627.
Ken Grlm.,ey(acoustic) Wharf's End, 52
Wharf St, Portland. n3-0093.

MONDAY 8.19
Monday Night .t the MovIes ('Green
Card") Moose Alley, 46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Rick Russ.II (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
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AV 8.20
TUESDHI

~nger-styllst

playing 0 unique
btend of music,
from classical
plano to the
electronic sounds
01 the '90s.

Wed.8-11pm
Thu. 8-midnlght
FrllSal. 8:30pm- 12:300!Jl
Free Parldng

TOP
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
nS-5411

CELESTE ROBERGE

UPCOMING

Open Mlc Night with Ken Ortmaley
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St,
Portland. 773-0093.

DwIcI Maxwell (organist) 12:15-1 pm,
Cathedral 01 the Immaculate Conception, Franklin Street & Cumberland Avenue, Portland. Free With donations accepted. 773-7746.

VIEWS OF THE HEAD
FROM BEHIND

Twentle~entury music ree"" 8/23/
91 (modem composers) 8 pm, Slate
Street Church sanctuary, 259 State St,
Portland. WorIIs 01 Aaron Copeland, Joan
Tower, Daniel Pinkham & others, performed by dasslcaf guilarisls Ke~h Crook
& Michael Katz, flutist Cart Dlmow,
mezzo-soprano Madeleine Hanna& pianist Judith Quimby. Admission: $4 at the

AUGUST 2 - SEPTEMBER 1, 1991

door. 828-0927.
TIle JudcM 8124191 (country) 8 pm, The

Cumberland County Civic Center, Portland. Tlx: $24.5Oand$19.5O. 775-3825.
Bonnie RIIItt with Chrta I. . . 8127191
(bluesy rock) 8 pm, The Cumberland
County Civic Center, Portland. "Luck 01
Open Mc Night with TIle Cool Whlpa
(b.y.o. jam) Father O'Hara's Public
the Draw" tour. Ticksts:$21.5O&$19.5O.
House, 45 Danforth 51, PtkI. 871-1579. Klrp!ll Light
8131191 (classical
Indian music) 7 pm, First Unitarian
.'ade C I _ (blues) Gritty McDuff's,
Church, 425 Congress St, Portland.
398 Fore St, Portland. m-2739.
Emissaries ofSantThakar Singh presenl
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
"Heart Song' music followed by Intro to
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
medllallon. Free. 878-8673.
Open Mlc Night with ...ter Ol_n
(b.y.o.jam) Spring PoinlCafe, 175 Picken
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Ken Qrlma/ey(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.

"'81111

An Incomparable

Augus/15,1991

Thoma. Crott)'l HSnow Ledge.. 'H ofl .... x 60·, 1990.

"Paintings of Maine"

GALLERY OPEN THURS. 12-8
FRI,-SAT. 12-5, SUN, 12-4 & BY APPOINTMENT

• Edited by Arnold Skolnkk
Pott... Publish.., New Yortc, 1991

0.".0.

Descriptions of the State of Maine have by now become so
familiar as to go more or less unheard - mere catchwords:
dramatic, rugged, glorious .. , It's all true, of course; Maine is a
majestic, dramatic state visually, in the same way that Vermont is
visually a lush, gentle state, This fact has not been lost on some
five generations of painters, and their collected works prove that a
picture is worth a thousand words. Most of these American
landscape painters have been drawn - perhaps by historical
character - to depict the rugged and dramatic rather than the
peaceful
and verdant. Hence the array of dazzling names that
.am L)'den Trio (jaZz) cafe no, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8114.
have turned their brushes to the landscapes and seascapes of
Bllc:helora' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Maine: Childe Hassam, Rockwell Kent, Maurice Prendergast, John
Markst St, Pordand. 774-5246 .
Singer Sargent, George Wesley Bellows, Marsden Hartley,
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Edward Hopper, Georgia O'Keefe, as well as three generations of
Moulton SI, Portland. 774-0444.
Wyeths, And this is just to mention a few_
Redllght Revue (swing) Raoul's RoadThese are qualities that make the great American painters
side A1lraction, 865 Foresl Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
different from, say, the great French landscape painters that we're
Elementa Gallery, 56 Maine 51,
Zane Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharfs
Brunswick. Opening reception Aug 21
most familiar with - those same qualities that define the Maine
End, 52 Wharf 51, Portland. 773-0093.
from 5-7 pm for Nalasha Kemperslandscape, Ruggedness. Rawness. A wild, primitive, blunt quality
Open Mlc Night with the Cool Whips
Cullen's "Making Marks: new painled
- something dramatic, untamed and expressive. It's something
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
and quilted fabric art. Showing Ihrough
that catches your breath and then pulverizes you under somePort Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
Sept 28. Gallery hours: Tues-Sal, 10
775-1944.
am-5 pm. 729-1108.
thing like Marsden Hartley's "Crashing Wave," and shows you
Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine
exactly what happens when
St, Brunswick. Opening Aug 22 from 5-7
an
unstoppable force meets an
for a three-person exhibilion of realists.
immovable
object, It's
Rush Brown's "Inlerior Panoramas:
something that drags you
Barbara J. Sussman's "French LandGatta Dance, Inc., Thompson's Point,
scapes,' and recent work by Joel Babb.
under the sea to view from that perspective a nearby island in
second Hoor Bldg 1A, Portland. Smoks
ShoWing through Sep128. Through Aug
John
Marin's "Deer Isle Series," Something that deafens you with
and chem-free dances with sWing, Latin
17: rich, powerful worlls by N>by Shahn
the
enormous
silence of a landed bell in Jamie Wyeth's "Bronze
& banroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm
in tempera on paper, rooltHaceted enAge," and something that grips your heart and stills it in the
& Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
causllccollage based on nature by David
The Moon, 425 Fore SI, Portland. Open
mixed feelings of awe, grandeur and human vulnerability in
Driskell, and sile-specificsleel and stone
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
sculpture by Ron Cross. Gallery hours:
Rockwell Kent's unpopulated land/seascape "Lone Rock and
Cover: $2. 87HI663.
Thurs-5at,10am-5 pm. 725-4191.
Sea," in Neil Welliver's "Burnt Barren," or in N.C. Wyeth's
hlut..,20MilkSt, Portland. OpennighUy Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason
"Cannibal Shore," This is tough, wild stuff, There just aren't many
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Stree~ Brunswick. Opening reception
waterlillies, These are painters on a grand scale, and there's
T -Blrd'a, 126 N. Boyd S~ Portland. FriAug 21 from 5-7 for Anne Minich's "MuSat, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Conlemsk: Paper Drawings and New WorIIs: a
nothing in the paintings that's trivial or merely pretty, But there's
poraries. 773-8040.
show 01 drawings and mixed media wall
a lot that's generous,
reliefs. "They're spiribJaI, erollc, personal,
Whe..hoUH Chem-F... Dance Club,
Arnold Skolnick, publisher of Chameleon Books, has collected
mysterious, painstakingly executed:
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive
these
painters and put them, accompanied not by scholarly
says gallery proprietor Duane PaluSka.
music. Fri-Sat, 9 pm-I am. 874-9770.
Gallery hours: weekdays 1-5, weekends
commentary but by literary excerpts and passages from letters of
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed:
by chance or appl 725-8157.
Progressives. Thu: Visual Vibe. Frl:
artists, into a small, modest, hardcover book. It has a brief
Deejayllive Music; Sat: Cutting Edge O'Farrell GIIIlery, 46 Maine SI, BrunsWick.
historical introduction by former Associate Editor of Art in
Opening reception Aug 21 from 5-7 pm
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.
America, Carl Little, Filling a gap left by necessity in Edgar Allen
for Marguerite Robichaux'S "The
Beeme's recent survey "Maine Art Now," this book brings
Monhegan Paintings: a selection of
worlls In watercolor and ail that resulted
together the works of the elder statesmen of Maine's landscape
from her residency at the Carina House.
painters.
Says gallery asstant Chris White :
Interestingly, one of the "elder statesmen" that Skolnick has
"They're evocative landscapes nolable
included in this collection is an artist painting in Maine now
for their very nuid nature and lUminous
color." Through Aug 17: new paintings
whom Beeme curiously did not include. Thomas Crotty is also an
by Eileen Gillespie, whose work Is orextremely fine painter, easily of the magnitude of this collection of
ganic In nature and focuses on minutiae.
elders. His exquisite, concentrated brush work gives his superGallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-5 pm.
realistic seascapes a surreal qUality. Crotty's "Snowledges"
729-8228.
captures the usually turbulent coastline in a rare moment of
quiescence. Crotty's rocks lie like dormant beasts, deceptively
quiet, waiting silently to stand strong against the next eruption of
fury, All seems to be at peace, the snow lying like untouched
cotton momentarily soothing the hard, ungiving rocks. The sea
.\bacua, 44 Exchange St, Portland. ConlemporaryhandcraftedjewelryofGabtiel
beyond lies placidly, shimmering innocently, gently lapping at the
Ofiesh IhroughSepl2. Hours: Sun, 11-5;
Troy a Fritz (master juggler & zany conshore. Crotty gives this painting hues of mauve and distant
Mon-5al, 10-9. 772-4880.
tortionist) 12:30 pm, Deering Oaks, Ptld.
yellows against the tunnel-like black of the rocks, colors that seem
8eker'a Table, 434 Fore 51, Portland.
Free. 874-8793 or 874-8300 ext 8791.
to the typical bright blues and dark greens that Maine is
alien
Recenl works by CUmberland artist
usually painted in, This pre-dawn hue further adds to the
Evelyn Winter through Aug 18.
painting's surreal quality,
TIle But... Gltllery, Portland School of
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. "Sponta"Paintings of Maine" is erudite without being pedantic,
neous Exhi~ion: ashow of recenl worIIs
Although there are some familiar old standbys included, there are
Portland Strtng Quartet (chamber) 7
by PSA sludents. Also: "1991 Wateralso treats in the inclusion of painters less commonly associated
pm, 1794 Shaker Meetinghouse, Shaker
shed Artisls,' a selection of worlls from
Village, Route 26, NewGloucesler. $10.
residents at Watershed Center lor the
with Maine landscape painting, It is a shrewd collection of some
926-4597.
Ceramics Arts, located in North
of the finest paintings in American art,

WEDNESDAY 8.21

dean velentgas gallery
60 hampshire street. portland. maine. 772.2042

Large Specialty
Gift Shop

ART
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us Rt. 1

South Freeport

(207) 86.'>-1449

OPENING

DANCING

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
30-600/0 OFF
"Traditional
outfitters for
men and women. "
Co,,", see our
new Fall arrival&!
Mon-Sat

9-5, Thurs 9-8

OI'E\ ~l \II\\~
I:! - :,

191 Main

,
,

Saoo 283"1400

1

I

,,I
f

-

25%
OFF
SUMMER

SALE

now thru Aug 24th
-'

'-

~ftTfQlftL
O~JfCTS
484 Co~ Street
'ne 04101
774-1241 0 SlJTlmel' Hours
Monday-SatlJ'day 10;30-6
SlxIday 12-4:30

Porllard,

Who is Making Your
Wedding Rings?

Art Gallery
Wildlife Museum

CON
CERTS

THURSDAY 8.15

AROUND TOWN

SATURDAY 8.17

TUESDAY 8.20
Durwllrd Ent..k1n (organisl) 7:30 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle
St, Portland. Music by Salnl-saens,
Messiaen, Mulel & olhers. Free with
donations accepted at door. 767-3297.

Edgecomb, ME. This two-part inslallation will be presented by 1990-91 residents and the four artists who Will be
artists In residence this summer: Joe
Bova, Bruno LaVerdiere, Michael Lucero
and FarteyTobln. Both showing through
Aug 18. SummergaJlery hours are MonFri, 10 am-5 pm. n5-5152.

• Um/iltwd on page 22

MIIrgo/ M,WUliRms

Ie-

Custom Orders, Specializing in
Engagement Rings Ie- Wedding Rings Ie- Bridal Jewelry

Rfrita~

Imports

8eor.· paI.1ed c.oItoge

INVITATIONAl GROUP

IIII

August I - 28

featuring animal imagery in 2 & 3 dimensional form.

THE PINETREE SHOP &
BAYVIEW GALLERY

ONE UNION STREET

75 Market St. • Portland, Maine. 773-3007

PORTLAND, MAINE 04101

An

Masl,f(bve Galleries

Open

Mast Cove Lane and Maine street

Invitation
to the
Community

Prints, Paintings and Sculpture
by Ninety Outstanding Artists.

MasVf{bve Galleries II

Sunday
Opening

Schooner's Wharf, Ocean Ave. (near Colony Hotel)
Kennebunkport. Maine. Jean Briggs. (207) 967-3453

Sunday, August 18

4-7pm

gleason
FIN

E

+

August 18
through
September 8

ART

19th and 20th Century American Art
and Select Contemporary Art

Quilt, "Another Plan8, Anothtw Bomb,
Another Death" by Kathleen Sweeney

MARVEL WYNN:

WOMEN'S PERSPECITVES

FACES & FIGURES

Cissy Buchanan
Mary Hart
Marguerite Lawler
Sherry Miller
Wendy Newcomb
Grace Porta
Kathleen Sweeney

August 10 to 24
Artist Reception: Saturday,
August 10, 5 to 7:30 pm e Refreshments Served
001'4
ART GALLERY

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

21

Augus115,1991

K CASCO BAY

Entertainment

Inn to Inn - Harpswell
August 24th and 25th
Call for more
information.

SACO ~ft;£~

01J'1'FI'l"I'IUIS

127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND" 773-0910 " OPEN 7 DAYS

ART
Congr. . . Squ.... GaIl.ry.42 Exchange
St. Portland. Alan Sanbom's traditional
but contemporary watercolors In dassi·
cal paleue . On view through Aug 23.
Summar hours: Mon-Wed. 10:30-5;
Thurs & Fri, 10:30-9; Sat 12-9; and Sun

12-5. n4-3369.

LOBSTER FESTIVAL •.. .
AVAILABLE ALL DAY. EVERY DAY, ALL SUMMER LONG
'TWIn lobsters
Com-on-the-Cob
Bread & Butter

Shore Dinner
1 Lobster & 1 lb. Steamers
Clam Chowder, Com-on-the-Cob
Bread & Butter $9.95

$10.95

~i:
,) ~

lobster Dinner
1 Lobster,
Com-on-the-Cob
Bread & Butter

$7,95

.1)

>'' . -

Q,J}
Reservations Encouraged. 773-3760
Comer of Middle & Market Sts . • In the Old Port

What·. the Gulf of Maine Bioregion?
Where can you find good white water rafting?
Uama Treking?J
What'. happeninc to our forests?

Find Outl Take a look at

NORTHERN EXPOSURE

C
•

...
'I

'
• •

:)

K"-. K,·,
','

,'-

'

... • • •

CaKo Bay Weekly'_ blaMual Journal on environmental &
outdoor new_ avaDable at theM Iocatlona and more:
• Portland International
Jetport, South Portland
• Casco Bay Ferry Terminal
Portland
'

• 10 Exchange St., Portland
• Yarmouth Tourist Center
Yarmouth
'
• Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters, Portland

I
I

I

I,

,

i

I

tf, T
L
r,
f

PORTlAND

Hsri.GEH

COMPANY

Pcrland Siege Company - -pr;senls a special rellrn
engagement of "e aitically acclaimed musical:

,

1

I
!
1
I
1
I

...F

AT EMERSONIS
BAR & GRill
Pcrlond Pre" Herald

I

August 13·31

I
j

1

LADY DAY

"PowerfulLadr. Dw
brings down the nouse"

I

I

1

• CycIemanla, Portland
• Harrasseket Inn, Freeport
• Sam Dipietros, South
Portland
• Tommy's, Portland
• Ocean Farms, Freeport
• Crabby Lobster, Freeport
• Vldeoport, Portland
• Hotshots, Portland

,oJ

Call now for tickets "4-0465
Sponsored by Cifibank and
NewsChannel13
Air Conditioned

Dellll VeI.ntll_ Gall.ry. 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. "Views of the Head Behind,' a series of sculpture dealing with
~ . and mind by Caleste Robarge.
VieWing wllevoke oonceptsof mind and
creation, asone sorts through fragments
of clay shapes and attempts through
personal hlstorytoassembie a recognizable past. Showing through Sept 1. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8; Fri & Sat 12-5'
Sun 12-4; and by appt. n2-2D42 .
'
Frost Gully Gall.ry. 411 Congress St,
Portland. A new group exhibition featurIng the worllsof all gallery artists, lndudIng olis, watercolor, pastels, and sculp~ure in a wide range of styles and su b]ects by Dalav lpear, DeWin Hardy, Eric
Green , Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome. Sharon
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
Galle.ry hours : Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
appoIntment. 773-2555.
Th. Good Egg. 705 Congress St, Portland. Peter Buotte's paintings through
Sept 15. 775-1514.
Gr. .nhut Gall.rt ... 146 Middle St Portland .. Worlls of Jane Dahmen, 'Anne
GreslOger & Connie Hayes. Running
through Aug 31 . Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,

10:30-5:30. n2-2693.
Johnny D'•• 425 ForeSl, PorUand. Works
of MarUyn Blinkhom, Shana Belknap
Tanya Fletcher & Andres Verzosa. Show~
109 through Sept 15. 775-1514.
Th. Maine Emportum Up.tail's Gallery. 85 York SI, PorUand. Works by
Portland artist Michael Waterman
through Aug 25. Lectures and painting
demonstrations by Waterman Aug 15 at
5 pm. Hours: Mon-Sat, 11-6; Sun. noon5.87HI112.
N.ncy Margoll. G.II.ry. 367 Fore St.
Portland. SUnvTlQr exhibit with ceramicists Carole Aikl, Marvin Sweet, Dennis
Mausl, Joy Brown, Barbara Diduk,
Joellyn Rock, James Watral, Susanne
Ste.phenson , David Wrighl, Patrick
Ter]ak; and fumiture designers Richard
Judd, Daniel Hale, RobertAdams, Lauren
Cole. Gallery hours: Moo-Sat, 10-9, Sun

10-6. n5-3822.
Thoma. Mos.r C.bln.tmak.... 415
Cumberland Ave, PorUand. Exhibit of
porcelain work by artist Bradley H .
WISeman . Showing through Sept 7.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5. n 4-3791 .
Th. Photo Gall.ry. Portland School of
Art, 619 Congress St. An exhibition of oil
and watercolor paintings by Freeport
artist Enc Glass: vintage aircraft childhood memories and the current' Maine
scene. Showing through Aug 30. Gallery
hours: Mon-Fri, 9-5. Free. 775-3052.
The Pine Tre. Shop .nd Bayvl.w GalI.ry. 75 Market S~ Portland. Invitational
group exhibition of whimsical animals In
two-andthre&-dirnenslonallolTllS. Works
by Robert Stebleton, Dan Daniels,
Claude Schmutz , Kath Ince, Mary
Brosnan, Helen St. Clair, Tina Ingraham
Norton Lalourelle and Suzanne Knecht'
Exhibit runs through Aug 31. Gal~
hours: 10-6, Mon-Sat. n3-3007.
PortI.nd MlIHum of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues,
Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10
am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission:aduns
$3.50. senior cltlzel'lS and skJdents with
10 $2.50. children under 18 $1 , group
rate $3. Museum admission Is free 10
am-noon Saturday, but $1.50 will be
ch~ged 10 see the impressionism exhlbitron . n3-2787.

"lmpreulonl.m and Po.t.JmpreuJon"m: The Collector'. Passion Drawn
from prtvate collections, this exhibition of
81 works by 43 artists features eight
works from the Joan WMney Payson
Collection as well as 11 from the holdings of Pordand native Scon Black The
exhibition explores the evolulion oi who
collects. how such decisions affect the
next generation of collectors, and how
colleclors' decisions affect the museum
goer's access to the masterworks of the
ages. Monet, Renoir and Degasare amon
the artists represented in the paintings
~d sculptures of -Impressionism." On
VIew through Oct 13.

"Doll 1.la.: Work. of El.na Jahn A Th. Gallery .Uhe Chocolat. Church
robust use of color and strong emotion
pervade the p~intings and pastels by
Jahn, who diVides her time between
Monhegan Island and Puerto Rico two
very different islands that Inspire ;; dialogue of .opposites in her work. Despite
th~ ~Uallty of the artist's "festyle , her
palntmgs and pas~els are unified by a
strong graphlcquafitywhere1he drawing
appears very gestural and emphatic.
Says Jahn, -In both the work in Maine
and Puerto Rico, I am after strong emab~n: I ~ant movement, shock, change,
disruption, and passion.'On view through
Sept 22.
"Photograph. from • Lost Frontier:
M. M.rvln Brecklnrldg. An exhibition
of ear!y historic American photography
featunng 29.black andwMe photographs
by M. MaMn Breckinridge PaUerson a
first lady of the diplomatic corps, ~ar
correspondent, linguist, pilot, writer and
photog rapher. Taken while she was a
~er of the Frontier Nursing Service
10 Kentucky ~uring the 1930s, the photographs prOVIde inSight inta the dignity
and character olthe Appalachian people.
The story of how Mrs. PaUerson lorded
rivers rivers in Appalachian Kentucky in
every season on horseback in order to
take these photographs is a story about
a courageous group of health~e pioneers, The Frontier Nursing Service . A
19305 film shot by Mrs. Patterson and
documenting the Frontier Nursing Service will be shown throughout theexhibition, which runs through Sept 15.
RIIffI• .• ~ 555 Congress St, PorUand. Lori
Austill sworkson plaster showing through
Sept 4. n2-1967.
R,N. Coh.n G.llery. 79 Oak St, Portland. Recent watercolors and limited
edition prints by Porlland artist R.N.
Cohen. Through Augusl. Gallery hours:
Mon-FrI, 10 am-5 pm. n2-0633.
Th. Spirited Gourm.t. 142 John St
PorUand. 'Kitchen Art· by Mary N . Levi~
through Sept 15. Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6 '
Sat 10-2. 773-2919.
"
Th. Stein Gall.ry. 20 Milk St, Portland.
Gr~up SCl!lpture by gallery artists, featunng a Wide variety of techniques, textures and styles . Blown , cast, sandblasted, oonstructed, etc. A spectacular
display ofform,shapaand color. Through
Aug 31. Gallery Hours : Mon-Sat, 11 am6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. n2-9072.
Sun Gall.ry. 496 Congress St Portland
Paintings and drawings 'by Lauri
Twitchell. Through Aug 25. Galleryhours:
Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm. n3-8816.
The West Side Restaurant, 58 Pine St,
PorUand. "Home Woods: paintings by
LOUIsa Boehmer, thru Aug 31 . n3-8223 .

804 ~ashington St, Bath. A juried sho';
of paintIngs and sculpture tIded 'Maine :
ASummer Place.' showing through Aug
31 . Gallery hours: Tues-Fri, 9-4' Sat
noon-4. 443-4090.
"
M.ln. Audubon Society. Gilsland Farm,
118 Route I, Fal.mouth. A.C. (Tony) Kulik
of Searsport WIll exhibit his wood engravings and lino cuts during the month
of August. Kulik works In both black and
white, using traditional "white line' techmque and muKiple color by the reduction
method. His work is greatly influenced
by the sea, drematic coastline and abundant widlife of Waldo County, his home.
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5, Sun noon5. 781 -2330.
Thom•• M.mort.1 Library 6ScottDyer
Road, Cape Elizabeth. Eliz~beth Burke's
-Visual Slips," paintings and drawings.
ShOWIng through Sept 14. 799-1720.
Yarmouth Hlstortc.1 Socl.ty Museum
of Yarmouth History. third floo; of Merri.
Memorial Library, Main Street Yarmouth
'CoIlecllons," an exhibit th~t looks ai
who collects Yarmouth history, why indiVIduals collect things, and why they d0nate them to the museum. It shows how
a museum collection grows, and includes
guidelines for selecting historical matenal. It also addresses the issue of ensurIng that a museum collection reflects the
rich diversity of a town's history. A wide
variety of objects from the museum collection Illustrate the theme. Showing
through November. Hours: Mon-Fri 105. 846-6259 .
'
Th. York In.tltut. Museum of M.lne
371 Main Sf: Saco. "My Best Wearing
Apparel. MaIne Women and Fashion
1800-1840: on exhibit through Sept 6:
The show highlights the exquisite but
lltUe-known collections of the Maine Historicai Society. Assembly dresses, silk
ball gowns, traveling garb, wedding
dresses and mouming clothing are featured. Made, owned and wom by Maine
women , these garments renecl the style
of Downeast ladies during the years be~en the Revolutionary and Civil wars.
~ . uS9Umhours : Tues-Fri , 1 -4pm ; Thurs,

1-8pm. Hou~ : Tues - Sat, I - 4pm ; Thurs,
1-8 pm. For Information, call 282-3031 .

OTHER

Afrocentric Cerd. & Prints Show Celebrate African-American Culture Aug 17
Irom 10-5 and Aug 18 from 1 :30-6:30 at
Gree,n Memorial A.M.E. lion Church, 46
Shendan S~ Portland. For more info call
766-5149.
'
Art IIIId Mu.lc In the Impressionist
Era: A Musical and V.rbal exploration Portland Museum of Art Docent
Council President Bob Goodwin emphasizes cultural innuences as he takas
visil?"s through Ihe exhib~ion "ImpresSIonISm and Post-Impressionism: The
CoIl~tor's Pa~Ion . · Free with ImpresSIonISm exhibit aanission . Aug 22 at
5 :15 pm and Aug 23 at 12:30 pm In
PMA's aUditorium (7 Congress Square) .
For mora Info. call n5-6148.
C.II for Artwork All Maine senior citizens
are inv~ed to submit artwork for the
'Bangor or Busr visual art exhibit. The
theme for this juried show will renect
perspectives about unique geograph ical
or cultural elements of your childhood
~meland , and need not be Maine locatIons. Eligible media include oil, acrylic,
~atercolor , pastel, mixed media, graphICS, d~awlng , photography & sculpture.
Opelllng In Bangor on Oct 4 , the exhibit
WI. travel to Portland Public Library and
other locations in southern Maine through
May 1992. Interested artists may request delails by sending a SASE to
"Bangor or Bust: c/o Danlorth Gallery
Bowdoin Colleg. MlIHum of Art
34 Danforth S~ Portland. The deadli~
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College:
for al submissions is Sept 20.
Brunwick. "Trees: an exhibition c0m- Part.len L.I.ur• •nd the Art of the
prised of works in a variety of media
Impr.... on..ta Melissa Organek of
Including drawings, prints, photographs
Portland Museum of Art education deand illustrated books dating from the
partment gives a gallery talk on 19th19th century 10 the present. presents an
century life in the French capital as she
opportunity to view works that concenleads visitors through the -Impressiontrate on the rich symbolic image of the
ism' exhibition. Free with Impressionism
tree. Highlightsofthe show include drawexhibit adnVsslon. Aug 15 at 5:15 pm,
ings by Rockwell Kent and James Hart·
and Aug 16 at 12:30 pm. Call n5-6148 .
prints by Camille Pissarro, Odilon Redo~
8c:ulpture CI._ _ for Beglnne... &
and Theodore Rousseau; and photoProf...lona" Peter J. Urban. wellgraphs by Eliot Porter and Jean-Eugeneknown sculptor and Portland resident,
AugusteAtgel. Exhibit runs through Sept
wil teach everything from basic tech29. -Leonard Baskin: Prints, Drawings,
IlIques to.the use of advanced composand Scul~ture' through Aug 18. The
Ite matenals technology in the former
museum IS open 10 the public free of
woodworking shop of Thomas Moser
charge. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10
415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. In keeP:
~5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. Summer
Ing with the concept of minimum reglguided tours are also available through
menlatlon being conducive to individual
August 24: Tuesdays & Thursdays at 2
~stic growth, instruction will stress an
pm, and Wednesdays & Fridays at 12:30
rnf~ atmosphere with an enjoyable
pm. For further Info, call 725-3275.
expenence as frrst priority. Classes will
The Gall.ry. LeslerOrcunBlvd, Biddeford
run lor 10 consecutive weeks on TuesPool. Margaret Lawrence 's 'Seasons of
days & Thursdays and will be comprised
Childhood' infrared photographs of sumof two three-hour sessions per week for
~r and fall Images. Inlrared film, cona total 0160 hours of instruction . Stutaming an element of mystery. "picks up
dents may choose between morning
what the human Id'je cannot sea at the
afternoon or evening classes. Infolregi;
infrared end of the color spectrum: says
tratlon sessions will be held at the Moser
photographaf Lawrence. Through Aug
building Aug II, 18 & 25 from 4-6 pm.
23. Hours: Tues-Sat, 9-1 , and most afInfo, can 828-1n2 eves from 7-9 pm.
ternool'lS from 3-5. 282-0088.

OUT OF TOWN

SENSE OFF THE
CLOCK
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The Refug. . ReHttlement Program
has provided services to refugees In
Maine since 1975. You can help our
newly arrived neighbors become members of the community. The success of
this program depends on people like you
to fulfill Its mission of early sell-sufficiency for refugees. Both financial and
volunteer :;upport are welcomed to help
these ordinary people In extraordinary
CircUmstances. For more Info on how
you can help, call Eli Dale at 871-7437.
R.tlred Sanlor Volunt. .r Program An
organization that places people 60 and
oider in meaningful positionS and offers
the following opportunities: Art lovers
can train 10 guide visilors through a small
Freeport art collection, part of the Univars.ity of Maine's Satellite Art Program.
EnVIronmental enthusiasts can do research on and monitor a Pordand river
for pollution . Nostalgia buffs can lead a
yesteryears discussion group In senior
housing. If you have two to four hours a
week to give of yourself, cell Priscilla
Greene at n5-6503 for further info.

ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers
united In anger and committed 10 nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7-9
pmatthePeopte'sBuilding,l55Brackett
St, PorUand. New members are always Big 8roth....lBlg Slst_ of Portl.nd
introduces children and adults who are
welcome. For more Inlormatlon, write to
open to and seeklng friendship . The
ACT UPlMaine, P.O. Box 5267, Portadults
are not to be counselors, partland 04101, tel. 774-7224.
time parents, baby siHers or social workThe Cac:o BayGreene' MonthlyMeeters. They are expected to befriend a
Ing will be held Aug 18 at 6:30 pm on the
child and 10 spend time doing activities
second floor of the People's Building,
that are mutually satisfying. You must be
155 Bracken St, Portland. The public is
at least 18 years of age, out of high
Invited to attend. Meetings are every
school and an area resident for at least
third Sunday of the month. Call n4six months to be a big brother or sister.
4599 for more info.
Call the Canter for Voluntary Action at
exploring the Tao Come join us Wednes874-1015 for more information.
days at 7 :30 pm, at Maybe Someday
Building Mat.rt.l. Sank Need. W.r.
Bookstore, 195 Congress St. Free, and
hou.. Work .... 10 arrange and invenall are welcome. No experience necestory building materials in the warehouse
sary. Call Bonnie at n3-3275 or Jim at
to assist in pick-up of materials, and t~
n4-9217 if you have questions.
clean and keep the warehouse looking
The S1st Annu.IStat. of M.lne Writpresentable. You must be wMling to do
..... Conf.renc. will be held Aug 21>hard work, have astrong backand knowi23. Theconferencewill begin at 7 :45 pm
edge of building materials. You must
Aug 20 with 'Storytelling : An Art and a
also be available one day a week. Health
Writing Experience," and will be loIlowed
and liability insurance are available for
by prose readings by last yeafs contest
warehouse workers as well as volunteer
winner. Other oflerings include lectures
recogn~lon . To sign up call the Canter
"The Importance and Value of Writing,"
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
"A Sampler of Hours: Writing Poems
Th. C.mp.lgnfor Senslbl. TransporFrom Emily Dicklnson's Letters: worktation would like an office clerk forfiling,
shops and a banquet. Registration bestuffing envelopes for mailings, labeling
gins at 5 pm Aug 20 at Porter Memorial
and light-duty assignments. You will be Alph. On•• Cent.r for Independent
Hall on Temple Avenue, Ocean Park,
supporting a great cause while gaining
Living invites individuals with disabilithe location of most of the conference
fundraising experience. This wor\( may
ties and other interested parties to a
sessions. For further detais, call the
be done weekdays or eves. Several volmeeting Aug 20 from 5-7 pm. Discuss
State of Maine's Writers' Conference at
unleers are needed. To sign up call the
and vote on Portland meeting location,
934-5034.
Center forVoluntary Action at874-1015.
ptan BBQIpooI party for early Sept and
Getting St.rted with F1ctlon This dayCommon Ground Country Fall' Volundiscuss whafs on your mind. At Alpha
long worllshop is for the beginning or the
t ..... The Maine Organic Farmers and
One, 85 ESt, S. Portland. Call Cress at
retuming writer. Writing exercises and
Gardeners Association is looking for help
767-2189 for more info.
discussion will help Ihe writer address
to create the 1991 fair. Volunteers are A.R.T .S, Anonymous is a group of locel
these questions: Where do I begin? How
needed for set-up starting Sept 14 the
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
do I find my story and my characters?
fair (which runs Sep 20-22), and dean
who have come together to form a su pHow do I create tension in the story?
up. running through Oct 4. Hundreds of
port group that meets every Monday at 7
Bring writing materials. Taught by Elizavolunteers are also needed during the
pm at St. Luke's Cathedral, State St,
beth Cooke. the author of "Complicity."
thre~ days of the fair for selling tickets,
Pordand.
Aug 24, from 10 am-3 pm. at Waynnete
parking cars, assisting with juggling and
A 8raln TumorSupport Group meeting
School, Spring Street, Portland. Cost is
stlting worllshops, recycfing and answerat New England Rehabil~ation Hospital
$30 members. $35 others. Limited to 15
ing questions, among other activities.
participants. Pre-reg istration is required;
of Port~nd (NERH-PorUand), 13 Charles
Volunteers are expected to work a minipayment In full should be sent to Maine
St. ThIS group has been designed by
mum 01 four hours. In return they earn a
NERH-Portland and the American CanWriters & Publishers Alliance, 19 Mason
much sought-after volunteer T-shirt and
St, Brunswick 04011, tei. 729-6333.
cer Society to meet the special needs of
a Iree pass to the fair. To receive info and
adults with brain tumors and their fami Judal.m and Splrttu.llty Rabbi Harry
a registration packet. conlact the Comlies. The group meets the second and
Sky will give a series of lectures Aug 15,
mon Ground Country Fair at P.O. Box
lourth Thursdays of the month. Inter22 & 29 at 7 :15 pm in Room 115 of
2176, Augusta 04338, tel. 623-5115.
ested participants should contact Rev.
PorUand High School. The cost is $4 per
Goodwlllindustri . . of M.lne is looking
Wish prior to their first meeting for a brief
lecture or $1 0 for the series. Cal Jewish
for an office clerk to do filing and light
preliminary interview. People are enFamily Services at ns-ono for Info.
typing. Data entry on user-friendly procouragedto join any time bycallngWlsh
Proprloc:.ptlve Wrttlng Cent.r'. Fall
gram requlreslightcomputerexperience,
at
ext. 542.
Cou..... Include the following: -A New
but they wi" train. Abitity to work on your
C.ncer Support Group The Visiting
Manner of Thinking: a colloquium for
own is required . You'll be working in
Nurse Service 01 Southem Maine will
men and women In which a man considpersonnel administration while servicing
hold Its monthly support and education
ers feminism as the foundation for psy250 employees and interfacing with
group Aug 20 from 6:31>-8:30 pm. The
chological change. Given by Tobin
adults with disabilities. To sign up, call
group enables those affected by cancer
Simon, Ph.D. Ten alternate Wed eves
the Center for Voluntary Action at 874to help others, provides information about
beginning Sept 11 . -Mysticism East and
1015.
resources, and helps decrease the anxiWest: an exploration 01 male and feL.I.ure C.nt.r for the Handicapped
eties felt by those diagnosed with cancer
male mystic writers from the Hindu, BudNeecIs Board of Director M.mb.....
and their famiies. Information and supdhist and Christian traditions, with Nishit
who meet once a month and set policy
port Is facilitated by social workers,
~ehta . Ten altemate Mon eves, begintor the agency. Occasionally they are nurses, oncologists, nutritionists and
mng Sept 9. "Nurturing a Feminist Conassigned or volunteer for various c0mcancer survivors. All ~tings are held
sciousness: a course for women . The
mittee or tasks. Members are asked to
at the VNS Saco OffIce at 15 Industrial
purpose 01 this work will be to discem
give at least a one-year commitment and
Park Road, at no cost. Call 284-4566 for
connections between our personal
to lend their various expertise in assistmore Inlo.
wounds and the patriarchal cuHure that
Ing 10 operate the center. Volunteers
DI.bete. Support Group Sponsored by
shapes us. Given by Sheila O'Connell
with expertise in law, advocacy, insurthe Visiting Nurse Service of Southem
and Barbara Potter. Elghtalternate Tues
ance, fund raising, management & busiMaine, this monthly support and educaeves, beginning Sept 17. Call Proprioness are needed. To volunteer, call the
tion group for diabetiCS and other Interceptive Writing Center (39 Deering St.
Center for Voluntary Action at674-1015.
ested persons provides a place lorsharPortland) at 772-1847 for more info.
Open Door Student Exch.ng. Open
ing and problem solving around the many
Rec:)'Cling .t Shop 'n Save Hannaford
your home 10 an exchange student and
facets of diabetes. Information and eduBroil. now recycles -Hi-Cone' plastic
you will gain as much as you give. A
cation is provided by a registered nurse
~rs . The six-pack carriers, customyoung man from Leningrad arrives In
and a variety of guest speakers. All meetarily used for carrying soda, bear and
August and will be attending PorUand
ingsareheldattheVNS' SacoOffice 15
other multi-pack beverages, may be reHigh School for the Iail semester. He
Industrial Road. Free. For more infor.:naturned by customers and placed In the
needs to live with a Portland family. A
tion, call 284-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS.
plastic recycling bins located In al Shop
second student from Paraguay will be DIvorced Perspec:tlwa isa weekly meet'nSave supermarketsln Maine. For more
here for the entire school year, and could
Ing held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at
Inlo, call 1~~-6045, ext 2488.
live with a famity anywhere nearby and
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
R_rend Roaern8l')' Denm.n -activattend the local high school. Call United
Woodford St, PorUand. For further inforis~ author & minister defrocked by MethWay's Volunteer Center at 874-1000 to
mation , call n4-HELP.
odists for being lesbian - will address
explore this opportunity.
DMD (Dep ....Hd·M.nJc: Depr...ed)
"Spirituality and Homosexuality" when
she speaks to \he Matlovich Society Aug Parents Anonymou. Use your hardPortland Confidential support group
eamed experience as a parent to help
meeting Monday nights in room 112 at the
22 at 7 :30 pm in the third floor conferothers by becoming a Parent Helpline
Dana Health Center, Maine Medical
ence room of Portland Public Library, 5
volunteerwith Parents Anonymous. Help
Center, Portland . For more information
Monument Square. The speech will be
others find constructive ways to handle
call
4-4357.
'
followed by a reception, and is free. Call
those diffICult childraising moments. Voln3-<4444 lor more Info.
Empo_rm.nt KIts are available from
unteers handle calls from their homes
the Rape Crisis Center; they contain
ShalcerMwicAworkshopat Sabbathday
are given extensive training, and are not
factsaboutsexual assault and resources
Lake Shaker Village, on Route26ln New
required to take overnight shifts. Gail
regarding rape and sexual harassment.·
Glouce!ller. Explore \he historical onUnited Way's Volunteer Center at 874Available at no cost; call the center at
glne andevotutlon of Shaker musIc,learn
1000 for more Inlo.
n4-3613. The purpose of the kits is to
Shaker IIOflgs and hyrm., and partlciTh.RapeCrt.I.Cent.rNeed.Hotline
educate Individuals about sexualexplolpale in a typical Shaker singing meeting.
Advoc:at.. Duties include providing covtatlon, discrimination and assauH.
Aug 17 from 10 am-4 pm. Fee: $25.
erage for 24-hour hodine from home or
Send non-refundable depo8i1 of $15 by
Exp.....Iv. Th.rapy Recovery Group
on pager in elght-12 hour shifts . AdvoAug 1510 RR " , Box 640, PoiandSpring
Psychotherapy group with art, drama
cates provide short-term crisis interven04274. For more Info, caJl926-4597.
and movement interventions for men
tion, support and Inlormation to victims
and woman recovering from dysfuncof sexual assault. Formal training will
tional families, low self-esteem and intake place Tues eves from 5 :3CH1 :30 for
adequate relationships . Call Molly
10 weeks, starting Sept 17. Call the
Hoadley, MA. drama therapist, and Lisa
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015
Sgamiboti, MA, expressive therapist. in
to volunteer.
Pordand at 879-1959.
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BOUSE
Air Conditioned
Open for Lunch
Shaded Patio

Daily Outdoor
Bar-B-Que 3-7
Dinner 'til 10:30

·THURSDAYS·

·SUNDAYS-

+ [risfi :NJ.gfit +

£aayof
tfie T-vening
1Jinner 1Jrawing

Taylor Whiteside

·FRI, AUGUST 16.

·MONDAYS·

Kockin'
Vibration

Restaurant
Employee
Night

(Kaggae)

112 OFF
with Pay Stub

• SAT. AUGUST 17·

·TUESDAYS·

The Blind
Lemons

Open Mic Night

with Rm 32

75¢ drafts

of
Tommy Makem
and the Clancey Bros.

Hosted by

The Cool Whips

45 Danforth Street (207)871-1579
The O'Kendley Brothers. Proprietors" Blarney, Inc.

n5-4ooo,

August 16 & 17

n
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SUPER TRIO
Steve Blum
M Wlter Guitariet
in portland

Cecil McBee

- great music
- great grub
- great wine

CODllidered by many mOllie critic. to

20 danforth It
772-8114
Ope,. Jass Jam
Et/ery Sunday

PercUIIBion Phenomenon

4:30 - 8pm

Admi88ion $10.00

be Jazz'. Greatest Uving BIlIMIi8t

Matt Wilson

August 15, 1991

MAINE'S LARGEST,
FULL SERVICE

Entertainment

1"'mnrJ
~

KITE STORE

• am_from 1"8'''

HELP

9'"ou can find

:Maine Lo6ster'Is
!Maiu 'MapCe & Jam (jift Pack§
'MaiuSOUfltnirs & Crafts & !Mort

Country potpourri
co{[uti6ft.s· fiand crafts· fo£k..art
2 Wharf Street· In the Old Port . 772·7400 Open daily 9:30-8, Sun. 10-6
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F~~~ICE

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
Ati.ult/Peti.i4tric Meti.;c;,.. • Office GynecololJY
M,.n;puf4llon • Prepent4llpe Meti.;c;,..
Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322, Portland, Maine. 871·1300
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TIRED?
Feeling Sluggish?
Ready for a Nap?
Forget the nap. What you need
is some good old-fashioned
exercise. Wake up that youthful
feeling hiding within you!
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Energize yourself today!
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OUTSIDE DECK & RAW BAR!
On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine
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774-3550

BLACK BEAR LANDSCAPING
A COMPLETE LANDSCAPING COMPANY

• Free Estimates
• Competitive Rates
• Tree Work Also Available
Jack M. Oswald. 8 Yea.m

ty Service. 879.0076

Portland P_nt Support Group sponsored by Mainely Families is now rM8ting weekly at the Portland W.I.C. OfflC9,
222 St. John St (rear) every Wed eve
from 7-9 pm. Parents meet to get support and guidance from other parents
who share similar experiences in raiSing
prlrlaens and adolescents, while they
leam new skills to help prevent problems
before they occur. Open to all parents at
no charge. For further info call Mainely
Families at PROP. 874-1140.
Refug_ Need Furnl.hlng. Help provide a safe, comfortable home in their
new land for refugees who are resattling
in Grealar Portland. Please donate any
household furnishings, kitchenware,
small kitchen appliances, TVs, linens &
pillows, baby clothes and equipment that
are in good, usable condition. Bring them
to 107 ElmSt or call 871·7437toarrange
pick-up.
Senior Outreach Servlc. . In response
to the needs of older people, Southem
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing Senior Outreach Services to the fol·
lowing locations: Agency'sofflcesat237
Oxford St, Pordand, every Friday from
10 am-l pm; Pride's Comer Congregational Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook,
first Thursday of each month, for residents of Westbrook and Gorham, lrom
10 am-I; Ross Center, 38 Washington
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
month, for residents of Biddeford, Saco
& ooB, from 10 am-I pm. An Elder
Advocate will be available to assist residents with their aging-related issues and
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
housing, social securny, etc. This service is provided free of charge. 775-6503
or 1-800-427-7411.
Special Intereat AA Meeting for People
LIvIng With AIDS rM8ts weekly on
Tuesdays at8 pmat the PWA Coalnion,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting
deslg ned 10 provide a safe space in
which to discuss HIV Issues, while living
positively sober. This meeting is open
only to those who have tested HIVlPosi·
tive or have been diagnosed with AIDS.
For more information, call 871-9211.
Transplant Support Group H.O.P.E.
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a
statewide system of support for persons
with illness or injury that prevents them
from living life in the manner to which
they had boon accustomed. If you are
waiting or have had a transpiant of any
kind, we would like you to join us &Very
Wednesday from 6-8 pm, at UnitedMethodist Church, 618 Washington Ave, Portland. Handicapped accessible. For further information, call 1-800-339-4673.
Tran... upport A poor support group for
transsexuals, cross-dressers, their
friends and families who desire a beller
understanding of gender-relaled issues.
We currently meet on the second Sunday of each month at 6 pm. For more
info, write to Transsupport, PO Box
17622, Portland 04101.
WINGS A non-profit organization dedicated to providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place, providing day care for children from Infancy to eight years in South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information,
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support
group helps set goals that lead to sellsufficiency and to faciUtate discussion of
problems single parents encounter.
Tuesdays. 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S.
Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
Day S~ Westbrook. Also: WINGS now
sponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for
single parents who are seeking to get the
stala to collect child support payments.

Incaat Survivor Groups for women survivorsof sexual abuseAncest held weekly
at Womenspace Counseling Center in
PorUand: Mon 1D-":3O am. Connections I drop-in supportgroups$7-S1 0 per
rM8ting; Monday 6:3D-8 pm, Connections II drop-in support group $7-$10 per
rM8ting; Thu 6:30-8:30 pm, survivor's
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per
session. All groups are facilitalad and
strictly conlidenlial. For more info, call
Vivian Wadas, MA. at 871·0377.
KId. Firat: Parenting Through Divorce
A four-hour educational program for parents who have minor children and who
are involved in a court case involving
those children, whether nbe saparation,
divorce orotherchange of parental rights
& responsibilities. Sept 7, 8:3Oam-12:3O,
in the Fireside Room, Central Square
Baptist Church, 466 Stevens Ave, Port·
land. Fee:$3O; call 773--2296 to register.
Portland Sufl Order oilers meditation
sessions with creative visualization.
breath. sound,light, and divine qualities.
Structure and content are based on the
teachings 01 Hazratlnayat Khan"llnd Pir
Vilayat Inayat Khan. Open to all, no
experience necessary, at 232 SI. John
St, Porlland. This summer the order is
also offering a healing class, a universal
workshop, and healing retreats. For more
information aboutthe order, call Rosanne
Jalbert at 846-6039.
Portland Yoga studio (616 Congress
St.) offers Hatha Yoga for People With
AIDS through Aug 28 from 12:40-2 pm
every Wednesday, at 22 Monument
Square (take the elevator to the fifth
floor). The cost is $1 per class lor those
who can afford il. Call the studio at 7975684 for more info.
SeIf·Realizatlon I. Your Birthright Dis·
cover Sahaja Yoga: the meditation that
awakens your own mechanism for transfonnation. MeetingseveryTuesday, from
7-8:30 pm, in the USM Portland Faculty
lounge, Campus Center, Bedford Street.
Free of charge. For more information,
call 767-4619.
stretching the Splrtt A yoga class of
genlle breathing and stretching ending
in deep relaxation . All are welcome to
this creative approach to body, mind and
spiritual well-being. Wednesdays from
5:30-6 :30 pm. Saturdays from 9-10 am
at the Swedenborgian Church, 302
Stevens Ave, Portland. $3 donation. For
more information, call 772-8277.
Summer Aerobics with Jessica
Lockhart, ongoing through August,
Tues & Thurs from 6-7 pm. At the
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens
Ave. Portland. For info, call 772-8277.
Summer Yoga Weekend Gabriel
Halpern, director of The Yoga Circle in
Chicago, will give a special weekend
workshop Aug 16, 17 & 18, co-sponsored by The Yoga Center and Portland
Yoga Studio. For all levels of Halha yoga
students. location: Portland Performing
Arts Cenlar Dance Studio, 25A Forest
Ave. Cost of entire workshop is $95, $25
for a two-hour class, $35 for a three-hour
class. For more info, call Elaine & Francis
at 797-5684, Jennifer at 799-4449 or
Vickie at 775-0975.
The T . .nlYoung Adult Cllnlcisa place
to go if you have a health concem or
medical probklm, need a sports'school
physical done, or have birth control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21,
every Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. Call 871-2763 for an appointment.
Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm.

Grieving Support Group for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a
loved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call
Kristine Watson, MA, at 775-0366.
Help for Fears, Anxiety & Depr...lon
Recovery, Inc. offers a method for people
whose symptoms are nervous In origin.
Meetings are held every week in Portland at lOam Saturdays at the Father
Hayes Center, 699 ForestAve. Windham
rM8tingsare heldat7 pm Mondays at N.
Windham Union Church Parish Housa,
Route 302. No charge. Contact Diane at
892-9529 for more Info.
Homel...ne. . I. a Crt.l. In All Sea.on. To help, contactlhe shellar cIosast
to you. Or if you need assistance in
becoming not homeless, call Hospitality
House Inc at 453-2986,orwrite P.O. Box
Hinckley, Me 04944 .
H.O,P.E. self-support groups with faciHtator rM8t weekly to help heal the emotional pain associated with chronic or
serious diseasas, injury, life, death and
childhood issues. Group rM8ts at Mercy
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:3D-7:3O
pm, and at the Unity Church, 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, on Thursdays from 1D12 noon. There's also a support group
for the family and friends 01 the ill that
rM8ts &Very other Thursday from 7·9
pm; and a Next Slap Group for 12-Slappers who want to go deeper into feelings,
that meets every Monday at Unity from
7-9 pm. For more Information, call 1SOD-339-HOPE.
Ingraham Volunteers Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HElP.
Injured Workers Meeting for workers
having difficulty with workers' comp system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
next to Sanford Unitarian Church. corner
of lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
It's P.O,S,S.I.B.L.E. (Partners of Survi·
vors Stop Incest by leaming and Educating) offers phone support, workshops
and se~·help support groups. Portland
group meets bimonthly. For more info,
call 1·547-3532.
Need to Talk? Dial Kids hotline is for
teens who have a problem or need to
talk. The hotline is open from 2:3D-5 pm
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other
teens who are weillrained to listen and
help. Calls are kept conftdential, except
when the caller Is In danger. Tepics
discussed on the hotline range from family and school to sexuality and relationships, peer relations, birth control, Ionlr
liness, substance abuse & suicide. If you
need to talk, call 774-T ALK.
O.C.D. Support Group rM8ts weekly on
Fridays at 6:30 pm, Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St, PorUand. Free.
For more Information, call 773--0976.
Opportunltl.. for SUpport In Healing
(two groups): Theme-centered support
group for adults in recovery from addiction, and a men's support group. Use of
joumals, art, role plays. humor, metaphors, anecdolas, assignments, exercises and literature encouraged. For inlormation, fees and interview, call Rick
Bouchard, lMSW, at 826-2031.
Outright, the PorUand Aliance of Gay
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
Youth, offers support and information for
young people 22 and under, in a safe
environment, every Friday from 7:3D9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
comer of Preble and Cumbertand avo
enues. For Information, write or call:
Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portland 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
Parent Support Group sponsored by
Parents Anonymous and the Family Rir
source Center Is held weekly atlhe FamIly Resource Center on Fridays from 1D11 :30 am. Parents are given an opportunity to meet with others and discuss
parenting issues and concerns. No fees,
Buddhist-Oriented Meditation Group D.A.R.E. Summer Actlvltl. . ln an effort
no wailing lists. For info, call 871-7445.
to provide kids with exciting alternatives
now rM8ting every Sunday, from lD-ll
The Path of Recovery Portland Sufi
to drugs and alcohol, the Portland Police
am, atl 040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small
Order offers a series of small rM8tings
donation. For more info, cal 774-2174.
Dept DAR. E. Program will be providing
Involving meditation based on the Sufi
adventure trips throughout the summer.
Adult Health Clinic. The Visiting Nurse
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
On these trips, kids wWI learn positive
Service of Southem Maine offers blood
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
risk-taking and how 10 work with others,
pressure & blood sugars monitoring, uriinto our lives. Meetings are modeled
while having lots of fun . A police officer
nalysis. hemocults, tuberculosis lesting,
after 12-step groups and welcome anyand schoolteacher will accompany kids
tetanus vaccinations & routine foot care.
one with a desire to recover from addicon all trips: Aug 23 & 29, whitewater
Ctinics will be held at the following times
tions or codependency. Meetings are
rafting on the Kennebec River in
and places: Aug IS, 1D-ll:3O am, at
Tuesdays, 7:30-8 :45 pm, at Woodfords
Bingham, ME(forkidsinvolved in PROP's
Ledgewood Apartments, Biddeford; Aug
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
Peer Leader Program); Aug 30, techni28,6:30 am-4 pm, at the Tafton Center,
St, Portland. Open to the public. Dona·
cal rock climbing In Durham, NH. Call
Sanford. You must be 18 or older to
tions are welcome. For more info, call
Officer Karl Geib at 674-8523 for more
participate. Appointments are necessary:
Jan at 876-2263 or Eli at 774-1203.
info on trips.
call 284-4566.
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Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1·4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
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• "Molly Molasses II M..... by sslpsls. Robin Hood Books. 1990

tribes. the two might as well be sisters; the
kindness in their rapport comes through immediately, as does their reverence for all that is natural.
Emerging from a short foray into snow-covered
woods, for instance, the women reflect:
'We left wIth our feelIng of respect for
these creatures who stili live In their own way
without InterruptIon, who stili continue to
build theIr homes and dams and eat In a
natural settIng."
Their adventures all have this qualitysimultaneously playful and profound - and
always leave you marveling at something: the
pleasures the women have uncovered right under
your nose, or perhaps just the chutzpah (and
competence) to live as they please. There is an
uneasy tension. though, between their native
perceptions and the strange modem world which
engulfs them whenever they approach "civilization." Invited to speak at a college, this exchange
occurs;
Regina (the college dean) Invited us to
supper at the college cafeteria and Molly
Molasses asked what they were having for
supper.
"Beans and hot dogs," Regina answered.
"No, I guess not. that would Interfere with
my diet," Molly Molasses put forth.
"Oh, that's rIght, you lust eat wild foods."
Regina agreed....
The two leave the college wondering "how a
native person can ever bridge that gap into the
culture of the white man and vice versa."
Another time. when their car breaks down on
the California coast, a white woman stops her car
to chastise the two. ssispis' patience snaps;
My angry feet stomped all over the place.
"They should know!" Another stomp. "They
should know not to build a highway where

Hey KIds
live Mr. TV aRest

Listen to
Chickens Are People Too,
Saturdays, 7-8 a,m.

.•

•

The native tongue
Written by a Maine native in the truest sense of
the word. this is one of the finer little books I've
picked up in awhile. The author. ssipsis. is a fullblooded Penobscot Indian and member of that
tribe's Turtle Clan; she was born on Indian Island
(on the Penobscot River). home of the Penobscot
Nation. She is also a poet, and this collection of
tales is nothing if not poetic.
The book seems simple. ssispis describes.
simply but artfully, a series of adventures with
"Molly Molasses" - a spunky and wise
Passamaquoddy woman named Georgia Mitchell,
obviously cut from the same (mischievous,
reverent)
cloth. Though
they come
from different

HEALTH VIEWS:
Breast Cancer: Different
Perspectives. (1 hr)

IRELAND TODAY:
Trends a. Issues. (1/2 hr)
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THE IMAGE MAKERS:
Profiles of Local Artists. (112 hr)

POWER a. STEelE ON THEATER:
Reviews of Local Theater
Productions. (112 hr)
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cars should not go, where only moccaslned
feet should tread, they should know!" Stompl
STOMP! "They should know not to build a
house on this slippery hill where only birds
dare build." Molly Molasses did not try to calm
my anger, my pride awakened by Insult, She
was amazed at what had transpired .... She
managed to .set the points and adjust the
carburetor and we continued our journey. The
beauty and fun had gone sour, we noticed the
thunderclouds heading up and sprinkles
began to fall on the windshield of the car.
In the North Woods. too, ssispis speaks angrily
of loggers who "just help yourself, robbery and
theft, no fine gifts left behind .... Just a lot of slash
and piles of brush ... "
Other stories are gentler, more playful in tone,
revealing a daily intimacy with nature few of us
approach - picking mussels from the mud flats,
cooking and eating them on the spot. Sharing
fresh muskrat stew with neighbors. Typical is the
story "Gu Guk Kas Wip Sun" ("When it snows
and rains together"), in which the women drive a
treacherous mountain road up the Sierra Nevada
just to feel the snow falling.
Oh, she (Molly) was happy, wind blowing at
her short black haIr, reddening her fat cheeks.
Her happiness became contagIous and before I
knew It I was dancing, a few turns, sidestepping, pounding the snow Into snake-like
spirals.
"Lookl Snow dance I" I laughed and skied to
a stop. I went to the car to get warm. The
wind picked up and clouds grew heavier and
there It was: Snow, hall filling up the windshield, bangIng on the roof of the car.
"You had to go and dance and now lookl"
she scolded. "That's coming down fastl What
If we get snow-bound?" she growled happily.
What else? At the end of the book there's a
glossary where you can learn, for instance, that
"kway" means "greetings" in Penobscot, and that
they should be given to anyone you meet on your
path. Good advice.
ssispis has a fine, talented hand with language.
Yet her stories do more than entertain, or even
teach: They cheer, inspire. and open us up to
ways of living in which courtesy, dignity, humor
and competence - in short, the abilities to work
and play freely - are deeply ingrained, For that,
and the stories, it's a book for all ages: Read it to
(or with) children. Who knows? Some of us just
might start dancing in the snow ourselves one
day.

Paul Karr dances in all weather (except when it snows and
rains together).

Beawice
for choice.
Let your health
care dollars
preserve a
woman's right

knowall the facts,
all the time.

WOMEN'S
{iCHOICE
I

heallh & family plannin~
resources for women

to

Women's ChoICe
is a service of
Planned Parenthood
of Nonhem New
England

Quality, affordable and
convenient woman-centered
health care,
e Open Evenings
• VISA & MasterCard

874--1099
500 Forest Avenue, Portland
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Enterta.inmlent 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info.

175 Picket St • S. Portland
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AUG 21-25
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SAT-SUN 1, 7:15
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Entertainment
• Conlinwd from pa~ 2S

FOR

KIDS

MinI W1ndllOcka .nd Wire Wrlatb.nde
The Children's Resource Center oilers
the following activities: Mini Windsocks
for ages 3-5, Aug 15, 20, 21 , 22, 27, 28
& 29, from 10:30-11 :15 am. Wire Wristbands forages6-1 0, same days as above
from 1-1 :45 pm. Cost for both activities is
$1 per child. The center is located in
Building 1A, Thompson's Point, PtId. Reservations required; call n3-3045.
Mummlchoga .nd M.,..h Muck A
chance for children to explore the plants
and animals of the marsh by using all five
senses through disoovery-oriented, funfilled activities . Sponsored by
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center on
Route 9 West. Tines: WeOOesdays &
Fridays from 9:30-11 am. Cost: $2 member, $3 non-member (Including adults) .
Call 883-5100 for more info.
Pe.ks 1.I.nd Children'. F. .tIVIII happens Aug 18, starting at 11 :15 with a
bicycle & buggy parade and Including
entertainment, food, children 'S games,
dunking booth and raffle drawings at
1 :30. Admission is $1.50 for children, $2
for adults, $6 for families. Festival takes
place at Greenwood Gardens, Island
Avenue. Fenry leaves Portland at 10:15.
Proceedis to benefit Peaks Island Child
Development Center. Info call 76&-2854.
The Portl.nd Public Llbr.ry'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the
week of August 15: Aug 16, 10:30 am,
Tales for Twos; Aug 17, 10:30 am, Summer Reading Program ends; Aug 19,
10:30 am, Preschool Story Time; Aug
21 , 9:30 am, Finger Fun for Babies; Aug
23, 10:30 am, Tales for Twos. All programs are free and open to the public.
Five Monument Square, Portland. For
more information, call 871-1700.
Southworth Planetarium Summ.r
Schedule Astronomy shows: WeOOesdays, Fridays & Saturdays at 7 pm; Laser light shows: Fridays & Saturdays at
8:30 pm. Astronomy presentations include A Tour of the Solar System and
The Mars Show. The planetarium's
Skywatch line offers recorded Information about what is curren~y visible in the
night sky; call 780-4719. Prices: adults
$3 for one show, $5 for two; seniors
$2.50 for one show, $4 for two; under 18
$2.50 for one show, $4 for two. The
planetarium is located in the Science
Building, USM Portland, FamouthStreet.
For further information, call 780-4249.
Summ.r progr.m. for Chlldr.n .t
Riverton Public Library On Wednesdays: Toddler Story Hour at 10:30 am;
Summer Craft Fun (all ages), led by
Phyllis Forward through Aug 14 at 1 pm.
On Fridays: Finger Fun for Babies, 9:309:45 am; Preschool Story Hour (3 to !>year-olds), 10:30 am. Library hours:
Wednesdays 9-6, Thursdays 12-8, Fridays 9-12. 1600 Forest Ave. For more
information, call 797-2915.
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Audubon Summer Public Info
Maine Audubon Society is offering an
expanded public Info service this summer on natural history & environmental
Issues. Info Is available on baby birds,
gypsy moths, loons, bird feeding, protecting water quality, enhancing wildlWe
habitat and many other topics. Barbara
Cherry, pubic inlospeclalist, will answer
your phone cans or letters as well as mail
fact sheets or other appropriate Info to all
Interested persons. The service Is free
and available Mon-Fri from 8:30 am-5
pm untU Aug 30. Cal 781-2330.

Back Country Bike Excu,..l0". Two
mud-in-your-eye mini-weekends: Sept 7
& Oct 5 (foliage trek). Both weekends
start at t2 pm Sat and end about 2 pm
Sun. Each includes !he following: two
bike treks, each 3-4 hours long, with
stops; one ovemight tent accornodation
(bring your tent); one pancake breakfast; one sweat Iodgestearnsauna: swimming (bring a suit If you like). Cost per
weekend: single $35, double $50, triple
$95. Trail guide and host Clifford Krolick
- Earth enthusiast, woodman, singerl
songwriter & dancer - will share wtth
you !he wisdom, wonder & beauty of
these mountains. Send deposit of $8 per
person (refundable or transferable to
another date) with firstand second choice
weekend to Krolick at RFD 2, Box 365
Limerick 04048. Inlo, call 625-8189.
C.co Bay Bike Club rooets the third
Tuesday of every month at 7 pm In the
PorUand Safety Building (police station)
on MIddle Street. The public Is welcome.
The club also has the following rides
scheduled: Aug 17-18, second annual
Grafton Notch bike hike, 50 miles each
day, sag wagon support, campground
Sat nite, for info call HoUy Braley at 8920207. Ongoing: evening rides every
Wednesday at 6 pm, in the Yarmouthl
Freeport area. Leisurely paced 1!>-2O
miles, low tramc. Dinner after at a local
eatery. Helmets recommended I Call
Charley at 865-3636 or Ketra at 8294402 for dates and locations. Every
Thursday at 6 pm: bike & pizza ride for
one to two hours along the beautiful
coast and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough every. All abilities welcome. Meet at Pal's Pizza, Route 1 (near
Oak Hill), Scarborough. Pizza and s0cializing after ride. For more infonnation,
call Ketth at 799-1085. Call the 24-hour
ho~ineat n4-1118, Bob Murray at 8927029 or Gary Davis at 892-8257 for info.
Full Moon Canoe Tou,.. (weather permitting) at Maine Audubon Society Aug
24 & 25 from 8-9 :30 pm. Cost: MAS
member $8 adult, $6 child; non-member
$9 adult, $7 child. Maine Audubon Society is located at Gilsland Farm, 118
Route " Falmouth. Call 781-2330.
Get Your Paddle W.t III Bring your
kayak and the willingness to rooet new
friends to P~and's East End Beach at
6 pm every Thursday evening through
Labor Day. All levels are welcomed and
encouraged to join in the fun. For more
information, call n2-5357.
H.r Wltd Song: Wlldeme.. Journeya
for Women Maine's newest wildemess
guide service is offering five trips for
women this summer. Founded by wildemess guide Anna Dellenbaugh, Her
Wild Song has planned canoeing and
backpacking joumeys that are appropriate for novices and experienced outdoors women. For info, call n3-4969,
orwrite to P.O. Box 6793, PortIand04101.
Maine Women Outdoors sponsors hikIng, biking and camping trips for women
18 years of age and older. Upcoming
events: Aug 17, biking - ferry trip to
Bailey Island, bike back to Portland, call
Katieat66!>-2881 ;Aug 23-25, beginner's
backpacking weekend, call Mary at 8726891. For more info on MWO call Sandy
at 657-5134 or Karen at 797-3006.
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club)
offers the following events: Aug 17, second annual MOAC Surnmerfest at Camp
Ketcha, Scarboro, volunteers needed,
call Tony at n3-1788; Aug 21, 6-8 pm,
sunset sail on the Palawan, discount
rate of 10 percent for MOACians, call Bill
at 871-7028 by Aug 19 to reserve a
space: Aug 23, canoe trip to Umbagog,
call 846-3036; evening walks around the
Back Cove, meet at Payson Park Tuesdays at 6:30 pm and Thursdays at6 pm,
call 829-4124; surfing at Higgins Beach,
call 871-1216; Frisbee at Scarborough
Beach Tuesday eves, call n5-2563;
spontaneous rock climbing trips, call76&4457; outing to Rangeley Lakes area
July 12-14, caU 828-1532.
N.ture LectUrM Wolfe's Neck Wood's
State Park in Freeport offers nature programs at 2 pm on summer weekends
and on some weekdays. The hour-long
programs may Include a walk, shorttalks
and other activities. Aug IS, In the Pines
(wheelchair accessible); Aug 17, Secrets of the Shore; Aug 18, Protecting
Our Environment wtth Leon Ogrodnlck,
environmentalist. Reservations are not
required. Info, call the park at 865-4465.
Nature Volunt..... The 1991 SERVE!
Maine Voluntary Directory lists volunteeropportunlties throughout Maine with
state and ledaral natural resource and
environmental agencies. Opportunities
include endangered species at state
parks, back country rangers on public
lands, DEP river quality monitors, interns at Land Use Regulation Commission field offlO9S and conservation aducators for the Soil Conservation Service.
The projects require volunteers with skills
and abilities ranging from enthusiasm
and interest in nature to highly \tained
professionals. For more infonnation or
to obtain a copy of the drectory, calf or
write to Libbey Selgars, SERVEIMaine,
Maine Dep'tofConservation,Station22,
Augusta 04333, tel. (207) 289-4945.

n

Outdoor Hotline Call
4-1118 for a
listing of blcycNng, hiking, cross country
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bicycle Club.
Ov.n'. Mouth, WI.c •••• t "
Hockomock Crul. . Narrated by Bud
Warren, this cruise leaves Maine Maritime Museum Aug 20 for the Sassanoa,
Sheepscct and Hockonnock Bay with a
picnic lunch in Oven's Mouth and a stop
at Seal Rocks. The museum Is located at
243 Washington St, Bath. Cost Is $32 for
members, $36 for non-members. Reservations are required; call 443-1316.
Scarborough Marsh Nature Cent.r
WeekI)' Progr.m. include the following : Canoe Tours - discover the vast
array of wildife and plants, as well as the
fascinating history of Scarborough Marsh
as you paddle along the meandering
Dunstan River. Daily from 10-11:30 am,
andTues& Thurs from 6-7:30 pm. Cost:
$6adull member, $5 childof member, $7
adull non-member, $6 child non-member (deduct $1.50 if providing your own
canoe). Sail Marsh Adventure (for all
ages) - using all of your senses, expfore the unique ecology of the salt marsh
and discover the Interdependency and
adaptations of plants and animals living
there. Tues & Thurs from 2-3:30 pm.
Cost: $2 member, $3 non-merrber. Dawn
Birding - the best birding is often in the
earfy morning when birds are most active. Look and listen for egrets, glossy
ibises, herons, ducks, willets, sparrows,
swalows and more. Every Wed from 78:30 am. Cost: $2 member, $3 nonmember. Togellothecenter, take Route
1 to Scarborough and turn east onto
Pine Point Road toward Pine Point
Beach. SMNC is half a mile down on the
left. For Info, callthecenter at 883-51 00.
Senior Sund~ Reawaken your sense
of wonder during this nature presentation and leisurely walk especiany for seniors ages 50 and over. Aug 25 from 23:30 pm. At Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center (take Route 1 to Scarborough
and turn east onto Pine Point toward
Pine Point Beach - also marked Route
9 Wesl. SMNC is half a mile down on the
left). Cost: $2 members, $3 non-memo
The Summer Night Sky View planets,
stars, the moon & more at Maine Audubon
Society, Aug 14, from 10am-l pm. Society is located at Gilsland Farm, 118
Route t, Falmouth. Cost: $3 member, $4
non-member. Call 781-2330 for info.
Wednesday Evening Paddle. Try a sea
kayak;join Saco RiverOutfitters forWed
evening demo kayak paddles. Meet everyWedat5:30pmal East End Beach to
test-pacldie different kayaks. For more
Information, call n3-0910.
Whal.. " Seabird. of the Gulf of
Matne II Maine Audubon offers this tour
of Boothbay Harbor Aug 17 from 9 am-I
pm. Experience the beauty and diversity
of Maine's midcoast region on this summertime cruise through tidal waters of
the Kennebec River. Rafts of eiders,
seals, osprey, cormorants and eagles
are all likely sightings. Cost is $20. To
reserve space, call 781-2330.

Autocr.a The Cumberland Motor Club
wi. hOld a timed slalom Aug 18 at Old
Orchard Beach High School. Registration & tech Inspection from 9-10:30 am,
first car starts at 11 sharp. SpectalOrs
are free. CMC & PCA club members pay
$10, non-merrber entrants $15,late fee
of $2 for everyone after 10:30. Entrants
roost be at least 18 or have parental
permission. Seat bells & safety helmets
required. For more info, call John Squier
at 781-2318 or Bill Owen at 729-3611.
M8areal Blcycl. Escape National Mu~
UpIe Sclerosis Society sponsors its sevenll anooal two-day, fully catered, 150mile bicycle tour Aug 24-25 to benefit !he
society's research & services. Cyclists
find sponsors to pledge !heir miles, must
raise a minimlm of $200, and can start In
either Topsham or Bangor. Info, call
Cynthia Barris at 781-5817 or 1-80().

63IH330.
Portland Rugby Club practices Tues &
Thurs eves, at 5:30 pm, at Fox Street
Field off Marginal Way. Players of all
abilities are welcome. Games and tournaments scheduledthroughoutthe summer. For more Infonnation, call Peter at
~4607 or John at 774-5221.
8en1or F1tnMa for Men " Women 1111
and Onr USM LHe.ne oilers classes
Mondays, WeOOesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11 :15 am at !he USM PorUand
campus gym on FalmOuth Street. Program consists of progressive exercises.
Regis\tation is ongolng. Call 780-4170.
Sports East 14th Annual BowdoIn and
llack 1OoMI.. Run to the C_t One
of New Engiands premiere road races
happens Sunday, Aug 18 at8 am sharp.
Entry blanks and details can be obtained
lrom Sports East In the Topsham Fair
Mall, at 729-1800.
ThI~lng Soccer A group of Indvlduals from the P~and area, ages
30 and over, rooetto ptaysocoerSunday
eves at 6 pm on the lower flekI behind the
high school In Cape Elizabeth. Events
Include pick-up games, challenge
matches with other area clubs and occasIonal tournaments. Info, call 767-7122.
nnmooaeTrlathlonMaineSportslsho!ding Its 11th annual e\l9nt (Ionnerfy !he
Tlnman) Sept 1 at 9 am. The triathion
involves a .5-m11e swim, 26.!>-mile bike
and a6.6-milerun.l1wil begin at Berrelfs
Cove Beach at Lake Meguntioook, Route
52, Camden. Fees lor preregistration by
Aug 30: $15 individual, $30 relay; on the
day of the race, $20 and $36. For registration forms & Info, call 236-7120.
VolleVbIIH P~and Recreation offers pickup games through the summer on Tuesdays andThursdays, from 7:30-9 :30pm.
Fee Is $1 .50 for residents, $3 for nonresidents. Proof of residency requirad.
At Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett SI. For more information, call
874-8873.

ETC

Bookm.klng Participants will create a

SPORT

Action Sports Tourn.m.nt. for MDA
Action Sports Unlimited will be hosting a
softball toumamenton Labor DayWeekend, Aug 3O-5ept2, and a tennis toumament from Aug 3O-5eptl, both at Deering
Oaks Park. Participants will collect d0nations for MDA as an entry fee. Prizes.
For Info, call n3-2428 or 878-3749.

personal joumal in the style of 17thcentury Italian lilT"4l-paper cover bindIngs. Using lhe simplest hand tools, parlicipantswil create their books from handmade cotton/abaca paper covers, vellum tapes & archival quality, machinemade text papers. The creative process
wi. continue as participants write in their
new/y made joumals. Taught by Pamela
Fee Cole, who operates the Kennebec
Hand Bookbindery in Machias. Aug 24
from 9 am-4 pm, at the Maine Writers
Center. Cost Is $40/$50 Includes materials. Pre-registration is required; payment
in full should be sent to Maine Writers &
Publishers Alliance, Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011, tel.
729-6333.
The Enriched Golden Age Center Invites men and women 60 and CNer to
WeOOesday luncheons. There Is adonation of $2 and programs are as follows :
Aug 21 - Rhoda Mite of the Peace
Corps speaking on Swaziland; Aug 28
- Beau & Dave McMakin's music program; Sept 4 - 'School Daze' party .
The center Is located on !he ground level
of the Salvation Army building, 297
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Reservatlcns
must be rrade in advance. CaII774-6974 .
Herbal lONparatlon. Made by Your
Own Hand Make your own herbal extracts, salves, oils & liniments wilh Pol
Hermes, herbalisUorganlc farmer!
wildcrafterlteacher and owner of Crystel
Springs, a 40-acre, MOFGA-{:9rtlfied
organic herb & vegetable farm In Dayton
that also serves as a teaching center
offering a variety of herbal & educational
workshops. Workshop will be held Aug
18 from 1-4 pm. Cost is $30. For Info and
registration , call 499-7040, or write
Hermes at 70 Hollis & Buda Road, Dayton 04005.

Introduction to Splnnlnll A workshop at
Sabbathday Lake Shaker V~lage, on
Route 26 in New Gloucester. Working
with a Shaker fleece, students will learn
to sort, tease and handcard. They wll
spill 'In the grease' on drop spindles.
Plying and skeining will be demons"ated
as well as spinning on the flax whee.
Handspun yarn will be dyed with a \tadtIonal Shaker bunernut recipe. Aug 24,
from 10 arn-4 pm. Fee: $25. Send nonrefundable deposit of $15 by Aug 15 to
RR '1, Box 640, Poland Spring 04274.
For more Inlo, call 926-4597.
MaIne Ballroom Danc. hosts baHroom
dancing, all levels, every Sat, 9-12 pm,
and ballroom dancing lor beginners every Sun 6-9 pm. Learn foxtrots, waltzes,
Jl1terbugs, rumbas and cha-chas. For
more Information, call 773-0002.
Mu.1c on the BIll' Casco Bey Lines is
offering summer roosic cruises, which
run through Sept 8. Leave !he CBL terminal at5 pm on Sundays at hear three
hours of R&BlsoullMotownlNew OrIeans-ZydeOO/Swing by Big Chief & the
Continentals. All ages are weIconne.Tickets are $10 lor adults, $5 for children.
Group rates are also available. Call CBL
at n4-7871 for more inlo.
The Name. Project, Maine, a chapter of
the National AIDS Quilt, will be holding a
panel-sewing workshop at The Sewing
Shop, 461 Stevens Ave (at !he corner of
Pleasant and Stevens) from 2-5 pm on
Aug 18. If you have any questions, call

n4-2198.
Old Tim. AuctlonIFI.a M.rkat The
Sca!borough Lions will hold their annual
auction from 1().4 and flea market from
8-4 on Aug 17 at !he K-Mart parking lot
on routes 1 & 295, rain or shine. Hundredisofllems Including books, furniture,
appliances, sports equipment, toys &
tools.
Round Cap. Hom Mu.t Go: A Hlatory
of . . . Shantl.. and Deepwat.r
Songs Yarmouth Historical Society presents an evening of entertainment and
fascinating history includingsongsof!he
sea and tall tales of maritime adventures. Bob Webb, Curator of The Maine
Maritime Museum In Bath, will focus his
talk on the development of shanty songs
sung on the square rigged vessels of the
19lhcentury. He will bring hlsconcertina,
banjo and bunon -accordion to acc0mpany his singing of sailors' ballads and
sailors' work songs. At the Cousins Island Community House Is located one
mile from the island side olthe bridge, on
the left side next to the chapel. Aug 19 at
7:30 pm. There is no charge for this
event, but donations are welcomed. For
more info on this and other programs of
the Yarmouth Historical Society, call 8466259.
Schoolhou.. Arts Center Annual Craft
_ _ will takeptace Aug24 from lOam4 pm on the Arts Center grounds, 100
yards north of the intersection of routes
114 & 35 in Sebago Lake Village. Maine
artisans are Invited to exhibilthelrcrafts.
For more info, contact Donna Stone at
892-9736, Glenne Gray at 657-2183 or
!he center at 642-3743.
Slnllles Sunday Brukf.t All ages welcome at 8:30 every Sunday at the Daniel
Stone Inn In Brunswick. Indoorloutdoor
activities, non-smokers only. For more
info, call 725-8346.
Sonll Swap River Tree Arts Folk Club
holds lis monthly program Friday, Aug
30 at 7:30 pm, at the Kennebunkport
Community House. Bring Instruments
and 90ngs and enjoy a singaliong aswell.
II's a good chance for slngerl
songerwritersand Instrumentalists to try
their stuff In a sup~e and enthusiastic atmosphere. Refreshments. Donation of $2 at !he door. Call 985-4343.
St. VIncent DePaul Thrift Shop Y.rd
.... Aug 17 from 1()'2 In cathedral
schoolyard, 305 Congress St, Portland.
Call 772-1113 for more info.
WeekI)' Job Hunte,..' Support Group
The Career Center at Connections Is
now offering thlssupportgroup on Tuesday mornings, from 9-10:30 am, for $10
a session . Carol Andreae and Mark
Nakell, career counselors at Connections, will assist participants with job
search stratagies, skills and support. No
reservations are needed to participate In
these sessions. For inlo, call n3-4413.
Women'. Internatlon.1 Folk DancIng
Beginner's classes in line and circle
dances of Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Armenia, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Israel &
o!hers. No partners needed. Thursdays
at 7:30 pm, Williston West Church, 32
Thomas St, Portland. Cost: $2. For more
Info, call Ruth at n4-9378.
•

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A
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roommates

body & soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist Alleviate chronic
backaches, headaches, neck and
shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle lOne, cirrulation, athletic performance. By
appointment, 865-0672.

SEFERLIS & TROTTIER
COUNSEUNG & HYPNOTHERAPY

BriefTherapyforthe'9Qs
ADULTS,ADOlESCENTS, COUPlES
RaalJl'IIIIiM

222 St. John St.
Suite 219

KRIPALU BODYWORK. Integrating
massage, foot reflexology, energy
balancing (polarity). Feel relaxed and
rejuvenated. Bodywork is integral to
personal growth and healing. Call
Jacqueline Renee Lacoste, C.MT.,
C .P,T. 761 -7608, West End.

n

certified Iyengar Yoga

ANOTHER RESPONSIBLE PERSON to share spacious, clean two
bedroom apt. in quiet neighborhood;
storage, wid hookup, off-street parking. Ideal near downtown location.
$290 +112 utilities ; 775-7754 after
11 :OOam , or leave message.

-When you anI fuUy in the bod~'
you meet the saul. - B.K s. /ymgar

Elaine & Francis
McGillicuddy· 797-5684

AI~nh"ll ii,,",
of denial.
Those affected by it can not see
the seriousness of the problem. If
you, or someone you love has an
alcohol, or other drug problem, cali
me. I may be able to help.

ROLFING : HOW DOES IT WORK?
In a series of ten sessions, connective tissue is manipulated and
released, allowing you to become
straighter
and
more
flexible .
BRUNSWICK appointments available. Call 582-4580.

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient
Chinese Martial Art, based on mental
and physical balance . One learns to
blend with an opponents force to
control it. TAl CHI is a fluid system
based on meditation in movement.
Excellent for spiritual growth, radiant
physical health and unequaled in
reducing ~ effects of stress and
tension in ones life. Beginners
through advanced classes, including
Push -Hands . Visitors welcome. For
information call Gene Golden, 772-

772-6411
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO REltEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

CHmOPRACfIC
CENTER
of
PORTLAND

9039.

• Sports Injuries
• Neck, Back & Joint Pain

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax
tired, aching, stiff muscles while improving circulation and soothing tension.
Sliding scale. Call Pam
Richards, A.B.M.P. Certified. n56636.

• Emergency Care Available

Dr. Cheryl Fitch-Sohn

774-9666

TROUBLE RELATING? An experiential group forming for men & women
focusing on issues of intimacy and
communication. Contact Anthony
Provaua, M .A ., Psychotherapy Center of Maine. 871-9256. Individual
sessions also available.

INNERLIGHT

Kripalu Yoga
Medltatlon·ln-Motlon
Phoenix Rising Yoga Th.rapy
Kim Chandler 10 Exchange ST
874,2341
Portland

The art of being yourself. The art of
Mark
Nakellbeing
creative.
Psychotherapist, 773-4413.

PEAK PERFORMANCE
(or surpass) your goals.
• athletics
• performing arts

• test anxiety
• procrastination

RICK LYNCH

Meanings. Myths, Memories.
New Concepts. New Tools. New Habits_
6-week money-Issues groups start in September

coqMeiQ(,.197-0466,:t.

CAROL V. JENKINS
C_fitJd PmchlWner

-ExJ~~~!~!:~"'"'8

Take charge of your life.
Career Counseling
Patty Williams, MA • 774-8780

ressl•• Th••py Reco• .., ar• ..,
Molly Hoadley, M.A.
Drama
Therapist

Lisa Sgambatl, M,A,
ExpreSSive
erapisl

I

....'.,."
~
879-1959

NEAT MlF NON-SMOKER, to share
sunny, owner-occupied 4 bedroom
apartment with 3 professionals.
Ouiet
Wooclfords
neighborhood,
yard, wid, $210Imo. +114 utilities.
Avail. Aug. 10th. 775-2563.
PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME professional MlF wanted to share nice,
large home in Portland. Parking,
WID , shop, bam . No smokers. Call
772-7317. Available immediately.
PEACE,
ECOLOGY, A
QUIET
LIFESTYLE are values shared in this
Wooclfords home. Seek woman 30+,
to join household which will consist
of 2 women and 2 men. $200lmo.
774-7058.

CHRISTIAN ROOMMATE WANTED
to share nice condominium in quiet
P~and neighborhood. Must like
pets! Please be neat, nls, and
responsible. Parking, WID. $285
+ 112 utilities. 775-3688.

PEAKS
ISLAND
HOUSEMATE
WANTED: Share spacious yearround house wl2 nls human beings.
$175Imo . + 113 util. 10 min. walk to
boat. No pets. Large yard, room for
garden . 766-4425 .

FEMALE N/s WANTED TO SHARE
spacious house with yard & and offstreet parking with 2 other young
professionals in Po~and . Walk 10
downtown . $265 includes all . Available immediately. 874-6027, leave
message.

PHIPPSBURG : SHARE A 3 BR
HOUSE with a GWM and a dog,
WID, parking, yard , deck, waler view.
$300 + 113 utils. Call after 6pm , 3891294.

FEMALE ROOMMATE' WANTED to
share 3 BR home in Falmouth. Pool,
WID, storage. $3OO1mo. +113 utilities.
Avail. Sept. 1. Very private yard,
quiet and rustic. 797-511' .
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share lovely house near USM. N/S,
no pets, WID. $300 +utilities. 7741648.

LOOK, WE NEED A ROOMMATE.
We've been stood up, had obscene
phone
calls,
had
our sexual
preferences maligned, our bedrooms
walked through and we are tired of it.
$233 +, we are 2 F's, 30+, one
straight, one gay. Call us at 775-

0626.

[ouch. moveme nt. dialosuc , ~aBinatio~ ~d humor
to integrate body. mmd and SptnL
In Po rtlond by appointment

NIS FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bedroom house near
Deering High School. Nice yard and
neighborhood. $2661mo. 871-8902.

BUXTON- FEMALE HOUSEMATE
WANTED, non-smoker. Share large
colonial home in ~ country with mature, professional female. 20 minutes
10 Maine Mall. 929-4864.

GM SEEKS ROOMMATE, MlF,
smokel chem free, to share nice,
quiet 2 BR apt. , outer Po~and,
security building , pool, tennis courts,
wooded area, $255 + 112 utilities.
797-2680. Leave msg .

MONEY IN OUR LIVES

TROUBLE SETTING
CAREER GOALS?
Find the career for you.

roommates

GM ROOMMATE WANTED for spacious 3 bdrrn apt. in Portland . WID,
parking, $200lmo. + 113. Avail. immad. 772-5997.

874-0881

, LU BAUI;J{!'tp,A • Mone

GARY W. Mc KENNEY
licensed Substance Abuse Counselor
Cert~ied Hypnolherapist
142 HIGH STREET, SUITE 306
PORTlAND, ME -772-3889
ADDICTION IS A TREATABLE IllNESS!

FREEPORT: SHARE AN OLD FARHOUSE with a publisher and other
strange
people . $3OOImo.
plus
futilities . Gene : 865-6495.

Use cUnicai hypnosiS to overcome obstacles, and to achieve

207-363-8939

Portland
871-8134

Portland Yoga Studio

OPENING IN THERAPIST LED
MEN'S GROUP. Topics acldressed
include: stuck feelings, relationship
issues, fearing intimacy, healthy
male
modeling.
Tuesdays,
911 :OOam . Contact Rick Lynch at 8740681 for information a,. initial interview.

~
~

~.

MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED
To share home in West End. Available Oct. 1. Professional mid 40's
woman sooks clean, focused individual 10 share my home. I try to
live with respect for the planet and
seek a housemate who shares this
commitment. $300lmonth includes
wood heat. Other utilities shared equally. I have a dog & cal. One more
dog a possibility. Please call
41682, leave message.

MALE
MUSICIANI
STUDENTI
whatever, for large, great intown apt.
$275 includes all. Sec. Dep. If you're
easy-going , considerate, independent- this is your place. Avail. immed.
Call Reindeer Records , 874-9002.
MUNJOY
HILL,
PEACE:FUL
roommate
wanted
to
share
renovated 2 bdrrn, spectacular city
views, on-site laundry, cats and
storage with GM, 40's. Great price,
$235lmo. +112 utils. 774-7040.

PROFESSIONAL
FEMALE AND
SON seek rental house sharing
combo in Gorham. 395-4532 or 8741130, ext. 38 (Martha).
ROOMMATE WANTED, MlF, share
two BR apt. Hardwood floor, nonsmoker, WI D, Fireplacel woodstove,
no pets. Newly renovated, $3251mo.
HeaV electric included. Walk to
MMCI USM. 874-2448.
SEEKING HOUSEMATE, MlF, for
sunny, very spacious 3 bdrm . West
End apt. with hardwood floors , wid,
backyard. Share with two easygoing , over 30, professional women.
Must be non-smoker and like cats.
No additional pets, please. $283lmo.
plus 113 utilities . 871-0110.
SEEKING HOUSEMATES: Beautiful
country home in Raymond. 30 min.
to Portland . Furnished! unfurnished
bedrooms.
Jacuzzi ,
fireplace,
privacy, 100+ acres of woods. Complete appliances . Reasonable rent.
Call 655-5246. Leave message.
Stroudwater
neighborhood.
Housemate, nls female wanted.
Whole upstairs. All amenities including wid, kiUbath , storage, parking, 2
miles to downtown. Great private
yard abutts Audubon Sanctuary.
$350 + 1/2 uti!. 773-8618.
WARM, MATURE, NIS, Feminist,
health
conscious,
professional
woman seeks other bit lesbianl
straight women to form semi-<:ollective househo ld . Sense of humor and
cooperative
spirit
necessary.
Punsters,
recyclers,
artists,
musicians, social activists , and pet
lovers preferred . Interested? Wondering? Questions? Call Bobbi at
761-2784.

WE MAKE NEWS MATiER

WEST END- FEMALE NIS to share
2 112 bedroom,. 2 bath , wlfireplaces,
WID, de<;k w/bayview. $375 + 112
utils. 774-0797 or 772-4614, Tammy.

apts/rent
$200 IN FREE RENT! West End- Intown- Old Port- Outer P~and, we
have an apartment for you! From
studios to 3 BAs. Some Offering
heat, hot water, parking , exposed
beams and brick, cathedral ceilings,
WID hookup, big yards, sunny Open
layouts, fireplaces and more! Rent
beginning as low as $300 Section 8
welcome at most properties. For
more details, call SPECTRUM, INC.
morns. at 797-0223.
COZY WEST END APARTMENT: 1
bedroom, heat and hot water included,
parking,
coin-op
WID.
$42OImo. n5-5293 until 5pm, 8740158 after 5pm .
CUMBERLAND CENTER: Pleasant
one bedroom apartment with extra
small room . Basement storage. Low
heat costs. Parking for one vehicle
only. Available Sept. 1st. $475 per
month. 865-6473 .
DANFORTHI OLD PORT. Bright,
sunny, large one bedroom , hardwood
floors , parking, heat and hot water
included. $495-$515. 775-6000, ext.
7t3 or 829-6155.
DEERING! WOOD FORDS AREA,
sunny , spacious 3 bedroom apartment in Victorian 4-unit building .
Features hardwood floors, fireplace
and modern bath. Parking included.
$550-$625 plus utilities. Call Gary,
774-0472.
EASTERN PROM AREA- Wonderful,
large 2 bedroom, water views, large
yard, parking, oil heat. $575 + util.
Also, pleasant 1 bdrm , $400 +
electric. 772-4334 or 879-0432.
Avail. Sept 1.
EXTREMELY
SPACIOUS
1st
FLOOR 3 bedroom apt. in quiet,
owner-occupied
building
near
Waynflete School in safe, Western
Prom area. Features hardwood
floors, fireplace, laundry & yard. On
bus line. References & security
deposit required . 772-1402.
GILMAN ST., OFF PARK AVE.,
sunny 2BR, 5 rrns, laundry, heated,
lease + dep. No pets . $4451mo. 7733629.
GLENWOOD AVE . WooDFORDS,
sunny, 2 BR, kitch, LR, DR, bath,
hardwood floors , $540 heated.
Lease, no pets. 797-3963 Messages
retumed.
GREAT 1 BDRM APARTMENT, great
price : $400lmo. plus utilities (gas).
Sunny, private, modernized; buill-in
bookshelves, 4 closets , avail. Sept.
1st. 60 Brackett St., P~and. Can
also rent heated. Call n4-2397.
LARGE SUNNY APARTMENT, two
blocks from Me. Mad. One or two
bedrooms. $43S1mo. heated, +utils.
773-4820, evenings, avail. Sept. 1.
OCEAN AVENUE BLVD . AREA.
Spacious 3 bedroom , owner occupied 2 family, livingroom, dining
room, sun porch, office area, huge
yard, wId hook-up . $675+ . 879-0051 .
Avail. Sept. 1st.
PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND
waterfront. LR, br, sun porch, beautiful view of Po~and. 10 mins. from
ferry. $650lmo. including utilities
7~5103 evenings and weekends.
PEAKS ISLAND- SPACIOUS , 2 bedroom apt. to rent or share with nonsmoking professional woman with
outdoor cat. $575, heat included,
water view, big yard. 766-2628 or
766-2724 eves .
WEST END APARTMENT, 16 Dow
St. 1 bedroom, heated , $350 +
security and references. 767-3920.
Prefer sober, nls type.
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apts/rent

real estate

SHARE A LARGE FARMHOUSE
with 1 other male. or rent a private
furnished room. private entrance.
real nice. real clean. Call Tom. 6652026.
WEST END. NEAR MMC. This unusual 1 bdnn. available Sept. 1. has
skylights. eat-in kitchen. spacious
bdrm. parking and on-site laundry.
$490/mo .• all utilities included. n46363.
WEST END. ROOMMATE to share
large house with two quiet men. Victorian house with hardwood floors.
well-equipped kitchen. laundry and
many other features. Spacious bedroom. Some parking. Rent $275 +1/3
utilities. Call David. evenings at n39733.
WEST END. SMALL. ATTRACTIVE
basement apartment. full bath.
kitchen. dining area. living room.
small bedroom. carpeted. windows.
own entrance. use of wid. $350 includes utilities. n3-a927.

houses/rent
HOUSE
FOR
RENT
KENNEBUNKPORT: 3 bedroom. 1 bath.
country setting. nls couple preferred.
references. $650/mo. plus utilities.
Available Sept. 15th. 967-4269.
LOVELY CORNISH
COUNTRY
HOUSE for ren~ Uke new. spectacular mountain views. One bedroom. appliances. super-insulated.
45 min. to Portland. Non-smoking
couple or single. References.
$585imo. Available Sept. 1. 1-8253655.
PEAKS ISLAND- large. sunny Victorian. 3-4 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms.
garden. woodstove. 5 mins. to the
boat. year-round. $75O/mo. +utils.
Sec.Dep. Contact Kris or Del at 7665153. Avail. Sept

ollices/rent
FURNISHED
OFFICE
with
secretarial and bookkeeping services
available. Approximately 400 sq.ft.
Also available 600 sq.ft. unfurnished
office. Parking available. Monument
Square area. Call 772-8527.

studios/rent
ARTI CRAFT STUDIO SPACE available to share. $1751mo. includes all
utilities and many extras. Call Nancy
at 797-3468.
STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue.
Join other artist! craft people in building. From 400-1200 sq.ft. Light and
heat included. Parking available. No
lease required. call 772-8527.
STUDIOS: Artists only building. all
inclusive. tin ceilings. artist sinks.
high energy environment. Darkrooms
to suites with views. $125 to $200 a
month. 799-4759 or 799-7890 ask
about our summer specials.

real estate
CHARMING
HOME
IN
PORTLAND'S West End. 3 bedrooms. 1 112 baths. hardwood floors.
high ceilings. small fenced yard.
much more. Only $89.000. Call 9263332 for appointment.
DELIGHTFUL WEST END HOMEQuiet and secluded 3 bdrm. 1 112
baths. wide pine floors. large rooms.
small yard. $99.500. Call Bill Umbel.
Mark Stimson. Assoc. 773-1990.

.-

FREEPORT - One floor condo
living ... 2 bedrooms. open spacious
rooms. Completty applianced. Condo
fee only $44. $77.000. FHA-MSHA
finance available. Diane O'Reilly Harden Reality. 799-1501 - pager
758-5630.

Sell Your
House
in
Casco Bay
Weekly

OUR READERS
ARE ON THE
MOVE

PORTLAND- 458 CUMBERLAND
AVE. 4 Bdrm CAPTAIN's House.
Classic Victorian Features Plus: 1
Bdrm Apartment & Offstreet Parking .•
Home Office and B&B Possibilities.
$110.000. Scott Kerr. Peterson
Realty. 781-4300.

SAI,E
ENDS 8/24
all 1991's got to go, MOST
one of a kind, shop both lots
for the best selection. 14
wides: 56' $18,362 to $18,883.
70's $14,995 to $22,781, 76's
from $23,381 to $28,046. SO'
$19,847 to$27,248. Double
wides, 24 wides $22.617 to
$27,147.28 wides: 52'
$29,722, 56' $36,250 to
$43,584,60' $35,197 to
$38,619. 76' $47,041.
Homes from Colony,
Keystone, Fleetwood
Mansion, Titan, Laurel Hill.
Sale ends 8/24 ..

***

FAIRIANE MOBILE HOMES,
DAILY 11-6 (CLOSED WED.)
SUNDAY 1-5. RT. 93, EXIT
20, RT. 3 TILTON, NH.

***

FAIRIANE/HONEYMOON
MOBILE HOMES, DAILY
10-6, SUN. 12-5, (CLOSED
WED.) RT. 18,
4 MILES NORlli OF

LITILETON, NH

******
SAVE BIG
BUCKS
all 1991 's got to go, all one of
a kind, shop both lots for the
best selection. 14 wides: 56'
$18,883 to $18,362. 70's
$]4,995 to $22,781, 76's from
$23,381 to $28.046. 80'
$19,847 to$27,248. Double
wides, 24 wides $22,617 to
$27,147.28 wides: 52'
$29,722, 56' $4~584 to
$36,197 to $38,019. 76'
$47,04L
Homes from Colony,
Keystone, Fleetwood
Mansion, Titan, Laurel Hill.
Sale ends 8/24.

***

FAIRLANE MOBILE HOMES,
DAILY 11-6 (CLOSED WED.)
SUNDAY 1-5. RT. 93, EXIT
20, RT. 3 TILTON, NH'

***

FAIRIANE/HONEYMOON
MOBILE HOMES, DAILY
]0-6, SUN. 12-5, (CLOSED
WED.) RT. 18,
4 MILES NORlli OF

LITILETON, NH

******
BUILT
FOR

MAINE
$19,995.80' X 14', 3
bedroom, 2 full baths, vaulted
ceilings thruout. utility room,
lots of cabinets, vinyl siding,
shingled roof and bay
window. $1,995 down 180@
$225, Apr 14%, on display
new home from Skyline,
Holly Park, Fleetwood,
Henderson, Mansion, Norris.
Daily 10-8, Sunday 10-5.

LUVHOMES
Rt 26 OXFORD

business serv

child care

CASCO
BAY
MONTESSORI College Student with truck available
SCHOOL
Programs
available. to do odd jobs and moving. Very
Children ages 3-8. September Pre- handy and can fix most anything.
school and after care. flexible Experienced mover who will move
scheduling. Stop by at 440 Ocean you for less. n4-2159 anytime.
St.. South Portland. or call 79~2400 ERRANDS-R-US: We can do your
for more information.
shopping. pay your bills. do your
PARENTS- EDUCATORS: Learn banking and other assorted errands.
about a personalized pre-school Call 772-0110.
education system. Designed to be
simple. colorful. and FUN. Interac- HEFTY GRADUATE STUDENTS
tive. developmentally appropriate (brothers) with truck reedy to take on
games/activities for you and your nasty summer projects. Call for free
child. Developed and tested uncler estimate. 874-0159.
guidance of renowned educators.
MIDDLE-AGED
DEPENDABLE
pediatricians, and child-development professional available for housel pet!
experts. Designed to focus on the
plant! teen sitting. Day. week. or
important years of learning I Call 858month. n5-4888.
6556.

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn
this trade. we send instructions.
parts. and check for assembly. Call
404-426-0672 Ext. WB3027.
BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info. call 615-779-7111.ext.
T-897.
BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info. Call 615-779-7111. ext
T-1265.
KUWAIT.
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
information call 615-779-5505. ext.
K-1813.

$200-$500 WEEKLYI Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour recording. 801-3792900 Copyright. MEl14DH.

~~~:::::::..

NEED AJOB FAST?
Receptionist • Secretary
Bookkeeper. Accounts Clerk
Warehouse. Laborer
Construction Trades
Hotel • Restaurant
Delivery Drivers

$400-$600 WEEKLY
Available Immediately

1·800·832·2626

KUWAIT.
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
info. calI615-79~5505 ext. 748.

PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKING for a
part-time dishwasher. Apply in person at 78 Middle St. between 11 am
and 2pm.

ROLLEI SL66 MEDIUM- FORMAT
CAMERA system: ImmaaJlate condition. All Zeiss lenses and toJH)f-theline accessories. Sold as a package
only. Must see. Serious buyers only.
$4.500. 774-4732.

Today you need a PERFECT
RESUME. laser resumes (Macintosh) for as little as $18.00 Computer
resume fax service. laser envelopes.
and samEKlay service available.
Satisfaction guaranteed I 854-2972.

Thompson Antiques & Fine Arts
Bought & Sold
Saturelays and Sundays 10-5

Cbuck Tbompson
Portland, ME 04101

NASTY~NEAT
COMPUlS'VEfclEAN'NG
and other IIle suppor1 services

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person .•• or worse,
cleaned up after them •..
You need me in your life.

YOUVE WAITED LONG
ENOUGHI
CASCO BAY WEEKlY CLASSIFIED
UNE AD DEADUNE
IS EVERY MONDAY

EBONY IVORY SOCIETY. Meet
singles of different racial or ethnic
groups for friendship or elating.
Stamped envelope: Post Office Box
8628. Metairie. LA 70011.
U.S. Asian Connection- For free
photo brochure and details of beautiful. faithful. marriage-minded lades
from overseas. write: P.O. Box 60283.
las Vegas. NV. 89160. or call 702451-3070. leave mailing address.

AT6PM

CAll MICHAEL 775-6601

Who are Compatibles
clients?
People just llke you.
People who were hesitant to
call a dating service until they
learned about Compatibles, the
new way to meet in the 9O·s.

Call us.
We may know someone who's
been waiting
to know you.

HOUSESITTING:
MATURE.
RESPONSIBLE. NlS professional
woman. Green thumb. Cat lover. Excellent references. Bobbi. 761-2784.

Charge your Classified ads
by phone
775-6601.

Responding

to a

CBW Box # ?
Casco Bay Weekly

o

551A Congress St.
Portland, ME, 04101

CBWBoxXXX

Do It
Like
Thlsl

Corresp~mdence is

forwarded before
the publication of
the next issue_

garage/yard sales
MOVING SALE: 8/17 - 8/18. 8:3Oam3pm. 175 Beacon St.. Portland.
Electric stove. sleep sofa and chair.
queensize soft-side waterbed. furniture. books. LP.'s. women's clothes
and shoos (size 8+9). speakers.
turntable. linens and much more!!
VICTORIA MANSION YARD SALE.
Saturday. Aug. 17. 9am. 109 Danforth St.. Portland. rain or shine.
Huge quantity of old and contemporary stuff. Admission $1.00.
YARD SALE. SAT. AUG. 17th. Rain
elate Sun. Aug. 18th. 9am-4pm. 87
Essex St.. Portland. Household
items. books. toys. Our stuff can be
your stuff.

1984 Nissan pick-up 5 speed. amlfin
cassette. heavy duty bumper. new
bed. exhaust & shocks. runs great.
needs paint. 59.000 miles. To small
for a family of 4. $1300.00 or BO.
775-2852.
1986 PLYMOUTH COLT. stanelard
transmission. $2300 or best offer.
n3-7425.

1987 TOYOTA 4RUNNER. PSiPB.
5-speed. AMlFM cassette. rollbar.
irailer hitch. black. 70K miles. $8000.
353-5850 after 5pm weekdays.
anytime weekends.
CHEAPI FBIJU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes... $200; '86 VW... $50; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ...
$50. ChoQse from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recording
reveals
details:
801-37~2929
Copyright' ME114JC.
VOLVO. 1980. 24ODL. excellent running condition. roof window. great
student car. Call 929-5552. leave
messege. $2000 or 810.

4x
4x
4 --

WANTED TO BUY

wheels

ORIENTAL
RUGS

weeks

Top cash paid for
your old oriental
rugs regardless of
size or condition.

874-2233

wheels
DRUGLORD TRUCKSI $100; '84
Bronco. $50; '89 Blazer. $150; '75
Jeep CJ. $50. Siezed Vans. 4x4·s.
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-37~2930. U.S.
Copyright
•
MEI14KC.
U.S. HOTLINE Copyright.

LoST CAT: OCEAN AVE.! Forest
Ave. area. Gray. short-haired.
nuetered male. White spot on belly.
wearing brown flea collar. Answers to
Casey. Call Karen, 761-1846.

N

DAN

C

bulletin board

C.

E

Evening Classes Forming in Swing / Ballroom Dance
Athlettc Dance every Monday at 6:00 pm
Basic Adult Tap every Thursday at 6:00 pm
AND For Kids & Teens:
. Modem Jazz
. Tap
. Jittterbug

773-3558

THOMPSON'S POINT. POIITLAND

L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.J

SUMMER MUSIC
WORKSHOP

publications

CONSUMER
SELF-HELP
PROGRAM- Do you need: A better
credit rating?; To obtain a credit
rating?; To maintain your good
credit? Sensible techniques. proven
formulas for repairing. maintaining.
and/or obtaining a good credit rating.
Call 1-900-884-8804. $2OIca1V24
hrs.! over 18. CCA 600-442-7379.
100% Money Back Guarantee.
FOR SALE: ROUND-TRIP plane
ticket. Portland - Seattle. $350.
leave Portland Aug. 30. return
Portland Sept. 9. Date changes possible. Kim. 874-2341.

·GREAT IRISH POETS·: W.B. Yeats. HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
the last romantic. beautifully crafted SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a comsmall format book of poetry with mercial jet anytime for only $160 with
paintings to convey the mood of the AIRHITCH~I
For details call:
poetry. $8.95 + shipping. Ten other AIRHITCH~ (212) 864-2000.
American and English poets in HOUSE NEEDS FIXING BUT you
series. Exquisite gift idea. Gree dread that contractor'S bill? Call
broch==u=re=.=I=-8=00-383==-3=16=7=.===:..-. Richard- you'lI be glad. low hourly
;:
rate plus actual materials cost.
Skylights. bulkheads. shelves. steps.
r i i r o u r Classified ads
renovations. alterations. References.
_
773-1937.
.
JEFF WEINBERGER, 772-0208
775-6601.
LIFE GOT YOU? Down? Confused
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_:::._:::._:::._:::._:::._:::._:::._:::.::::::::::::_=.--l about why you're going where you
r
are? Let the Dad's help you pull the
wool over your own ears. Stay home
this century and rediscover' the surreal you. Call 780-4909 Friday
nights. between 9:30 and 11 :00.
Free. no service charge or heavy
breathing I
SANDY- our love is the most beautiful thing I've known. I'm sorry I'm so
rotten. I love you. I need you. Please
take me back.-JOHN
Become a musician. not just
another guitar player. Weekly
group classes will focus on guitar
improvisation, rhythm section
playing. ear training. songwriting.
transcnption, and other subjects
upon request. Reading music not
necessary. but is helpful. All
instruments welcome. For more
info call

p~tne (~VISA ~

BUSINESS LAGGING,
ANCHOR DRAGGING,
THINKING ABOUT
JUMPING SHIP?

dollars

music

SINGERS- WOMAN LOOKING FOR
other acapella singers for gospel.
blues. soul. folk group. To meet
weekly- possibly for performance.
but mosdy for fun. 865-3869.

lost & found

'82 NISSAN. SENTRA WAGONAutomatic. PIS. P/B. AmlFm cassette.
122K miles. but well
maintained. Runs great. $1000 or
810. 774-9217.

wanted

SINGER
LOOKING
FOR
MUSICIANS to form group to jam for
fun and creativity- not for goal of
publicly performing. Jazz. Blues.
some Rock. Moderately experienced
musicians w/own equipment preferred. No drugs! alcohol. Usa 8922668.

learning

Maybe

you just

The Best
Wheels Deal
Around!

need

to try
another
tack.

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds.
775-6601

WE HAVE HEl.PED THE POLICE
find missing children. We can help
find out what is missing in your life.
I'm Taylor Lynne Smith. Call my
Psychic Consultants. 1-900-n34ESP. Adults Only. $5.OOImin.

YOUR JUNK

COULD BE
SOMEONE EISEIS

TREASURE

learning
AFRAID OF TESTS? We can help.
Memory development. Notes. Test
taking. Time management Next
workshop: 208 luther Bonney. USM.
Aug. 19-22. Call 892-3132. Dynamic
Futures. P.O. Box 167. Windham.
04062.
JAZZ PIANO LESSONS- Begin with
the blues and advance to contemporary styles. College instructor
giving private lessons to students of
all levels in technique. theory. and
improvisation. David libby. n36530.

ctassifieds
call 775-6601for
more iriformation

883-1066
Portland

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

783-1500
Lewiston

RATES
Idd'i
_ka

up to 30 words

$9

$6

FEMALE. 3 months. excellent dog.
Obedience begun. $275 or trade.
Oxy-Acetylene cutting torch. 100'
hose. regulators. $100. Temporary
electric service. CMP approved.
Also. building materials. selVtrade.
293-2851.

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

ESOTERIC
AND
ANCIENT
TEACHINGS. unusual gifts and
childrens books at Maybe Someelay...• a non-profit bookstore. Open
1-8 daily. 195 Congress St. on Munjoy Hill. 773-3275.

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

SOLOFLEX WITH BUTTERFLY and
leg extensions. Originally $1200. asking $750. Call 774-8675.

& Found ~em. isted free. Cla80ified ado! are
non-rvfundabIe. Cf'NII ehaJl not be iabIe lor wry
typographical errore. omieeiono. or chargee in the

GERMAN

SHEPHERD

775-6601

each additional word .25¢

o body & soul
oroommat••
oaptsJr.nt
o houu.lr.nt
Oofllcnlr.nt
o atudlotlr.nt
o unonaVr.nt

0 ...1eat.te

DEADLINES

oauctlona

o child care
o help wanted

o dating ..Men
o atulf for ..Ie

o garwgelyn .....
o wanted to buy

o cornputera
o mualcilnatnnnellta
owheela

o"-ter am
DIMming

o publications

oallimahl
oJob. wanted
o lost & found (free)
obualn.....Men
o legal notlcea
o bualn... opportunltle. o bulletin board

FINE PRINT
a-ified ado mu.t be paid for i'I advance with caeh.
pereonal check. money <><der. VIle. or Mastercard. Loet

ORDER FORM

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CATEGORIES

1 week

stull for sale

~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~ AKC
HOUSESITIING WANTED: Mature.
responsible adult male available for
housesitting in Septl Oct. References
available.
Call
846-5914
evenings.

commercial

dating services

SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Mlchul W. Pajak, Classified Manager
Casco IlIIy WukIy IS ... EIpW OpportlUtity Emp/Qyu.

jobs wanted

Shop: n3-1948
Home 282-l!957

20 Danforth St.

residential

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an energetic
individual to join our sales team.
We are looking for a highly motivated self-starter to
aggressively pioneer new advertising accounts in our growing
classified section. The right person will be highly organized,
possess excellent interpersonal and telephone skills, and be
able to work independently. Prior telemarketing experience
will be a plus.
The position will require working evening hours, Monday
through Thursday, 4-8, and pays an hourly wage plus
commission.
If you are as enthusiastic about phone sales as you are about
the role Casco Bay Weekly plays in the community, send a
resum~ and cover letter to:

IIIIt4q 3[tJ

OLD SLIDES. HOME MOVIES. and
photos can deteriorate with time.
Transfer your family memories to
VHSI Video 8 film. Edting and dubbing features available. Great for
gifts. Reasonable rates. Call n22178.
PHOTOGRAPHY. FROM TOP TO
TOE: Weddings. Portraits. Families.
Friends.
Children.
Births.
Celebrations; darkroom and camera
instruction. film processing. contacts
and fine printing. Charles B. Melcher.

772-8784

TELEMARKETER

Ilfitn.j:fVl

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLECall USM Recycles and find out
more. Casco Bay Weekly is using
our service and we can work for you.
personally or professionally. Call
Today!1I Recycling Hotline 780-4998.

Katherine Clark

KUWAIT.
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED. $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
info. calI615-n~5505. ext. K-119.
NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionist!
secretary. bookkeeper. aocounts
clerk. warehouse laborer. construction. trades. delivery drivers. hotel.
restaurants.
Up to $400-$600
weekly. 1-800~2-2626.
NEED A PART-TIME INCOME? You
must have a typewriter or good
handwriting. Hours and location
flexible. Call now for details. 1-600783-a946. ext. 125.

MANAGERS: Are you looking for an
innovative. progressive way to help
your people handle work related
conflict? I have developed a new
program that can assist you in this
area Call AMY Young at 865-8812.

n5-8301.

help wanted
$40.00OlYRI READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple ·Iikel don't
like· form. EASYI Fun. relaxing at
home, beach. vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright 'MEI14EB.

wheels

stuff for sale
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~~'--------------------Add~.~·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

. Total words:___________

1st - ' t :_ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ add'l week8at: _ _ _ _ _ __

T~.·~·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

TotaI:_ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207-n5~1 VIS8 or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order
ad which do not affect the value or content. or
lUbatantialy change tha ~ of the ad. Cnldtt wi
be ieoued when a viable error how been detennined

witNn one week of pubication. T_ "-Ie avaiabIe
lor$2Joopf.

FAX IT IN: 207-n5-1615 \lisa or Mastercard
MAlUWALK IT IN: CBW. 551A Congress St..
Portland. ME 04101

OVisa 0 Mastercard
Qedt Card If:
--------Exp.dat.,;...·_ _ _ _ ___
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men .. women

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

women .. men
ARE YOUR SUMMER EVENINGS
AVAILABLE for lively conversations
and leisurely dinners? SJF, arts
professional, 42, 5'S', also enjoys
breakfasts out, movies, walks, concerts and fishing, Looking for SlDM,
38-48, slim, creative, secure, relaxed
and non-smoker. P.O.Box 4874,
Portland, 04112.
COLUMBIAN OR CHOCOLATE
RASPBERRY DECAF? SF, attractive, youthful 39 likes privacy,
peacefullness and people. Dishwasher,
washer/dryer,
spacious
apt./house; near excellent school
system? Handsome, helpful, honest;
successful, semi-athletic, soothing;
educated, energetic everlasting;
gentleman 35 to 55 desired. NID,
N/S. Companionship for vivacious
5'3', 130lb. brunette. '2!'552O
DO
YOU
HAVE
VERTICAL
RHYTHM? Non-smoking, 5'6' SWF,
42, seeks a good leader (or leamer).
Also enjoys movies, walks, nature,
and exploring the possibilities. Must
be financially and emotionally
responsible. A sense of humor and a
wann heart mandatory. '2!'5507

DWF LOOKING FOR A SlDWM who
is honest, stable, down to earth,
somewhat old-fashioned values and
likes kids. I'm a 33 ylo, cute, petite
mom. Do you like movies, walks,
beaches, family life? Let's start as
friends. Photo? Box 466, Scarborough, ME 04074. '2!'5510
LET'S SHARE OUR LlVESI Tall, attractive woman, 39, enjoys the
ocean, the environment, long walks
and short hikes, camping, x-<:ountry
skiing, skating, evenings out and
evenings in, is looking for honest, intelligent, patient man, 35-45, nls,
who enjoys children and would like a
lasting relationship. CBW Box 756.
'2!'5484

SWF, 36, ATTRACTIVE INSIDE &
OUT, financially secure, spiritual, fun,
playful, children & family oriented,
NIS, NID, athletic, outdoors lover.
Ukes symphony & dancing to Port
City All-Stars. Interested in hearing
from available men who are family
oriented, attractive, athletic, emotionally & financially secure. Photo
please. CBW Box 760.
SUMMER IS ALMOST OVER and I
haven't had my fun yet! How would
you spend a day with sOmeone
who's willing to try anything once?
SWF, 30, looking for ideas from
SlDWM, maybe we'll try them out.
Write Woodford Station Box 6764,
Portland ME 04101.

DWM, LOOKING FOR A GODIST! A
female to pamper, maybe only for a
day, maybe longer. Age, looks or
race don't matter. You must enjoy
candlelight dinners, and wann oil
massages. Lers get together for fun
and animalistic behavior. '2!'5511
SWM, MID 30'S, LOOK'S LIKE MID
20's. Happy with life & Iookin' to
make it more fun with some one. I
have green eyes & know how to enjoy life. "B'5486

caw

PERSONAL

LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART,
someone who I can care about, likes
the beach & is not afraid to take a
chance to be happy. '8'5487
MIKEY LIKES IT SWM, attractive,
mature business professional wishes
to meet single, attractive, active
woman over 30. Interests include
health, fitness, travel, good food. Call
today for a healthy relationship.
"B'5457

LOT'S OF LOVE TO GIVE and no
one to recieve. DWM, 3Oish, 6'1',
1901bs., wants to share ocean visits,
quiet time, dining by candleligh~
romance, laughter, good times and
bad, with S/DWF, 25 to 35, trim,
5'4"+. "B'5508

"M""W""M""-~30~Y""R"'S~.-,~M-'!:~O-IU-M-to-go-od
looks seeks compatible F's who enjoy outdoo.rs, music, people, good
smoke, Harley's, warm nights, and
intimate times. P.O.Box 170, Steep
Falls, ME 04085. "B'5496

men .. women
I AM A SWM, 22, better than average
looks, and still hoping for Miss Right
to come along. I'm 5'10', 145Ibs.,
believe in monogamy, sharing, and
togethemess. I enjoy shopping
nalls, music, old & new movies, Nick
at Nite, the berries in Cap'n Crunch
cereal- the little things in life. If you're
a SF (18-25), and hoping for a faithful, caring guy- here I am!! Serious
responses only, please. CBW Box
770. "B'5519
SWM- EX ROCK & ROLLER who
was at Woodstock. I'm a great cook
with always too much on my table for
one! You select the wine. '2!'5485

by Linda Barry

Bvr ~Vt:N THEY'Re NOT rlATING HER

GV'(s, CINDY LVDERMYt:P- IS So INTO
GUYS AND GVYs ARE So INTO CINDY
LVOERM'1'£R Bur NOT IN THe FOR RE'AL

WAY, Tl-It,Y ARt INTO t\E'R IN THe GIANT
BoOB WI\'f, THER~.s 61~LS I KNOW WHo
I-\p.,i~ (INOY

FoR THAT.

ACTIVE,
OUTDooRSY
MAN,
humorous, sensitive, spontaneous,
caring, affectionate (5'8' 140Ibs.),
likes sailing, canoeing, hiking,
animals, gardening, folk music, art
and culture conversation . Seeks thin,
fit woman, 30's, for some adventure!
CBW Box 757. '2!'5488

BIDDEFORD. I'M 32, blonde,
1601bs. weight. Sensitive, affectionate, looking for a mate. Hoping to
meet girl for friendship and more,
spending life alone is becoming a
LOVELY, LIVELY LADY wants ad- bore. Matching qualities and interventure, fun and frolic. Youthful SWF, ests, we could be together tonight.
Commitment can happen with one
early thirties, seeks witty, virile, lighthearted, sensuous SID gentleman, who's right. Love sailing, movies,
music, dancing, photography. Give
22-29 yrs. Old, who is engaging,
fetching, fit. Whimsicality is a plus- me calli write, I'll give you more of
please, no fools! buffoons. CBW Box . my biography. Been lonely, you
769. "B'5516
lonely too? Sure hope to hear from
PETRUCHIO: R.S.v.P. Obnoxious, youl CBW Box 764. '8'5500
opinionated, tough cookie, 38, also COCKTAILS ON THE BEACH sound
known to be pretty, sweet and sexy, good to you? Looking for another
wants creative, honest, good-look- sun lover (DWF 35-45) to meet and
ing, passionate and funny man to see where it goes from there. I'm 37,
tame her shrew. CBW Box 762. 6'2" and 180 Ibs. Please hurry before
"B'5492
summers gone. By the way, I smoke.
WE ARE TWO DWF, one blonde, CBW Box 768. '2!'5517
one brunette, looking for SlDW MWM, 32, HEALTHY and easy
males, 30-40, who enjoy good times. going, seeks MWF .unsatisfied at
Men with Harley's will be given top home, for special times and who
priority. CBW Box 766. '2!'5513
knows? CBW Box 755. '2!'5482

(Galls cost 99¢/min)

INSTEAD SHE

BoY SI\IJl.TS

W~ARS

WITH 1\1£

TKE TIGHTE!>T

ZIPpeR

I\:lo~

D<lWN THE

FRONT AND Ttl€' TIGHTE:ST HIPHU66€RS

AND THE BLA(~ST MA!3ELLINt: AND
BoTH 61\!.LS AND Bo'(s 1-1,,'11: SAIl> IT:
51-VT, SWT, SLUT. Bur NO ONE' SA'(S
IT TO HER FACE', ALL SHE t(N:)W$ IS
RI6\-\T NOIN THERES MORe 90'(s ANO
lESS GIRLS IN HER LIFE AND A
'NIN~IN SHE' CAN SNEAK OVT OF AFTER
l-\ER. PI'o.R.ENTS "'RIO AS LE E\',

IN nlE fOR. REAL WA'(. t1AR.Ow />-Jl'(So~Y HElS fOF.. MAL ABoVT (I NOY
BECAUSe BEfORE You CAN 6fT TO
nlE fOR R£AL PART, FIRsT YOUR. MIND
rlAS TO TRIP OVT ON WtR. INCREt)IBL€
SOD TH,I>.T .rUST SoRT Of 6REW, IN A
MO\lIE ?eopu:; WOVl.O I,.IKc (INDY
B€n~R IF SI-\E PRETENDED Nor TO
NoTI('E AJ-:D WORe NOT·NonCIN
OUTFITS ,

AND TONIGHT SHE WANTS Me TO GO
WITH \-IE\!. . "I tVeEt> '(OV TO GUARD M~"
St-I\: SAYS, liS TI-\~ NeW 'BOYS fRoM
TH'E CATHO~I(. SCHOOL .sHES MEn-HoIG
TONIG HT AT CRofTON PARK I lAM I BY
THE !l.op~, rSA'1', 'I'M NOT SURf," SITE
SAYS I ' hE P\SE, COME ON . I'", B€66IN&

Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call<Bl answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit tt number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enteranothertt number or
browse through other messages. (Callscost99¢ a minute.)
To respond to an ad without a tt number, write to the P.O.
box or CBWbox indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left
hand corner of your envelope.

How to place a CBW personal ad
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downtown Portland.
Call 775-660 1 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal Call<Bl tt number. When you place your ad,
you'll be you'll be given a tt number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheet. It's important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you won't miss any of your responses .
When recording your 90-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

You can change your tt message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Using the list at the bottom as your
guide, see if you can connect the various
symbols at the top, from the disco to the
beach, in correct order. Of course, none of
your lines should cross,

A legend is an explanatory list of the
symbols used on a map or chart.
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person of the week

"

DO YOU HAVE VliRTICAL RHYTHM?
Non-smoking. 5'6- SWF. 42, ..eka good
leader (or IearnerJ, Also enJop movies.
walks, nature. and exploring the
possibilities, Must be financially and
emotionally responsible, A ..nse of humor
and a wann hearl mandatory. v5507

1.

II

UTI

compl,ments of Maine Mall Cinemas.

women .. women
BLONDE WITH STRAW HAT and intriguing smile, 7/30, 3pm, PSA
area- are you curious too? Small
blonde wI red scarf. '2!'5498

Your ad:
Category:
o women "men
Omen .. women

o women" women
Omen .. men

o companions
Confidential infonnation:

lofwo~s:-------
(~

nama

address

city, stat8, zip

phone

mol. than 45)

..

~w
k:-------See rates at lett

I of weeks: ________
2·week ITinlmum

caw box: _______
Add $5 01 $91week
See rates at left

Total due: _______

GF,
46,
RECOVERING,
welleducated, professional
feminist·
likes intimate conversaiion, music:
candles, books, hugs, sports; has
good sense of humor and self.
Seeks emotionally fit, educated, attrac~ve, non-radical GF in Portland
area to share the journey. Please
write P.O. Box 9715-168 Portland
04104. "B'5509
'
,
WMBF LOOKING FOR SAME for
friendship and fun and those quiet
times, will answer all responses.
P.O.Box 295, Ptld., ME 04112
.
'2!'5515

Respond to
any personal
ad
on this page_

Call

900-370-2041

men .. men
GWM, 26, N/S, PROF., looking for
other mature & healthy GWM 24-28
for companionshipl friendship. I am
not into the bar scene, and have not
been promiscuous. I like quiet times
deep conversations, growing in:
bmacy and romance. CBW Box 767.
"B'5518

Call costs 99~ a
minute.
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., 1991 United Feature Syndicate,

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a

Personal ads 0145 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25¢ each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call<Bl .... number is free . Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/oa ttnumbercosts $9a week. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday priorto publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04102.
Phone: 775-6601. FAX : 775-1615

Legendary trip

DOCTOR, 46, JUST TERMINATED
a rela~onship, interested in meeting
att..~tive. ~male who might enjoy
sailing, dining, travel. Your kids are
fine. Lers moot over coffee. Portland
area please. P.O.Box 8125, Portland,
ME 04104.

Each.week, the person who pia""" the funniest or most
"",al,ve Casco Bay Weekly P8111On8' is choeen .. caw's
'Person of the Week' and is awarded two free movie ticlceta

What does a personal cost?

Rules & deadines

DWM, ATTRACTIVE, HEALTHY,
good shape, seeks pretty, sexy, WF,
32-42, non-smoker, fit and active.
Let's talk on the phone, walk on the
beach, oook each other a meal, have
a good time. Must enjoy popcom and
backrubsl '2!'5494

You. "

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ACBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99c/min)
How to respond to a personal ad

WERE I A SUMMER FESTIVAL I'd
be a renaissance fair... or perhaps a
SWM" 33, PROFESSIONAL: Dear Macintosh conference. If a concert, a
SpeCial Person, I know you are out medieval or ethnic music recital... no,
there, You a~ sma~ sassy, confi- a 60's happening complete with
dent, !1oaJ onented, sexy, slim, fun, psychedelic light show. A library? My
shelves hold works on theatre
attractive, enthusiastic fit spiritual
oId-fas~ioned and culiuraily aware: ml!sic, . culinary delights, history:
You enJOY the outdoors as well as splntuallty, nature, cats, writing, solar
the ar1s, dancing, and adventure. design, travel, science architecture
pain~ng, sculpture, ca~oeing, riding:
Send photo. CBW Box 765. '2!'5506
fenCing, ~chery, role playing games,
MWM, 37, SEEKING WOMAN for Science Fiction and Fantasy. Are you
companionship, excitemen~ sen- a SF from 30-40 who would visit
suality in a WDrk-a-day existence, I each of the above? Discuss, exam Ilrofessional, generous, discreet, perience, create and appreciate it all
passionate. If this sou nds good lers With a tall, long-haired, recaJcitrantly
meet. I'm waiting to hear from' you. misfit living enigma. This DWM 39
is proud of his intellectual and' cui:
CBW Box 758. '2!'5489
tural versatility. CBW Box 761.
SWM~ 28, 6', 1851b., professional,
"B'5491
athlf!tiC, adventurous, quiet, and attraClive. Interests! likes include
I:M 35,5'6. I'm seeking a thin, attrac~, outdoors, dining, dancing,
bYe
female from 18 to my age. I'll be
~VI9S, Black music, cards, parties,
spending
Jan. thru March in a
kids and dogs. Seeks attractive
dow~-to-eart~, easYiloing lady fo; secluded bungalow with in picpoSSible relatft)nship. CBW Box 763. turesque mountain area of beautiful
Ireland. I need this person te) share
'8'5499
expenses and desire to establish a
SOAP WATCHING, SELF-CEN- lasting relationship. '2!'5512
TERED, selfish, mallaholics need not
apply. SWF 30-36, professional tall
I'M NOT THE GUY IN THE BEER
open, sincere, can. SWM, 35, ~e~ AD. I have never: (1) suggested
special person who enjoys food
women are intimidated by my looks;
friends, and laughter together:
(2) boasted of my mother's brisket;
"B'5514
(3) recounted my Congo adventures;
THE
AIR
IS
NIPPYTHE (4) taken a call during dinner; (5)
WooDSTOVES are all fired up, and eaten off a date's plate. I'm the other
the trees are bursting with color... one, the one you have yet to meet.
what a great day for a picnicl Sum- Reasonably fit and attractive, midmer is great, but lall is where the 30's professional, intelligent, lot's of
romance lies! I am a SWMP, single- good qualities, I'm told, and only a
white- male- parent, into movies, few vices- I'm working on them. Not
romance,
walks,
romance, desperate, but occasionally lonely for
candlelight pizza, oh yeah, did I men- ~ company. Interested in meeting
tion romance? If you are PMR, pos- Inteillgen~ attractive, easy-going
sibly- miss- right, 25-35, into the women, 20's-30's, for dinner, movies,
same things, but just tired of doing concerts, maybe more, if the
them alone, drop me a hne, and chemistry's right. What's to lose?
hurry, fall's just around the cornerl Phone, photo if possible, to Box
7938, Portland, 04112. '2!'5483
CBW Box 759. '2!'5490

$20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the

first prize winner. The second prize winner
receives two free passes to The Movies on
Exchange Street. Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at
random, Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is allowed per person per
week,

All entries for this week's puzzle must be
received by Wed" August 21. The solution
to this week's puzzle will appear in the
August 29 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #84
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle #82
(Notables)
Neil Diamond
John Coltrane
Chuck Berry
Berry (that right, Berry) Gordy
5) Nat King Cole
6) Pearl Bailey
7) Meat Loaf
8) B.B, King
9) Cole Porter
10) Porter Wagoner
11) Johnny Cash
12) W,e. (or John) Handy
13) David Bowie
14) Billie Holiday
15) John Cougar Mellencamp
1)
2)
3)
4)

Johnny Paycheck, John Palmer, John
Waite and the G-clefs headed the list of
backup singers.
This week, Scarborough's Eve Cimmet
and a friend will dine at Alberta's.
Kennebunk's D, Wessels and a friend will
take in a movie at The Movies on Exchange
Street.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was
recently published by Harper and Row,)
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THIRST
NO MORE

berry Street

Celebrating the
Life of the Spirit
in
Worship, the Arts &
Community Service

Large Selection of Sale Items
at 50% OFF
83 India Street Ponland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

AWNINGS

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH

Custom designed awningS unique alternative to signS.
".

302 Stevens Ave nue
Portland, ME 0 4 103

(207 1772-8277

Leavitt & Parris Inc.

92 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

Rev, Ken Turley
Sunday, August 18
Mus ic & Meditation lOam
Childcare provided

free estimates, installation & delivery

~4184 • 448 Payne Rd. Scarborough
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages.

~
9

Bruno s P tio
, is open!
Undoubtedly Portland's
finest pizza and steak sandwiches.
Featuring
Twin Lobster
Dinner

$11.95

Open 7 days
Offering a new
menu for
lunch & dinner.
Free parking.
Take Out Available.

YOU CAN S TOP S M 0 KIN G

IN 59 MIN.

C ALL TODAY FOR YOUR PER SONAL PRIVATE SESS IO N

KATHERINE

J. MOODY

C ERTIFIED C LINI C AL HYPN OT H ERAPI ST

33 INDIA ST.
PORTLAND

766-9723
ALSO AVAILABl l Wr iGHT CONTROL P ROC;RAMS

773~3530

ids"SCU"

A CHIlDREN1S RE$ALE SHOP
(FORMERLY Cl"lILDREN·SORCj.lA~Ol

.r-INDEPENDENT ONCE AGAIN .~ WANTS TO SHARf TIE JIIRILll
«

Ma ti ' Po·nt
HEALTH CARE
CENTER
PORTLAND (VERANDA STREET)
Martin's Point Health Care
Center of Portland
(Veranda St) is pleased to
announce that pediattician
Dayle R. Dewey, MD has
joined its medical staff.
Dr. Dewey received his
medical degree from the
State University of New
York Health Science Center
in Syracuse, and recently
completed his pediattics
residency at Maine Medical
center in Portland.

':i~

We pay CASH for your children'S. ~own clothing, (sites 0-1Q),
'
accessories & toys. Call 'Qf yoUf appoihtmanl today.

Dr. dewey is a member of
the American Academy of
Pediattics. He is boardeligible.
Martin' s Point Health Care
Center of Portland (Veranda
St.) provides outpatient
medical and diagnostic
health care services for
families in southern Maine.
Martin's Point also operates
a walk-in, urgent care health
center at 595 Brighton Ave.,
Portland.

Monday-Friday, 8 AM to 8 PM
By Appointment & Walk-in

774-5801- 1-800-322-0280
331 Veranda Street, Portland Maine

